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Peculiar Burglary At Spruce
...........
• »'■ *
Head
Results
In
ReformaArthur
Simmons,
Attempting
To Swim Across Mill Pond
Central Maine Power Company Is To Build a Big HydroEvidently Attacked By Cramps.
tory Sentence.
Electric Station Near Bingham.
Spruce Head folks who were up be
times Sunday morning saw a light
At the conclusion of an afternoon’s of this information Marshal Webster
Construction of a 100-foot dam and chases and we kept talking about the suddenly appear
„........
in the post _____
office and
and Patrolman Emery made a quick
40,000 h. p. hydro-electric station on ' possibilities of power on tlie t ppei as suddenly disappear. An alarm was sport at The Bog mill pond yesterday trip to that region, with ropes, only to
Kennebec more people began to pay sounded but by the time the post office Arthur Simmons jokingly offered to
learn that the victim had been
the Kennel,ec River in the town
attentlon to „ T,„. ownership of this
was reached nobody could be found.
bet his companions that he could drowned instead of being imbedded in
Moscok, 114 miles above Bingham, .
and of others on the Upper KenLater a young man named Herbert
the treacherous quagmire.
was announced yesterday in a letter j nebec still more important was one of Grant, approached the postmistress, swim across. Without waiting for
Patrolman Emery was sent back ter
from President Wyman to the stock- the great elements of value which Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey giving her $14.53 the wager to he accepted he started
holders of the Central Maine Power | was in the Central Maine Power Corn- which he said he had taken. Mrs. on the stunt, and had negotiated about the city for grapnels, but before he
Company. Following at e extracts ! pany common stock prior to its sale Godfrey undertook to detain him until two-thirds of the distaifte when the could return, the men had hastily
fashioned a raft and brought the body
from the letter:
to the Middle West Utilities Company the authorities could be notified, but watchers heard an outcry, and saw
ashore by means of dragging it with
* * * *
| and which was not recognized by the he disappeared, and during the after him suddenly disappear.
On the hank at the time were Ver- poles.
The estimated cost of constructing people at large. It was, however, noon was picked up by the police at
The young man had been in the
non Blackington, Emanuel Winchenthis new plant is seven million dol very quickly recognized by represen the Northend.
j baugh and Orrin Benner.
Young water about an hour, and Dr. A. W.
lars and it is expected that the new tatives of the Middle West Utilities
In Municipal Court yesterday Judge t p,jae|<jngl<,n made
n attempt to Foss saw the futility of an attempt at
dam will be ready to fill with water in Company when they came to look over Miller decided in view of Grant’s I
reach his comrade, »but could not swim resuscitation. The body was taken
the spring of 1931.
Engineers are the Central Maine property.
physical and mental condition to send
'While the Bingham development him to the State Reformatory at So. sufficiently, and was obliged to aban to the Burpee undertaking rooms
busy with problems of design and
where Medical Examiner Frohock
don rescue operations.
will produce power considerably Windham for an indefinite period.
working up final estimates.
A woman who resides in that neigh gave a verdict of accidental drowning.
During the 12 months ending (let. 1. cheaper than any plant which we now
An inexpensive clock and a mani
The deceased was about 21 years of
1925, that being the month when eon- i have, yet we shall not get the cheapest cure set are also said to be missing borhood telephoned the police sta
struction on the Gulf Island plant be- I power which can be had on this river from the Spruce Head post office tion that a boy had been caught in age and a son of Henry A. Simmons,
the mud at The Bog. On the strength milk dealer.
gan? ftie Company generated about | until our largest site is developed. store.
li69.OOO,0OO kilowatt hours. As things i
would like to build this larger
It was learned by the sheriff’s de
are now going, it appears likely that in * plant now but cannot do so because of partment that several boats had been
A
SLATE
the calendar year 1928. it will gener- j lack of market. If some plan could cut adrift at Spruce Head. A rain
ate about 242,000.000 kilowatt hours. I be agreed upon by which surplus coat and hat. said to belong to Grant.
This is an increase in annual output I power could be taken out of the State were found in one, also a lobster and
I
of about 70.000,000 kilowatt hours.
| until it is needed here, we believe pro- a runner, leading to the belief that a Lawrence Len?
t riant Had No Accidents in Jun<
As the capacity of Gulf Island plant ' gress could be made with other develtrap had been pulled.
New Building To Be Erected.
in an average year is around 90. - opments very soon.
000.000 kilowatt hours, it is evident
There are few other places in the
IT HAS NO DEBT
that if the rate or growth which the j country that can produce energy in
Company has enjoyed for the last , large quantities as cheaply as this
Tlie Lawrence Portland Cement itor to tin* Thomaston plant, mak
ten years continues, then we mutt j Upper Kennebec water powers and Parish of St. Peter’s Episcopal i c
Company
scored a clean slate in the ing the journey an inspection visit.
,
i.-is.s
........... : ..
.. should
...J 4..
_ _
~
. I
have
additional
generating
capacity they
be .....
put ...
to ..work ....
as 1.1,111
soon a
♦ * * *
Church Celebrates 75th no-accident campaign waged during
before long. In addition to our own possible. The result would lie a great
Work
is
to
he
started soon on a
growth we shall undoubtedly supply benefit to tlie State ami the people in
Anniversary.
the month of June, and the hospital
big brick storage shed, 30 by 100
a constantly increasing, amount of i it as well as to your Company,
-----i flag, indicating a no-accident record. feet, at the Lawrence Portland Cepower to the Cumberland Coun n
In times past wlten we have begun
Last Friday was the feast of St.
the office building ment plant. The building will be
T.TirhC'conr,
'ctei-"whI'c7T fs- nrr--paTroTi^rTcsUTal
of concrete construction, and will be
company and ''the Central Maine quite a few people have been fearful of the parish. This year being the 75th The Thomaston plant is one of 156
used for storage of brick linings for
Portland
cement
plants
taking
part
Power Company ate r.ow owned by that we had undertaken too much
nniversary of the incorporation of
the kilns and coolers.
the New England Public Service ! an,] that the Company would suffer the Church as a parish in the Diocese in the campaign, and the association
* * * *
Company and the combined output of i from having too big a quantity of of Maine, the day was observed by a has reported that the drive for 1928
Buildings belonging to the com
tlie two companies
i panics this year will lie nowe
ser on its hands. This has never celebration of the Holy Eucharist at will show a marked improvement
missary department during con
about 390.000.00 kilowatt hours, An proven Uhe casd- When we built
30 and Choral Ev nsong in the even- over the successful mark established struction of the Thomaston Cement
increase of 10% per year would mean Skowhegan in 1919 the output was ng. The Rev. Ralph Hayden. Rector in 1027. for the month of June.
plant are to be retained on the prem
•hat by the end of 1933, the two com soon sold and we remodelled and built of St. Thomas Church, Camden was
* * * *
ises. They have been permanently
panies together would be requiring one or two smaller plants before going the preacher.
Frank P. Monahan, work manager placed, sealed rear and ends, and will
1 something like 190,000.000 additional ahead with Gulf Island in 1925.
The parish had its inception in 1850 of the 4.000 barrel plant of the Glens he given a surface of gunnite and
I kilowatt hours annually and this is
The last 12 months have been the or 1852 with very small beginnings, Falls Portland Cement Company at
then placed at the disposal of the
: about the output that is expected best from the point of view of busi •"inallv a hall on Main street was Glens Falls, N. Y., was a recent vis workmen as garages.
ness done and money earned, of any fitted as a church with an altar and
from the Bingham piant.
The Bingham site had never been year that your Company has ever other adjuncts of worship. In the
I recognized as a place where a dam had. It has taken on a large num great fire of 1853 the building was THE YACHT MOHAWK
THE OFFICIAL VOTE
might be built. The cost of founda ber of new power customers, made
timed ’caving the parish without any
any rural extensions, increased its place of worship. But soon with the |
tion for a dam 15 or 20 feet high at
that point would make the structure earnings and substantially reduced lid given by the Bishop a new church Dudley Wolfe Piloting His Senator Hale’s Plurality Was
too expensive to build and people had its rates in many of its Districts. Still was built on Park street and was
33,306, While Gardiner
60-Footer On Ocean Race
not begun to think much about dams further rate reductions are in process
nsecrated June 8. 1854. The church
over 50 or 60 feet high. Therefore I of being worked out
saw a varied life sometimes in prosHad 44,005.
To Spain.
Business conditions in all parts of
suppose it seemed rather foolish lor
erity and sometimes in adversity.
a company that did not seem to be our territory are at present unusually By the year 1884 the church had fallen
Frederick Hale of Portia ml received
Sunday's papers carried a picture
large enough to ever need a dam on good and I believe that the year 1928 nto such decay that it was unsafe lor
of Dudley F. Wolfe, of Warrenton a majority of 33,306 votes over Gov.
the Kennebec river to talk about will show even better results than the use and the congregation resorted to
building one so large in a place where 12 months ending May 31st.
Merrill's hall on Limerock street as a and Boston, at the wheel of his yacht Brewster for the Republican nomina
most people did not believe any could
place to worship. The land and church Mohawk, which started Saturday tion for United States Senator in the
be built at all.
on Park street were sold and by the from New York with three other June primaries according to the offi
As time went on after our first pur
fall of 1884 the nresent church was small schooners in a 3055-mile race cial vote whicth was announced at the
consecrated by the Bishop of Maine. to Spain. The Associated Press New session of tlje governor and council
The first rector of the parish was York story read:
His First Fourth
Friday. Senator Hale carried every
Rev. George Slattery, father of the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Four modern Columbuses with full county in the State, excepting Penob
SECOND HAND
Fifty years ago this Fourth of July present Bishop of Massachusetts. The sails set on their trim little yachts, scot and Piscataquis. The vote was
where were you and what’did you parish has a long list of clergy, some started today on a 3055-mile race to as follows: Brewster, 44.524; Hale,
FURNITURE SOLD
do? In 1878 1 went to my first cele of whom have served for many years Santander, Spain. Tonight and to 77,830.
and other for a short time.
CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS
bration at the Branch Mills in 1
Knox County vote for V. S. Senator
morrow, across their paths lie a
And on the 75th anniversary the
lermo. 1 had 25 cents to celebrate
thunderstorm and a stiff southwest was: Brewster 776. Hale 1886. Lin
We offer exceptional BARGAINS
parish
of
St.
Peter
finds
itself
in
a
fair
on, which was a big amount in those
Brewster 864,
gale. On one of the boats was a wom coln County’s vote:
at “PRICES THAT CANNOT BE
days. Here is an itemized account stale of prosperity. The church itself an—Mrs. William Roos of Pelham Hale 1970. Hancock County: Brew
BEAT.”
We have everything
has
already
gained
in
the
atmosphere
of my expenses:
ster 1980, Hale 3108.
needed to make a home. Come in
of sanctity through the constant of Manor, N. Y., who shipped on her
Fire-crackers ...................................
William Tudor Gardiner of Gardi
—look around and satisfy yourself
fering of the Holy Eucharist In this husband’s Isabella as a deckhand.
Peanuts ..............................................
Paul Hammond’s 58-ftx>t yacht of ner had a plurality of 44.005 votes in
place, through tlie devout prayers of
that thia is true.
1 glass lemonade ...........................
We re “CLEARING THE DECKS"
the laity, through the hallowed asso New York was first to cross the start the contest for the Republican nomi
1 orange .............................................
—and you profit as the result df it.
ciations, through memorials, sacred ing line off Ambross channel light nation for governor, the other candi
Balance unexpended ..........................09
Also have new Linoleums, Boil
vestments and othe.- ornaments. It ship at 12.15 p. m., William J. Curtis dates being Frederick W. Hinckley of
I got a ride home in a lumber
is indeed a “House ol Prayer” dear to and J. Linton Rigg’s 5-foot Pinta of South Portland. Herbert C. Libby of
ers, Tubs and other items.
wagon, sitting in the hind end, and
the hearts of the parishioners of St. New York was second, closely fol Waterville and John G. Smith of
Highest prices paid for Second
when 1 complained of being jolted
Peter’s. The parish has six guilds lowed by Dudley F. Wolfe’s 60-foot Saco. .Mr. Gardiner carried every
Hand Furniture.
the man told me I was getting a
which assist in various ways to sup Mohawk of Boston. The Mohawk set county in the State.
the spring of the hind “ex.” I should port the parish. And the Parish has her big racing jib and quickly passed
Knox County gave: Gardiner 1689,
Rockland Furniture Co.
like to know how many are living to no debt.
the other two with a light south Hinckley 413. Libby 390. Smith 217.
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
day who were present at that Branch
Garddner 1926,
easterly breeze filling her sails. The Lincoln County:
Mills celebration.
Isabella, the smallest of the fleet—'50 Hinckley 6G6, Libby 276, Smith 76’.
JUSTICE TO RETIRE
Telephone 899-R
F. H. Phil brick.
Gardiner 3280,
feet overall—was late in arriving and Hancock County,:
75T&St(
Rockland, July 3.
Hon. Warren C. Philbrook To Leave |did not get away until 1 hour and 15 Hinckley 1190, Libby 216, Smith 324.
minutes after the others.
Supreme Bench In November
The concrete walk on North Main
Pleasure schooners and cabin cruis
Fifteen years of distinguished
tiiuumiiiyiaiiilumUiiiiiiliiinil^illimiU
gfc;- -sws- A1 the Sign
service as an associate justice of the ers of prominent sportsmen and so street which has hitherto been so
I North National Banki
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine ciety leaders lined' the starting rough that it was unavailable for
The Spanish ambassador persons with stiff necks or rheuma
will be ended by Justice Warren C. course.
Philbrook on his 71st birthday, Nov. with Commodore. J. P. Morgan on the tism. has been resurfaced from La
30, when he reaches the retirement Morgan yacht Corsair, saw the tiny fayette Square to Cedar street.
age, it was announced at a dinner in racers slip off into the haze and over
his honor attended by the full Su the horizon.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
preme Court bench this week.
The gallant fleet of four boats com
Justice Philbrook now is sitting on peting for Queen Victoria’s golden
Poetry h the greatest literature, and pleas
(he bench for his last Law Court cup are only the foretaste of another ure in poelrv is the irreatest of llterar> pleas
ure*.
—Vlacount Grey of Failotleu.
term. He has a jury term in Do division of larger yachts which sails
ver-Foxcroft, Piscataquis County, in a week from today for King Alfonso’s
SIC ITUR
September, and another in Kenne cup.
As, at a railway junction, men
bec County, in October. Chief Jus
Wlio came together, taking then
Three weeks of hardships and little
tice Scott Wilson and his associates
One tlie train up. one down, again
sleep lay ahead of the amateur sail
have expressed their heart-felt regret
Meet never' Ah. much ntort as they
When in Rockland you will always receive a wdlat losing the counsel and compan ors, for they must take advantage of
Who take one street's two sides, and say
every breeze and crowd on every inch
ionship of the retiring jurist.
come in our banking rooms which are located at
Hard parting words, but walk one way :
of
canvas
that
the
boats
will
bear.
Indicative of the esteem and affec
Foot of Limerock street, in the heart of the city.
Though moving other mates between,
tion in which Justice Philbrook is This means activity by day and
While carts and coaches intervene.
held was the dinner at which he was night.
Each to the other goes unseen;
One of the Queen Victoria racers
gutst of honor at the Portland Coun
1854—Seventy-four Years of Sound Banking—1928
try Club. The affair was a complete has crossed the ocean before. The
Yet seldom, surely, shall there lack
Knowledge they walk not back to back,
surprise to him. Chief Justice Wil Pinta sailed to England in 21 days.
We will take pleasure in serving you
But with an unity of track.
son of Portland, Justices Charles J. In this race, she has a handicap of 18
Dunn of Orono, Lucre B. Deasy of hours, 29 minutes and 28 seconds. Where common dangers each attend.
Bar Harbor, Guy H. Sturgis of Port- j The Mohawk started from scratch, And common hopes their guidance lend
To light them to the self-same etui.
land, Charles P. Barnes of Houlton. The Nina, manned by a crew recruitNorman L. iBassett of Augusta and j e(j from Harvard, Yale and Princeton
Whether he then shall cross to thee.
William It. Pattangall of Augusta. unjvergmes jiag an allowance of 28
Or thou go thither, or it he
. •.
Some midway point, yet ye shall see
with Justice Philbrook, attended.
hours. 50 minutes and 39 seconds.
Presentation of a fine English p pe ; whilp ,h(. ,suhel|a hag #n allowance
Each other, yet again shall meet.
Ah, joy! when with the dosing street.
engraxert
. loin
if
nl" ' of 57 hours, 47 minuter and 46 sec1928. was made hv Chief Justice unjs
Forgivingly ut last ye greet!

HAD

CLEAN

OT WANTERKNOW!

Regardless of your stand on
prohibition, you will agree
that a good well seldom goes
dry.

ROCKLAND

X.

UNION

Visit Maine
This Summer

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Wilson, on behalf of the bench.

|
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—Arthur Hugh CoujhT
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

CAN SMITH WIN ?

Underneath

the

the New York Herald Tribune sent
The righteous shall inherit the that paper the following review of
land, and dwell therein for ever. The the situation, as he saw it.
law of his Cod is in his heart; none
♦ • * »
of his steps shall slide.—Psalm
.Despite the tumult and shouting
37:29, 31.
and enthusiasm which appear on the
surface of the convention. Democratic
delegates assembled here will leave
Houston feeling that the party is fac
\V7
ing a campaign of great uncertainty.
Nothing like the confidence in winning
the election which is expressed here
publicly by the admirers of Governor
Smith is to be found in the private
expressions of the leaders.
It is not overstating the case to say
that while many of the Democratic
leaders have hope, based on the won
derful vote-getting qualifications of
Gov. Smith, few of them have any
confidence that their party will carry
Tomorrow, Independence Day. that the election. On the contrary, there
is a distinct atmosphere of depression
day of days in American history, in the circles where the real captains
justly calls for recognition. Shall of Democracy gather. Exactly on
what this is based it is not entirely
we give visible expression of our easy to define, but some of the rea
patriotism through the explosion of sons for the pessimism which cannot
be concealed are apparent.
gunpowder, or shall some quieter
One of them is the obvious discon
form of gesture serve? As for The tent and dissatisfaction of the South
ern and Western drys. The open
Courier-Gazette, it is to fly its na threats of many of the women leaders
tional flags, in company with its and church leaders to fight the ticket
cannot be ignored. Many of the argu
Main street neighbors, and by that ments ar.d statements put forth in
visible token declare its allegiance Houston this week in the futile effort
to block the nomination of Governor
to the principles which have made Smith inevitably will be used by the
of the United States the greatest Republicans.
The fear or belief is expressed in
Nation the world has ever known.
responsible Democratic quarters that
when the polls close in November it
When the writer finds himself in will be found there has been an over
n^ed of relaxing the tenseness of whelming vote on the part of the
women against the ticket headed by
life he goes down to the end of Gov. Smith ^nd for the ticket headed
Railroad Wharf and takes delight in by Mr. Hoover.
True, an effort has been made to
the beautiful prospect that there un
folds itself—the broad harbor with prevent this by adoption of a strong
law enforcement plank. But this, it is
here and there upon the surface of it feared will not satisfy a great many
schooners and barges riding at their of the Democratic women who are
anchors; the islands to the east’ard pronounced drys.
Besides, it is perfectly well known
closing in the horizon; at the south
that a great deal of the talk about
the curved line of the shore, from opposition to Gov. Smith on the score
which swelling hanks of green gent of wetness is really based on the re
ly lift themselves to the edges of the ligious question.
Although it is true that numbers of
woods, out of which here and there
the Democratic chiefs close to Gov
cottages show; north and west the ernor Smith and especially those who
wharfed waterfront whose farther have seen him campaign in New York
background is made by the beauti at close range have config-nee that he
ful blue hills of Camden—and these will conduct such a masterful cam
paign as to sweep the country, it is
are only the briefest lines of the also true that those leaders who
picture. Here is matter for the mind weigh the situation calmly and cold
to contemplate and the eye to feast bloodedly cannot overlook that many
upon. It lies close at hand. One may Democaatic delegates will leave
Houston determined not to support
go far for his vacation visit and the ticket.
spend much money thereon, but he
The question: “Are you going to
will find nothing more worth his support the ticket?” is a common one
looking upon than the harbor end of among Southern and Western dele
gates. And many of them Fay they
Railroad Wharf affords.
are not going to support it. Some are

Budget Director Lord, from the
summer quietude of his Martinsville
vacation home, will doubtless view
with satisfaction Secretary Mellon's
announcement that the treasury
surplus will he as estimated. $400,000.000, and that the debt reduction
of the year is to run close to one
billion dollars. We can envy the
General the comfort of his mind as
with hoe in hand he goes down
the rows of his growing garden, in
dulging here and there a glancing
thought upon the honorable part
played by him and the loyal assist
ants of his Bureau in achieving these
’iTuge totals in the field of national
finance.

BREAKS IN

ROCKLAND

Houston

Hoorah Was Atmosphere
Rockland, Me., July 3, 19C8.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
of Depression.
office of The Courier-G-az-ette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of June 30. 1928, there
On the closing day of the Demo
was printed a total of 6.275 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
cratic National Convention in Hous
Notary Public.
ton, Texas, a staff correspondent of

The reluctant summer has not
been without its influence upon out
door activities at the Country Club,
and in particular golf, that delight
ful and intriguing sport, has failed
to enjoy its wonted manifestation.
While the more ardent of its de
votees have not gone without the
enjoyment, lack of sun and steady
recurrence of rain and fog have op
erated to keep away a large propor
tion of the home .players, while the
delay set upon summer travel by the
weather has up to the present time
almost entirely cut off the patronage
of visiting players, a thing usually
counted upon to lend much life and
color to the course. Now that bet
ter days have dawned this condi
tion is bound to be mended. There
is an expert “pro” in charge this
season, the caddies are well dis
ciplined. the fairways and greens
have settled down and the beautiful
and picturesque course never more
invitingly presented itself for con
sideration.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 3, 1928.

going to vote openly for Mr. Hoover.
Others are planning to go home and
attend to business and so far as the
Smith ticket is concerned sulk in
their tents.
Moreover, word comes to Houston
that a considerable section of the
Democratic press is not going to do
anything for the ticket. Some of the
Democratic papers, especially in the
South, will openly give Hoover aid
and comfort.
The extreme of pessimism mani
fested here is represented by the pre
diction of some of the antis that Gov
ernor Smith will lose New York and
be the worst beaten Presidential can
didate since William Howard Taft.
The other extreme, of course, is the
prediction of highly enthusiastic
Smith men that he will sweep New
York and several Eastern States, in
cluding New Jersey. Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Connecticut, will
carry several of the agricultural
States of the Middle West and North
west. and will get the electoral votes
of virtually all the Solid South.
The middle ground view, which ap
parently is held by the great bulk of
delegates, is that Gov. Smith has
some chance to win. but that, with his
own party obviously divided, with the
Republicans prepared to conduct a tre
mendous campaign of organization
and with the admitted strength of Mr.
Hoover in a number of particulars, it
will be an up-hill job.
arm leaders, indeed, have held out
to the Democrats ihe hope that with
the adoption of a strong farm plank
millions of Republican farmers in the
Middle West and Northwest will move
over into the Democratic fold and vote
for Gov. Smith.
The possibility of this is one of the
great factors of uncertainty in the
campaign. But while there is plenty
of evidence of agricultural diisap
pointment with the action at Kansas
City, talks with some of the foremost
of the Democratic chieftains here re
veal that although they think it wise
party action to adopt an agricultural
plank which has the farm leaders' ap
proval. they are by r.o means con
vinced that there is going to be
great exodus of Republican agricul
turists from the Republican camp.
Summed up. the only real hope that
Democratic leaders here have of win
ning the election is based on the idea
that Gov. Smith and his management
may conduct such a campaign as to
draw more than enough support from
Republicans, including Republican
farmers in the West and Northwest,
to offset tire defections of dry Demo
crats and those who are hostile to the
ticket for religious reasons.

A gloomy writer in Harper’s thinks
he sees daylight saving eventually
forced upon the Nation by city dwel
lers, who take no thought of the at
titude of the country people in that
connection. We are not so pessimis
tic. While two standards of time
are on occasion annoying to deal
with, the thing can be adjusted
without too much difficulty. The
FOR DRUNKEN DRIVING
railroads get along very well and so
Lawrence Orcutt o.f Vinalhaven
apparently do the communities in was arrested in Portland Sunday by
which the double schedule is made to Patrolman Norton on a charge of
drunken driving, while his brother
operate.
Glyde F. Orcutt, was charged with
drunken disturbance in an automo
“And a pleasant thing it is”—this bile. Patrolman Norton declared he
is what the Preacher remarked three became suspicious of 'Orcutt whom
thousand years ago—“a pleasant he saw driving along Cumberland
thing it is for the eyes to behold the Avenue, between Pearl and Wilmot
streets, and ordered him to stop,
sun.” Arising from their slumbers which he refused to do. Later. Pa
yesterday morning Rockland people, trolman Norton met the brothers at
who until that moment had scarce Boyd and Oxford Streets, recognized
caught sight of the great luminary them and placed them under arrest.
since summer dawned, knew exactly
Country-bred Maid—-But -sir. why
how the ancient writer felt about it. do you write so much?
Master—I am tan author—I write
We felt glad for the Bath pageant novels.
Maid—Fancy
taking
all
that
folks when Monday opened with
trouble when you can buy a novel
auspicious skies.
Tor sixpence.—Fliegende Blaetter.

Pulls Back the Camden Leaders a Bit In the Maine Coast
League Race—Three Games For Holiday.
/
Tonight—Belfast at Camden.
July Fourth—Camden at Belfast at
10 a m.; Rockland at Camden at 2
p. m.; and Belfast at Rockland at
5 p. m.
Thursday—'Probably a postponed
game.
Friday1—Camden at Rockland.
Saturday—Rockland at Belfast.
The League Standing

A Quart of Oil Free!

gian’s error allowed Rockland to tie
the score. Hits by P. French and
Wotton brought in the winning run
and the home crowd was well pleased
to see a home hoy put on the finish
ing touch. The score:

On the Fourth of July Only

Rockland

ab r bh th po a
Conway. 2b .... 4 0
0 0
33
Walsh. 3b ......... 4 0113
1
Peterson, ss .... 4 0 0 0 0 6
P. French, cf .... 4 13 3 10
I. French, rf..... 3 0 0 0 1 0
VVbtton, lb ....... 4 0 1 1 11 1
Joyce, If ............. 3 0 0 0 2 0
Higgins, c ..... % 3 1 2 2 5 1
Davidson, p .... . 3 0 1112

In observance of the opening of our new filling
station at the junction of North Main, Cedar
and Birch Streets at Broadway, we will give

The relative positions of the teams
is the same as last year at this time:
Won
Lost P. C.
Camden ................. 3
1
.750
Belfast ................... 1
1
.500
Rockland ................ 1
3
.250
• • • •
The Maine Coast League batters in
the 300 class are: Kunitz .455. French
.438. Murphy .375, Small 368. Ogier
352, Masterman .348, Conway .373.
Davidson .333. Clancy .333. Breslin Cole, ss
.333, Paiement .308.

32 o 8 8 27 14 9
Camden
ab r bh tb PO a e
... 4 0 0 0 3 4 1
... 3 0 1 9 1 0 0
• • • ♦
... 3 1 • 0 1 0 0
Camden 4, Rockland 0
... 4 0 1 1 2 9 1
Sounds rather one-sided, does the Masterman, lb .. 4 0 0 3 7 0 0
result of this Saturday game in Cam Loftus, p ...........
... 4 0 0 0 0 3 0
den, but a solitary error where a Ogier. If
... 4 0 9 9 1 1 •
double play had been expected per Hamilton, c........ 4 0 0 0 :» 0 o
mitted the home team to accumulate Klosek. rf
•*. 4 0 II 0 0 0 0
all of its four runs in a single chapter.
The game serve! as introduction
34 1 6 8 24 10 9
for two new pitchers. Taylor who was Rockland .. ... 0 0 0 • 1 1 0 0 X-—2
... a i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-—1
doing the honors for Camden fanned Camden .....
only four men and passed four, hut in
Two-base hits. Small. Masterman.
the six innings when Rockland had Bases on halls, off Davidson 1, off
men on bases, he could not be per Loftus 1 Struck out, by Davidson 5,
suaded to issue safety that would by Loftus 9. Hit by pitcher, Mack
have put French’s men in the run ley. Stolen bases. P. French, Small.
ning. His peerless support is an Passed ball, Hamilton. Double play.
other reason why Rockland failed Nanigian. Cole and Masterman, Pe
to get going.
terson. Conway and Wotton. Umpires,
Rockland's new pitcher was Saulter, McDonough and Martin. Scorer. Win
who stands 6 feet 2 inches in his slow.
stockings, and who can heave the
• • • •
ball across the plate with a great
Camden 5, Belfast 3
deal of emphasis and uncertainty—
By getting the jump on Belfast
the latter so far as the batter is con
Camden won the Coast League game
cerned. After he had fanned 12 men
in Belfast Saturday. 5 to 3. It was
(four of them in one inning) and hid
good baseball all the way with some
held the League leaders to five singles
sharp defense work on both sides.
the crowd came to the conclusion
Cole. Mackley and ’Nanigan did
that here is a pitcher who will bear
some effective hitting for Camden.
watching.
Hale making his first start for Bel
Camden had two men on in the first
fast went well after he got warmed
inning but Joyce took care of the
next two on flies and Masterman’s up and Klosek for Camden was not
in much trouble after his teammates
grounder forced Small at second.
gave him a three-run lead.
The
Rockland had two men on in the
score:
fourth, hut Peterson bad sacrificed,
Camden
and the next two batters were easy
outs.
ab r bh po a
Both teams had gone scoreless up Cole, ss ................... 5
1
to the sixth, when Rockland proceeded Small, 3b ............... 4
Nanigan,
2b
.........
4
to spil the yellow-eyes. The inning
10 2
opened innocently enough with Cole Mackley, cf ........... 5
flying to Conway, but if the fog had Masterman, lb .... 5
11
lifted long enough it would have Loftus, rf, ............. 4
shown the proverbial cloud no larger Ogier, rf ...M.......... 4
than a man's hand. Out of this cloud Hamilton, c ........... 4
grew two bases on balls, the first that Klosek, p ............... 4
Saulter hal given in this gome. Mackley hit a fairly’ easy grounder to Pe
5 12 27 9
terson. who in his anxiety to make a
double play, did what so many other
bh po
short stops have*-done—foozled it: and
0 0
the bases were full. Small scored on Cogan, ss ............... 5
Paiement. 3b ......... 3
Loftus’ sacrifice fly to Pat French,
and Nanigian and Mackley scored on Kunitz. If ............... 3
Ogier’s single. You will notice that Sterling. If ........... 2
Ogier always has a finger in the mis Clancy, rf ............. 4
chief where there is a chance. Ham Thurston, lb ....... 4
3
ilton flied to Joyce and the one scor Curran, c .....
Breslin, 2b ........... 4
ing inning of the game was over.
Rockland threatened in each of the Milliken, cf ........... 4
remaining innings, but did not suc Hale, p ................... 3
ceed in getting a man beyond third x Murphy ............. 0
base. This was mainly due to the
34 3 8 27 15 1
splendid fielding of Jimmy Cole, wh
started two of the nicest doubles that • x Batted for Hale in 9th.
one ever sees in semi-professional Camden ..... 2 1 l • l " <» <> o 0—5
baseball. He has played errorless Belfast ........ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0—3
Two base hits, Breslin, Paiement,
baseball for Camden thus far this sea
Stolen bases,
son. Another stumbling block in this Mackley, Nanigan.
game for Rockland was that man Cole, Nanigan. Bases on balls by
Mackley who plays center, right and Klosek 2. Struck out by Klosek 3,
Sacrifice hit s. Small,
left field. His catch of Joyce's fly in by Hale 3.
Double plays, Small to
the second inning robbed Joyce of a Murphy.
Masterman. Cole to Masterman.
two-bagger. The score
Passed balls, Curran 2.
Umpires
Camden
McDonough and Martin.
• • • *
ab r bh tb PO a e
Cole, ss ...... ..... 4 0 1 1 1 8 0
Charlie Small, formerly of the Bel
Small. 3b ... ..... 3 1 1 1 0 4 0 fast team, continues to play good
Nanigian, 2b .... 3 1 0 0 9 4 0 ball for Pittsfield of the Eastern
Mackley, cf ..... 4 1 0 0 4 0 0 League. His triple in Sunday’s game
Masterman. lb
4 1 2 2 16 0 0 with Providence won for Pittsfield
Loftus, rf ... ..... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 to 0.
Ogier. If .... ..... 4 0 1 1 0 0 0
Hamilton, c ..... .3 0 0 0 4 0 0
RULES FOR ICE BOX
Taylor, p .... ...... 3 0 0 0 0 2 0

31

4

5

5 27 18

0

Rockland

Walsh. 3b ..........
Conway, 2b .....
Peterson, ss ....
P. French, cf ....
J. French, rf ....
Joyce, If ............
Wotton, lb ........
Higgins, c ..........
Saulter, p ..........

ab
4
1
1
4
3
4
.3
3
4

bh
0
2
1

th
0
3
2

po
0
2
0

30 0 7 9 24 2 2
Camden ........... 00 0 00400 x—4
Rockland ......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Two-base hits. Peterson. Bases on
balls, off Taylor 4, off Saulter 2.
Struck out. by Taylor 4, by Saulter 12.
Wild pitch, Saulter. Sacrifice hits.
Loftus, Peterson, Wotton.
Stolen
base, Peterson. Double play3. Cole,
Nanigian and Masterman 2. Umpire
on balls'and strikes, Martin. Um
pire on bases, McDonough. Scorer,
Winslow.

» ♦ ♦ ♦

Rockland 2 Camden 1
Camden’s headlong dash for the pen
nant was interrupted last night by
Pat French’s boys, who chalked up
their first victory of the season. The
game represented a line pitching duel
between Davidson and Loftus, and the
splendid support which both received
made it a contest that delighted tiie
hearts of the fans.
■Camden made her lone tally in t|j»c
second inning.
Mackley, the first
man up. was hit by a pitched hall.
Masterman drove a vicious grounder
to Walsh, and it got away from that
reliable baseman. A smart double
play nipped Masterman and Loftus,
but with two down Ogier whacked
out the single that sent Mackley
across.
Camden led with this talley until
the last of the fifth when singles by
Higgins and Davidson, with Nani-

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M

79-tf

Stressing the Importance
Proper Refrigeration
Household.

Absolutely Free
A Quart of Motor Oil with

Every Five Gallons of Gas Purchased
Wa/6urn Ethyl Gasoline

Quaker State Motor Oil
The station represents the last word in modern
service—electric driven pumps—free air-free
water—comfortable rest rooms for men and
women—sodas, refreshments, cigarettes and
tobacco
di

Sea View Filling Station
Broadway at North Main Street

TRAPPING ENGLISH SPARROWS

A baited trap often may be used in
ummer to reduce the annual crop ot
newly fledged
English sparrows.
These young birds In their search for
food will enter traps that usually are
avoided by the adult birds during
periods of food abundance. Trapping
is safer than shooting or poisoning
and has the added advantage that
harmless or beneficial native birds, if
caught in the trap, can be freed.
Canary seed, hemp seed, wheat, oats,
and bread crum.bs make excellent
baits; or a live sparrow may he kept
in the trap as a decoy. Trapping may
begin at any time after the young
sparrows are able to take care of
themselves, which is usually by July
/l. Although English sparrows are
widely distributed as a species, one
flock generally is attached to a single
locality, a fact that makes their con
trol easier.

When lettuce is brought into the
the coarse out ide leave*
should he removed and the head
without washing, in a
placed
cheese-cloth bag on the vegetable
shelf of the ice box. When ready to
use, select a sharp, slender-bladed
knife to remove the conical stalk.
This may he cut into small cubes
and used in the salad being prepared
if desired. The head of lettuce is
then held under the faucet and cold
water allowed to run in the depres
sion caused by the stalk removal.
The leaves will come apart with little
effort. Place the leaves in water
containing small pieces of ice and al
low to remain fifteen minutes. Re
move the leaves and make into a
salad at once.
house,

that

you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
• Agency, Broadway and 4'J St.

.'gHiWiM
r:

STRAND THEATRE

It was a well satisfied audience that
filed out of the Strand yesterday. A
rare treat had been presented in ’ The
Desert Bride.*’ The story is colorful,
romantic, adventurous and filled with
surprises and thrills.
One of the moki remarkable screen
plays of the year is “Diamond Hand
cuffs,” Cosmopolitan’s gripping new
drama of loyh, diamonds and the
underworld coming Wednesday and
Thursday. The story centers about a
great diamond, tracing its adventures
from its discovery in the African
mines through intrigue, theft and into
the mazes of the underworld, its sinis
ter spell constantly wrecking human
souls. Much of its detail is based on
actual history. The new picture shows
a great diamond working destruction
and havoc. A native steal^ it sacri
Customs official—What have you ficing his life, for love of a woman. It
to declare?
precipitates a grim battle with ma
Returning
Passenger—I declare chine guns between police and gang
that I’m glad to get hack.—London sters in an American city, and a do
mestic tragedy in society. Tiie cast
of,Ma"
is notable, including Eleanor BoardIn
man. Conrad Nagel. Lawrence Gray.
—adv.

To make the family ice box do its
work properly, Dr. Martha Manning,
home refrigeration expert, offers
These five important rules:
Keep the ice chamber at least half
full of ice.
Keep ice in the ice chamber the
j’ear ’round.
Keep food out of the ice chamber.
Keep the ice unwrapped.
Keep the ice in the center of the
ice chamber so that the air may cir
culate freely over all sides of the ice.
* * * *
Some homemakers have come to
realize that cookery is not all done
on a stove or hot plate. A welliced refrigerator is necessary to the
preparation of a well-balanced meal.
Bacteria, yeasts and molds work
constantly jtipon foods. Foods, there
fore, must be kept at temperatures
low enough to retard the growth
of these organisms or the foods will
deteriorate to the extent that they
cannot safely he eaten. The welliced refrigerator is the device we
look to for the preservation of all of
our foods and the preparation of
some of them, such as salads and
certain desserts.

WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember

MOVIEJ

Telephone 1289

.E

Ivers & Pond
Pianos
UPRIGHTS GRANDS PLAYERS
We have been granted the franchise for KnoxLincoln and Waldo Counties and are now authorized
or

dealers in New England’s best known piano—the

Ivers and Pond.
Ask for information, prices and terms.

rAINEj
Established 1890 I

.US1C

park theatre

FLORSHEIM
SHOES are the kind
men want... hardy
for long service,
smart looking and
always comfort
able. Well worth
the price.
JThy don’t YOU wear
Flonhcim Shoes?
Tn Io Twtlvi Dtllon

MOST
STYLES

*10

L. E. Blackington
ROCKLAND

In “The Devil Dancer” the feature
picture today, Gilda Gray offers the
“Black Hat.’’ It’s a dance—not a
derby. Other dwnrs introduced in
Miss Gray's picture “The Devil
Dancer.”
The
feature
pidurc
‘Mademoiselle from Armentieres” will
be the attraction for Wednesday
(only).
“Mademoiselle from Armentieres’’
is a lavish and beautiful production
of the romance and sentiment which
found its way into even the blood
stained trenches of the firing line
The picture was filmed in Flngland
and was hailed as a masterpiece by
all foreign critics, worthy to rank as
a companion piece of the “Big Pa
rade.”
The feature for Thursday is “The
Opening Night’’ with Claire Windsor
In addition there will be five vaude
ville acts.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
“Nameless Men” Claire Windsor
and John Bowers will he shown to
day. Chapter eight of “Mark of the
Frog,” \vill also be shown.
“The Crimson City” which will be
shown at Bmpire Wednesday end
Thursday is a thrilling yet tender
love story. It has to do with Nan
Toy, slave in the “House of a Thou
sand Daggers,” on the China coast,
and with Gregory Kent, fugitive
from justice. Nan Toy. like another
“Madame Butterfly." rescues K< nt.
nurses him to health, only to give
him up at last, when his honesty has
been proved and his white sweepheart has come from England to
claim him. This is but a bare out
line of a story which is crammed
with exciting action, brilliant toloring and breath-taking suspense*.
The sure direction of Mr. Mayo is
evident in every crowded foot of he
film.
Myrna Loy plays Oriental parts
as no other white woman can. her
exotic, fangourous beauty of inter
pretation having given rise to th*1
false rumor that she is her it if

Rockland, Me.
79-80
iisiliBii's’n-pma

aii

Eurasian. Nan Toy is a part of such driven out of the woods to the open
passionately pathetic appeal as to lands.
give her the best vehicle of her ca
“The black fly season is gennrally
reer.—adv.
ended by July 1 hut with continued
rains the pests are still increasing as
WORSE’N MOSQUITOES
their customary zero hour ap
proaches.”
Knox County Fishermen Wouldn’t
Like the Black Flies of Ontario

Parish paper—“It would he a great
help towards keeping the churchyard
A despatch from Cahalt, Ontario, in good order if others would follow
the example of those who clip the
says:
grass on their own graves.”
"The black flies are giving the
mosquitoes a run for their money as
the most unpopular summer pests in
the north woods. The spring floods
and continued wet Weather are
blamed for the insect scovlrge.
“Only hardened campaigners find
the woods livable. Many would-be
campers have been forced to flee hack
Io their screened homes, while motor
ists who have been forced to change
tires along the roads hav£ been al
most blinded by the black pests.
Even the moose and deer have been

Studley Furniture Co.
SIMON K. HART
SECOND HAND

Manufacturer of

CEMETERY WORK

FURNITURE

And Dealer in

Bought and Sold

NATIVE AND SCOTCH
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,

61 PARK ST.
Phone TIM

ETC.

ROCKLAND
Phone 1286

56-tf

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND

73-tf

Every-Other-Day
George Hamlin, who was home from
The beautiful vase of flowers that
Portland over Sunday with Mrs. gives holiday distinction to The Cou
Jlamlln. recently burned his right rier-Gazette office is from the Middle
arm with hot pitch, and will be unable street gardens of the Misses Burpee.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
.to continue his labors for several
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Horse racing at Uockland Trotting weeks.
The dirigible Los Angeles is quite
Park.
likely to fly over Rockland today or
July 4—Firemen's Muster In BatN.
A cement ^retaining wail surmount tomorrow. The U. S. S. Patoka to
July 20 Joint meeting of 15th and 16th
district Odd Fellows In Rockland.
ed by an iron fence has been built
July 12—State Field Day of D.A.R. In Hear- on Lindsay street between the Chis- which she moors Is at Bar Harbor
awaiting her coming.
boro.
July 14—Annual reunion of 56th Pioneer ■holm block and water company’s
Infantry at farm of Col. lYm. Tudor Gardiner building.
*nhc space between the
The regular meeting of Edwin
In Woolwich.
two structures has also been ce
July 25—Thomaston—celebration of Gen.
Libby Relief Corps will be held
mented.
The
premises
are
thereby
Knot birthday.
Thursday evening. There will be
Aug. 1—Thomaston, annual sale on the Mall. made much more attractive.
initiation. It will be the last meeting
Aug. 7-,Knox County Field Day Associa
tion, (ileneore Grange hall.
of the season, and Important busi
I
It
Is
reported
that
the
Lawrence
Aug. 8 -Rockport Kiptlst Fair.
Aug. 16—Annual Muster of Maine Slate Packing Company will erect a new ness Is on hand.
Hand Engine League at Knox Trotting Park xvarehouse and Increase its capacity
Aug. 23-24-Maine State Amateur Golf for the purpose of manufacturing
There will he eight tubs in the. first
Championship Tournament In Bangor.
other products, it has been the am class events at the Bath muster, the
Se|d. 16—State election.
Jfov. 6—Presidential election.
.
bition of the company from the start <Jen. Berry of Rockland drawing
to have an industry which can be seventh position. The R. H. Counce
Make it safeandsane.
operated when sardines are not being of Thomaston is third In the five
second class tubs.
packed.
Did buttiqjrdups and daisies ever
present a more luxuriant appearance?
Herbert Schwartz of Waldoboro
iSee all three of the holiday games
was found (prilty in Municipal Court
Cedric French joins the Citizens yesterday ofc unlawful possession of in the Maine Coast League if you
Military Training Camp In Fortiand intoxicating® liquors and appealed possibly can. This is the schedule:
Camden at Belfast at 10 a. m., Rock
this week.
from JudgeBliiler's sentence of $500 land at Camden at 2 p. m., and Bel
and costs and six months in jail. He fast at Rockland at 5 p. m.
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M., has three was arrosteiat Friendship by Deputy
candidates for tire third degree at Sheriff WooScoi k where whiskey was
Harbor A’iew Tea Room, located at
tonight's meeting.
found In his car.
15S Camden street in the sightly
Class 26 of the Methodist church
The pen of R. W. Davis & Sons of home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
will meet with Mrs. Austin Smith Rockland is leading among the barred Chase, commands a fine view of the
Thursday evening.
Plymouth Rocks at the end of the harbor and hay. A well stocked
24th week of the Storrs egg-laying store has been added to the facili
In spite of rain and lack of sun contest, with 1503 eggs, while Hawes ties.
here are native strawberries in the Brothers' bird of l.'nion, are third,
market, good ones.
Maine waters extend their usual
with 1404. Second place is held by the
pen of R. Walter Bishop of Guilford, cordial welcome tq Commodore
The Roston power yacht Bethulia, Conn.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis who is cruising
Major Talbot Aldrich owner, is at the
along the coast in his beautiful
Snow Railway for slight repairs.
Mrs. Charles Libby who recently yacht the Lyndonia. Yesterday lie
lost a sum of money, telephones that attended the Carlton Bridge dedica
There will be a midnight dance at through the ad in The Courier-Ga tion in Bath.
Oakland Park tonight.
in other zette and the courtesy of honest per
words they will dance the Fourth of sons she has been made happy by Its
I. Leslie Cross, the brook clothes
July in.
return. The little ad cost fifty cents cleaner and presser, is the proud
and it was the means of restoring possessor of a new Hoffmann press
Coach Dwyer of Hebron Academy $100. Truly the little ads In this pa the latest development in the art of
was in the city Saiutday. lie ia vis per are effective.
fine appearance. The machine is
iting his former home at Tenant's
a steam press with many new de
Harbor.
Extending across the top of its vices for efficient work.
feature page of the Los Angeles
Exceding the speed limit xvith his
Examiner June 21 was a splendid
automobile cost Ralph Young of Ja
picture of the new airplane carrier
maica plain $15 and costs in Munici
Saratoga, made by William S. Heal
pal Court yesterday.
ey, formerly of Rockland, and cred
ited to him in the article which ac
Among the callers at the David
companied it. The picture was used
Bubenstein antique shop last week in Hearst’s j newspapers throughout
was Mrs. Dwight Morrow, wife of the the country.
Siexican ambassador.

TALK OF THE TOWN

All members of the Veteran Fire
men's Association are expected to be
at the Gen. Berry Engine House at
2 o'clock today to embark with the
tub for the Bath muster. The ma
chine is epic and span in its new
paint, handiwork of C. B. Emery, and
has been gone lover with utmost
care from end to end. Many new
parts and adjustments have been
made, the crew is now a husky one
in full training and the boys expect
to buy half the brooms in Bath for
souvenirs.
William D. Talbot entertained the
Forty Club yesterday with an ac
count of ids recent very extensive
travels through the West, enliven
ing the narrative with several reels
of motion pictures which he took and
projected personally by means of
special equipment. Hyman Rosen
bloom and Abraham Dondis were
special guests. A radiogram from
Explorer MacMillan, an honorary,
member of the club, now on a cruise
in Northern water in the interests of
science, brought best wishes and the
assurance that the club was not for
gotten.

O. E. SYishman. safety engineer pf
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany. was all smiles Sunday, for
the very good reason that the plant,
xvith 325 men on the payroll, had
gone through the month of June
xvithout a lost time accident. When
it is taken Into consideration that
115 of these men were engaged in
construction work, which carries a
greater hazard and that practically
all of the employes were novices in
tlie cement game, it will be seen
that the showing was an uncommon
ly good one. An attempt will be
made to win the bronze tablet of
fered by the Portland Cement Asso
ciation to the plant which can go
through 12 months without a lost
time accident.

CHICKEN AND SHORE DINNERS

TOMORROW

The June contest of the New Eng
land Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany found J. F. Cooper the local
agent a formidable contender. He
wrote risks aggregating $25,000.

An issue of the Portland, Oregon,
Telegram has been received here
which features extensively the “Rose
Festival," which was held in that
city recently. The parade of the Na
tions was very picturesque and add
ed much beauty to the Rose pageant.
The floats with so many roses must
have been a wonderful sight.

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sargent have
purchased the Flagg cottage at
Crescent Beach and are entertain
ing there over the Fourth: Mr. and
Mrs. George Goodwich ant son
George Jr. of Patten, Mrs. Lilia
Goodrich of St. Cloud, Fla.. Mr.and
Mrs. George Kneeland of Sherman,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Winslow and
Miss Dorothy Winslow of Presque
Isle.
The quarterly issue of the Maine
Naturalist is off the press, filled as
usual with matters of interest to
nature lovers. The principal articles
are: The Natural History of Maine
Minerals, Edward H. I’erkins; Bail
ey's Island, Maine, Evadel SI. Pit
man: Notes on Millbridge Mosses,
Rachel L. Lowe; Pottla Randil Ken
nedy at Matlnlcus, Arthur H. Nor
ton; Starling Breeding at Rumford
Center, Emma S. Stratton; Over
Old Trails, Arthur H. Norton.

How many of The Courier-Ga
zette's readers can recall the names
of the locomotives which ran on the
old Knox & Lincoln Division?
Charles S. Given, whose articles on
railroad history have been given
wide publicity, gives them in a re
cent article in the Portland Tele
gram, and we pass 'em on—No. 1,
FYancis /tobb; No. 2, Edwin Flye:
No, 3, Henry Ingalls; No. 4, Edward
Sewall; No. 5, Thomaston; No. 6.
Gan. Knox; No. 7, John T. Berry.
These were all eight wheelers. What
an odd procession they would make
coming over the line today.

The (State of the late Mrs, Clara
Black haa told its quarter inter
est in the Rockland trotting park
to M. Frank Donahue, who is pres
ident of the Rockland Trotting
Park Association. On the assump
tion that h|r. Donahue buys for the
Aeeociatioi, the latter will become
owner of' the entire property,
which, for many years, existed
under the litle of Knox Trotting
Park, and which is now being con
verted intosone of the finest racing
parka in Nfew England.

Frank Thompson, whose career as
day clerk at the Thorndike Hotel
was interrupted during the wlhter by
the neeesslty»6>f a surgical operation,
came back onto the job Saturday aft
ernoon and received what amounted
xvell nigh to an ovation. Mr. Thomp
son has been recuperating at ills
home In Lewiston and is rapidly get
ting back into mid-season form.
a -----The first of’ the weekly dances at
Crescent Beach Inn woodsy pavilion
will be held tomorrow night with mu
sic by the Ofchestiope. A nexv selec
tion of the lAest waltzes alfd fox trots
has been oWtained in uniform arirangemerrt*. Th<( Orchestrope pro
vided deightfui music for a beach
dance last Friday and is destined to
be very popular.

Tea Room
GOOD FOOD AND GOOD SERVICE

Horse Trotting
July 4th

Rockland Trotting Park

ROCKLAND CITY BAND

At the mouth of Tenant's Harbor
lies Southern Island, known to every
body by reason of its lighthouse—but
how many are aware that Its treeless
surface produces in their season a
fine quality of wild strawberries? If
you xvere to talk with Jasper A. Rawley, the expert make-up artist of The
Courier-Gazette printing staff, he
xx’ould tell you that Sunday he xvent
ashore on the Island (being a former
Tenant's Harbor boy he knew about
it) and picked three quarts of the
berries in a very little time.

HORSE PULLING EVENTS

Children Admitted Free
See the New Improvements
A Ripping Good Time

Dance at Owl’s Head Town hall
Wednesday evening, July 4.—adv,

With ifnny notables present, in
cluding several governors members of
the Legislature, the Supreme Court,
former Governors of Maine, members
of the execinive councils of other
States and heads of the State depart
ments, the new $3,000,000 Carlton
Bridge was dedicated formally yes
terday afternoon.
The bridge was presented the State 1
by ex-Senator Carlton of Woolwich,
the "father of the bridge,” and was ac
cepted on behalf of the State by Clyde
IL Smith of Skowhegan, chairman of
the State Highway Commission.
Frederick W. Hinckley of South Port
land made the principal address in
connection with the dedication. Gov
ernor Ralph O. Brewster acted as
master of ceremonies and spoke
briefly.
"The world builds temporary mon
uments to the merely conspicuous,
but monuments of the heart are en
during. it was a colossal undertak
ing. Only a man with an indomit
able will could bring such a task to
fruition. This bridge dedicated to
the use of the people will always
be a monument to Senator Frank W.
Carlton, a fitting memorial to a val
uable public servant,” former Sena- ,
tor Hinckley told the gathering
which witnessed dedication of the
new bridge.
The pageant grounds present a
gala appearance with their gaily ^ec- J
orated booths, dressing tents for the 1
performers and members of the (
chorus.
The big old-fashioned muster of
the volunteer firemen will be held ,
tomorrow, the afternoon of the
Fourth.

The English sparrow was brought
to the Atlantic Coast a little more
than 75 years ago. For 30 or 40 years
these birds increased in great num
bers. but in recent years, according
to the Agricultural (Department in
Washington, they have declined in
numbers, both in c^ies and in rural
districts. Nature seems to be set
ting a balance against them. They
may go the way of pigeons which
were once so thick that they black
ened and shut out the skies in their
flights.
Quail, including the bobwhite,
thrive in certain parts of the coun
try, but in other sections they do
rather poorly. In some of the North
ern States results in raising quail
♦have not been entirely satisfactory.
(Virginia -and the CaroMnas have had
^remarkable success with them. At
one time Mexican quail were im
ported into Massachusetts at prices
as low as $1.50 per dozen. Accord
ing to Dr. Phillips of the United
States Biological Survey, more than
233.000 bobwhltes are recorded as
I having entered the United States
from Mexico in a period of fifteen
years, and the price has steadily
risen to $24 and as high as to $3C a
dozen.
The Chinese ringnecked pheasant
increases rapidly in many parts of
the country. This is a great new
game bird. Reports from Minnesota
say that this bird multiplies twice as
rapidly as any other species. Iowa
has recently distributed about 67,000
pheasant eggs, and the birds hav^
developed healthily and strong, and
they have materially increased their
species. There is splendid pheasant
hunting in Western, Middle Western
and Eastern (States, including New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
where game authorities have given
special attention to propagating
pheasants.
The most abundant of our native
birds is the robin; next to this is the
English sparrow, and following these
are the song sparrow, chipping spar
row, meadow lark, and cat bird.

HAYING TOOLS

How little you care for the other man's pain
In your reckless pleasure and greed :
How little you care whax it costs some one else,
As you travel at dare-devil speed:
But just let it strike in your family some day,
For you and your loved ones to share
Then yen'll slacken your speed and you'll
take time to think ;
And, then, Mr. Speeder, you’ll care.

Offers Its Hospitality To Those Who Appreciate

Perfection of Appointment and Service
Under the Same Management

HILL-TOP INN
Warren
PHONE 16-11 WARREN FOR RESERVATIONS

78-79

DON’T FAIL TO TAKE DINNER

JULY 4th
: : at : :

CRESCENT BEACH INN
A Regular Fourth of July Dinner Will Be Served
1.00 until 2.30

DANCES OPEN
The First Regular Weekly Dancing Party of the
season comes on

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

With Music by the New Orchestrope
A fine new selection of numbers ieat hand in choice arrangement
of latest Waltzes and Fox Trots

Walking along the country roads
no doubt is great exercise. And so
is the jumping! If you get off the
roads and march through the farm
er’s fields you make him "sore” for
trespassing. The only safe place
for country walking is on the golf
course. And even there you are
likely to get beaned with a whizzing
pellet whacked by some neophyte
who forgets to yell “Fore.”—Beloit
(Wis.) News.

Rafter Bracket

n
Price 10c

Oilers 15c up
Price, each $1.

Price, ea. $2.75

Pulleys

Serrated Guard Plates

Mowing Machine
Sections

Price, box of 25, $1.50

75c each

Best Manila Rope

Floor Hooks

For Carrier % in diameter ft.
................................................. 6*/2C
For Carrier % in diameter, ft.

Price per box 25 $1.50

............................................. 8'/2c
For Carrier 1 in. diameter, ft.
.................................................. 11c
For Trip Line % per ft........ 3c
For Trip Line £-16, per ft. 2*/j>c

Grind Stones

Price 3-4, 25c

Hanger Hook

«

Steel Scythes

' J)

Scythe Snaths

14 inch, 20c

Scythe Loops

Swivel Rope Hitch

Scythe Wrenches
Scythe Stones

Hay Rakes

Each, 45c

Drag Rakes

Section Rivets

Hay Forks

Guard Fingers

Machine Oil

Price $9.50, $10.50

Section Grinders

Fire Extinguishers

H. H. CRIE 6 CO.
Rockland, Maiiie

Repossessed Cars
It is hot in Houston, Texas, and there is no relief for the
Maine Delegates but to come home. For us there is the
ocean, the lakes and the mountains and the Old Bus to
take us to them or anywhere we want to go.

If you haven’t the Bus, wc have.
t

. I. .

We will sell or trade for any reasonable offer and take
your old one in trade on the down payment.

REASONABLE TERMS—ALL MAKES

Maine Repossessed Car Company
GEORGE NICHOLS. Agent

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE

Excellent progress is being made
on South Main street. Commissioner
Gardner laid 240 feet yesterday and
with fair weather will soon complete
the work.
BORN

Dr. A. C. Millar, Methodist minister
and editor and Democratic candidate
for Lieutenant Governor of Arkan
sas, has withdrawn from the race be
cause he is unwilling to support
Smith for president. In a letter to
J. S. Utley, chairman <lf the Demo
cratic State central committee, Dr.
Millar said he would he happy to
support Senator Joe T. Robinson if
"he were associated wijh one whom I
could trust.”

Hay Carrier $12.50

Horse Forks
5-X

Rafter Grapple

(Great Western Euilway Mas.)
Supposing your child should leave its own
yard
For a romp or In search of a ball.
If its mother were busy and bad not the time
. To step out and give it a call.
Supposing some speeder should race down
your street.
As if he were taking a d^re—
And crush the life out of your little child :
•Mr. Speeder, do you think you would care?

HILLTOP "

'

Formal Exercises and Page
ant Attend Acceptance of
Carlton Structure.

SUPPOSE, MR. SPEEDER

•X.

X.

There was genuine sorrow in the
city departments yesterday xvhen it
was learne^ that Mutt had dropped
dead at the City Farm. Mutt was a
faithful worklhorse xvhich had trudged
faithfully for the city nearly quar
ter of a century, and xvhich had driven
the hook and ladder truck to many a
Are. For some time past he had been
working on the City Farm cared for
kindly by the master Charles Wey
mouth. Mutt has gone, but Jeff is
The annual meeting of King Hi still on the joh, drawing doxvn ra
ram’s Shipmates was held Friday tions at the stable of former highway
night when these offiercs were elect commissioner T. E. McNamara.
ed: President, George L. St. Clair;
vice president, Edward Gonla; treas
Overness Sarkesian. xvho conducts
urer, E. C. Payson; secretary, A. H. an extenslvh'farm on upper Talbot
Newbert. It was voted to hold the avenue, has been for several years
annual outing and picnic Sunday. one of the most successful cabbage
July 22 and the Invitation of Presi groxvers in this section. This hoxvdent St. Clair to meet at his Cres ever, does not appear to be his lucky
cent Beach cottage was gladly ac year, for instead of coming to a
cepted. Time has somewhat thinned head his cabbages are blossoming
the ranks of the "Shipmates,” but tlie and he xvas apparently in for a rec
members will never forget the near ord crop of seed when he tore some
tragedy to which the organization thing like 5,000 plants out of tlie soli.
owes its being, and the meetings An expert came here from the Maine
will probably be continued for many College of Agriculture to see what
years to come.
the trouble xvas, but xvent home no
wiser than when he came. Mr. Sar
When the hour of 12.30 was kesian figures that' his novel experi
reached yesterday afternoon Lafay ence means a loss of about $800.
ette W. Benner recalled that it was
50 years ago to the minute that he
The City Government last night de
took possession of his present barber voted much time to a discussion of
shop at No. 2 Lafayette Square. He the Drexv street carnival which had
has remained a tenant there all encamped on Tillson avenue in ac
through the intervening years, and cordance xvitb the understood terms
has lopped off several tons of hair of the license. Operations were halt
and whiskers, besides literally and ed yesterday as the result of a pro
figuratively taking many Republican test. and the matter was Anally left
scalps.
Mr. Benner, or Alderman to the (licensing board. The upshot
Benner, to give him his proper title, of the marWr was a compromise
wonderH If there is anybody else In
whereby the heavy equipment was to
Maine who has been In business con move onto the vacant lot between
tinuously for 50 years In the same
Tillson avenue and Winter street,
establishment.
He didn’t exactly
and the midway tents were to abut
turn a handspring yesterday but he
the sidexvaiks on the southern side.
did saunter out into Gay Park wear
ing a brand new lid, and looking ns It was voted' to build a concrete walk
though something tremendously im on Berkeley^street. These jurors for
the September term were' drawn:
portant had happened.
Grand, James F. Burgess, Annie Mc
Laughlin, Edward G. Day and Frank
A. Wheeler; Traverse, Herbert E.
B. B. ANNIS, Bowden, Mary E. McKinney, Ira J.
Shuman, Walter T. Duncan, Lincoln
D. C.
E. McRae, Maurice R. Snow xyand
7 GRANITE ST.
Arthur F. Lamb.
PHONE 1163
72-tf

Lunches of All Kinds Will Be Served in the

on

BRIDGE DEDICATED

An Independence Day program will
ROBINS MOST NUMEROUS
be presented at Penobscot View
Grange Thursday evening. The usual In This Neck of the Wcods.—Next
supper will precede the program.
Comes the English Sparrow

OWL’S HEAD INN

C. M. Derry, Frederick Powers,
Harry Hall and Dr. E. AV. Hodgkins
leave today for Houlton where they
will attend the horse races on the
■Fourth.
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Burgess Rockland at Britt Maternity Home,
July 2, to Mr and Mrs. Charles M. Burgess or
t nion, a daughter—Eva Mabel.

MARRIED
Pease-Fessenden—tNewtonvllle. Mass.. June
2't, Roger Waterman Pease of Newtonvllle and
Miss Francos Alida Fessenden, formerly of
Thomaston.
Slmmons-Harrls Martinsville. June 28. by
Rev. S. E. Packard. Adelbert iSimmona and
Margaret L. Harris, both of Martinsville.

CARD OF THANKS

IN MEM0RIAM
A Rhadow creeps over the headlands.
Ami darkness falls on the bay.
The harbor lights ire shining.
And It seems but jesteidn.v
That you stood to wave a greeting,
With the little chap at the door.
But ’tls only ineuiorv calling
In the wind from a far ofl lM1 ■
A shore where we m<v not follow
Till the last hard day is o'er
CARD OF THANKS
And led by the harbor lights of God,
I wish to thank my many neighbors and
We come home to you once more.
friends for their kindness ami sympathy dur
In loving memory of Mary Knight a
ing my recent bereavement; also for the beau Bichard Foster Davis, who died Juh 3, 19
tiful floral offerings.
Gone but not forgotten by Sidney II Davis a
•
George <). Wentworth.
family.
«

We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for theli kindness and sympathy during our
recent bereavement; also for the floral tributes.
Mrs Forrest I. Marston, Mrs. Frank H.
Pratt, James E. Simmons, Mr and Mrs. Louie
E Simmons, Mr. ami Mrs. Pi arson R. Flown,
Theodore It. Fimnions.
•

DIED
Crockett—New York City, June '30. Clifton
A. Crockett, aged 57 years. Funeral Wednes
day at 2 o’clock from Bowes & Crozier parlors.
Simmons—Rockland, July 2, Arthur L. Sim
mons, aged 20 years, 5 months. 10 days. Mi
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock from late residence
West Meadow road.
Trefethern New Haven, Conn , June 21,
Mrs. Jane (Sterling) Trefethern, aged 96
years.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation and grat
itude to my friends and neighbors for the
many acts of kindne.ss during my sister's last
illness: to tho members of D.E.H., who so
generously assisted me in I he care of my sis
ter; and to thank all for the beautiful floral
tributes.
Mrs. Lillian M. Libby.

"Doctor, my husband complains of
seeing dots before his eyes.”
"I hardly think that is cause for
CARD OF THANKS
serious alarm.”
We wish to thank our friends for the sym
"But, doctor, he tries to sign Ills pathy expressed at the loss of our beloved one.
for the cars offered, and for the beautiful
name on them.”—Aukland News.

floral pieces are we grateful, especially those
received from the neighbors and Miriam Re
"Flies have caused more deaths hekah Degree. Staff.
D. A. McLoud, Doris V. Hyler, Mrs. Eliza
than all wars,” says Major Ransom of
beth N. Mills.
•

the Medical Department of the United
States Army. "Since the fly came
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend our sincere thanks to our
into the world it has been synony
neighbors
and
for their many acts of
mous with epidemics of pestilence kindness duringfriends
recent sickness.
and disease.” But with FLY-TOX it
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Ixmg, Mrs. J. II. Harding
•
is a very simple easy matter to rid and laiiiiis.
the house of flies—to keep it fresh
and clean, free of insect taint. FLY1928
1855
.TOX is the scientific insecticide de
veloped at Mellon Institute of In
dustrial Research by Rex Fellow
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
ship. Simple instructions for killing
WALDOBORO, ME.
ALJL household insects on blue la
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
beled bottles. INSIST on FLY-TOX.
STONE
6Stf
i—adv.

DEMONSTRATION

Keystone Lacquer
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
An Expert Demonstrator from the famous Keystone
Factories will be at Our Store Next Week and will
cheerfully demonstrate all the approved methods of
application.

Rockland
Hardware Company
78-79
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From Youth To Old Age
' | 'HERE are three trying periods in a woma'n’s
A life: when the girl matures to womanhood;

when a woman gives birth
to her first child; when a
woman reaches middle
age. At these times Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound helps to restore normal health and
vigor. Countless thousands
testify to its worth.

UNION
Miss Augusta Roakes was called
to New Hampshire last week by the
illness of her sister.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman of Appleton
was guest Friday of Mrs. Bertha
Bryant.
Clyde Davis who has been at work
in New Hampshire the past two
years is visiting his mother Mrs.
Linda Davis.
Friends are pleased to hear that
Mrs. lzora Gleason Is Improving in
health after a long and serious Ill
ness.
Miss Winnifred Whitney is hoard
ing with Mrs. Eva Sayward.
Ahner Griffin commenced haying
last Monday and for some time the
sun did not even wink an eye on it.
Fine weather to make weeds grow
hut not very good for hay making.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames visited
friends in Rockland Sunday.
Mrs. Amanda Merrifield, Mrs. Lena
Moody. Mrs. Lucy Simmons and Mis t
Augusta Roakes have been passing
a few days with Dr. and Mrs. L. W.
Hadley at Machias.
Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rockland with
Mrs. Ralph Bryant, son Bernell and
daughter Hortense of Portland were
at Mrs. Bertha Bryant's Friday.
The Odd Fellows had work in their
lodge Saturday night and at the close
of the meeting went to W. Fossett's
for lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hager with
her daughter and husband of Ran
dolph, Mass., visited their cousin.
Mrs. Linda Davis. Thursday.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Follow Mode With Coolie Coats
And Athletic Suits For Beach

C3*

IMPSON

Qpring
ABSOLUTELY
PURE
ALWAYS INSIST
UPON THEM !

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Welt of Rock
land were in town Sunday.
The Methodist Sunday school will
hold a picnic at Jefferson Lake July
10.
Mrs. Raymond Little of Aina was in
town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Goodwin and
daughters o*f North Berwick have
been at Mrs. Nellie Overlook’s.
Mrs. Albert Riley and son of Wor
cester is visiting her father, Stephen
A. Jones.
Mrs. Walter Yorke (Nettie Wy
man) of Woodfords was at the .Way
man homestead Friday.
Jasper J. Stahl arrived Saturday
from Pennsylvania for the summer
recess. He was accompanied by his
mother Mrs. A. F. Stahl who lias been
..LYDIA E. P1NKHAM MEDICINE CO., LYNN. MASS.
in Portland.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. John W. Duffy Mrs. Thomas
Ashworth, Miss Margaret Ashworth
Mr. and Mrs Harry White of Win
and Mrs. James Wood motored to
chendon. Mass., were recent guests
Bluehill Tuesday returning Friday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Grose.
Mrs. S. H. \\Jeston and Mrs. Chester
Miss Eliza Patterson who teaches
Benner have been spending a few days
in Somerville, Mass., has arrived
at the Weston Camp on Keene's Neck
home for the summer vacation.
IO
4 5
7
b
8
9
1
Z 5
Bremen.
William
Fraser
of
Quincy
arrived
J
Reginald French who has been
Saturday.
ii
IX
spending two weeks in York Harbor
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Auburn is
has returned.
spending the summer vacation with
Clement C. Robinson, candidate for
ib
17
IM
15
her parents. Mr. and (Mrs. Porter
attorney-general, was in town last
La wry.
week.
20
XI
George Stratton who haa been the
18
18
Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott is at her
guest of his sister Mrs. Alex. Smith
home here for the summer. She was
2l
returned Friday to Waltham, Mass.
15
2b
23
accompanied by her brother E. T.
Mr. and Mrs. George Perry and
Hardy of Everett, Mass.
Myrna
daughter Doris of Presque Isle have
29
2-7
Miss Marjorie Banner and Arthur
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
HE exotic Warner Bros, star,
HE bathing suit under the cooiBenner of Gardiner are visiting their
Lane,
returning
Monday
to
their
Myrna Loy, now playing the
ie coat is a simple two piece
30
ft
D2
grandfather, W. A. Davis.
3i
home.
leading role in “State Street Sadie,” suit consisting of an athletic Jersey Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kenyon of
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley came
shirt and blue and white blazer
carries her taste for oriental things
Boston have been guests of Miss An
home Saturday from Thomaston.
trunks which absorb the water very
nie O. Welt.
even to the beach. When she is
Alden Miller and Homer Gray have
rapidly
and
look
almost
dry
as
An article in Sun-up, “Maine’s Gwn
through with her swim she puts on
|37
3b
38
returned from Detroit. Mich.
soon as they are out of the water.
Magazine," holds much of interest to
a coolie coat of white challie with
Miss Mary Daniels who has been
The
trunks
fit
more
loosely
than
local readers as it describes at length
trousers to match, both decorated
the guest of her uncle O. P. Lyons,
those of a one piece suit, and are,
39
41
kX
43
the Reed Mansion in Waldoboro
with hand painted Chinese designs
therefore, more comfortable for
left Saturday for Medford. Mass.
owned and operated by Warren
in a deep blue. To complete the
swimming, as well as athletics on
Miss
Elizabeth
Ross
is
at
North
Weston Creamer and also "The Pris
44
147
outfit she wears Chinese sandals.
the beach. Miss Loy effects some
Haven for the summer where she
cilla.” the oldest house in York Har
When she removes the tight rub
variety in this simple swimming
has employment at Haven's Inn.
bor. recently bought bv Mr. Creamer
ber bathing cap, Miss Loy wears
costume by wearing differem Jer
48
Mrs. James Wareham who has been
for the showing of his rare and beau
this brilliantly colored handker
seys with the same trunks. She
teaching at Augusta arrived Satur
tiful antiques. The article describes
chief that blends with the colors
has them in blue, tan, and red, and
53"
54
5b
day and is at present a guest of her
this new acquisition as "a charming,
each harmonizes with the blazer
in the coat and trousers.
sister Mrs. L. R. Smith. With her
low-built, old-fashioned cottage cov
daughter Mrs. Ellen Wareham she
157
58
ered with rambling vines and sur
will occupy the home which they
THE BUSY HUNTERS
WHAT YOUTH CAN DO rounded by beautiful flowers." It
bought some time ago, formerly the
speaks of its owner. Mr. Creamer, in
bo
59
Wharff house, on Main street.
the highest terms describing him as
Com
’
r
A.
O.
Thomas
Places
Walter and John Pendleton of And the Busy Trappers—
"one of the finest authorities in the
JTMC IMTCJINATIONSL SVHOICATC.
Boston are spending their annual va
Burden of Leadership On country on antiques and having a colBoth Had Big Results Last
cation at Rock Cottage with their
section that is worthy of note from a
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
sister Miss Carrie Pend'leton. They
connoisseur’s standpoint.” The people
Education.
Year.
9-Those who believe
1-Departure
44-Man's name
are also entertaining Mr. and, Mrs.
of Waldoboro, who are glad that the
In predestination
6-Charted
(shortened)
I rank White and children of Boston.
Dr. A. O. Thomas, State Commis historic Reed mansion fell into the
It is announced at the Department
10-Clty In Ohio, scene
11-lnflammabla liquid
46- One who conceals
Albert Annis of Waltham. Mass., of Inland Fisheries and Game that re sioner of Education in an interview hands of an owner who will preserve
of disastrous flood
something
13- lmpetuoua
is the guest of his sister Mrs. E. G.
Tuesday said that what next the gen it in its original beauty, are pleased
in 1913
47- Ambuah
14- Small flute
ports received from 1929 licensed eration will do for Maine is a ques to hear of Mr. Creamer’s new venture
Carver.
12- Pertainlng to a king
48-Preflx meaning
16-Deprlve of
at York Harbor and are wishing him
Hector Carney of New York is guides show that they guided 71,750 tion which may well be asked.
13- County In England
sensibility
“threefold”
"It can be definitely answered,’’ success.
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. days in the last year, during the time
15-Handcuffs
18- Point of time from 49- Aftemoon social
Robert Carney.
17-Sum paid for
guiding 4095 residents and 10.114 non continued Commissioner Thomas.
whioh a eerlea of
function
Joseph Leopold of New York was residents, 3877 of these being hunters. . The next generation will do for
journey (pi.)
years la reckoned
50- Natlonal Education
TENANTS HARBOR
Maine what the present generation
in town the, past week.
19- Web or layer
Association (abbr.) 23-Gain sight of
Mrs. Ellen Wallace is at Whneset
Miss Sara Bunker who has been They report that the parties they have teaches it to do. Mr. Fisher, ^minis
25- Boasted
20- Diocese
52-Three
teaching at Port Jarvis. N. Y., is guided killed 1915 deer, 102 »>ear and ter of education for Great Britain, Inn for a few days.
26- ln what manner
21- Datlve (abbr.)
U-Qraduate of Eton
Mrs. Everette Cook and family of
standing before Parliament pleading
home for t)he summer vacation.
31- Part of the face
eight moose.
22- Cuta off
College
Gerald O. Donnell who has been
32- Famous English
The deer were killed in the follow for the educational bill at the very Thomaston are visiting Mr. and Mrs
24-Pre servea
56- Slxth part of a
botanical gardens
a guest at O. P. Lyons' left Saturday ing counties: Aroostook 424; Cumber time the British were standing with Everette Sargent.
26- Sweetheart ef
circle
John Peterson is visiting his grand
35- Turn aside
for Bridgewater. Mass.
land, 36; Franklin, 105; Oxford, 99; their backs to the wall and fighting
Leander
57- Black person
36- Be situated
27- Shoot from ambush 68- Glrl’e name
It was Communion Sunday at Penobscot, 31)2; Piscataquis, 313: to preserve the channel ports, made mother Mrs. John Fuller.
Miss Fannie and Harriette Long
37- Sultable
28- Fiabby
Union Church July 1 with special Washington, 176; Hancock, 88; Som the very significant staterrient that
69- Trled
38- Orlll
Lincoln, 31; Kennebec, education is the debt of maturity to have arrived home after an extended
29- Capltal of ancient
music by Robert Jenkins. Arthur erset.314;
BO-Facuities
We should, therefore. pay trip abroad.
29-Most pertinent
Poland
Thomas. Louise Smith and David seven; Waldo, five; York. five. The youth.
even more attention to the bringing’
Marion Wallace of Augusta is a
30- Plgpen
Duncan. The evening service was moose were killed in the following
VERTICAL
I, 40- Muslcal Instrument
41- Rlgld
counties: Piscataquis, four; Waldo, up of the generation than we do. If guest of her grandmother Mrs.
33- Deflnlte masses of
devoted to a children's concert.
1-Drlvea out
Maine’s resources are to be devel Charles Rawley at Waneset Inn.
43-Annoys
metal for weighing
Dona Van Jenkins of New York is two; Washington, two. One thousand oped. if her social, civic and indus
2- Acts of summarizing
Lincoln Monaghan spent the week
(abbr.)
45- Llstened te
visiting his parents. Rev. and Mrs. and twenty-four guides report deer
the chfef pointe
more plentiful than last year; 180 re trial life is to be carried to higher end with his parents.
46- Staggers
34-Artlat who works In
E. C. Jenkins.
S-And so forth (abbr.) 49-Popular name for
planes, we must give the children a
Miss Mary Snow was in Rockland
colors
Mrs. Homer Gray was in Rockland port deer less plentiful than last year; chance by pointing the way.
4- To make purchases
last week.
479 report deer same as last year; 750
pet dog
35- The whole
Saturday.
‘•We should not fasten our ideas
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose and
5- Makea sales
51-That on which a
37-lneect
A birthday party was given Thurs report partridge more plentiful than too strongly upon them but we mother Mrs. Rena Andrews have ar
•-Companions
last
year;
604
report
partridge
less
39- Proflt 'X
wheel revolves
day at the home of Mrs. Bertha Cal
should give them the facts and al rived for the summer months.
7-lntermltten fever
54-Snare
40- Flt of peevishness
lahan in honor of her granddaughter plentiful than last yea; 290 report low them to judge for themselves.
Sewell Wagle has bought a new
partridge
the
same
as
last
year;
633
•-Energy
56-A number
42-Shlp timber (pi.)
Beulah Callahan of Rockland. Misses
Thus we have human progress. In Pontiac car.
report
moose
more
plentiful
that
last
Geraldine and Roberta Wilder of
our State we have 18 agricultural
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watts have re
Dennysville, cousins of the guest, year; 245 report moose less plentiful high schools under the direction of turned from Portland.
than
last
year;
427
report
moose
the
Solution to Previous Puzzle
were also present. The lunch con
the State Board for Vocational Edu
HOLIDAY BEACH
Dr. and Mrs. Stevens of Boothbay
sisted of sandwiches, fancy cookies same as last year.
Reports received from 166 of the li cation? consisting of George E. Ma- Harbor visited friends in this place
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Reed and and ice cream with a birthday cake
censed dealers in the skins of the fur comber of Augusta. Myron E. Ben Thursday.
sons Gordon and Kenneth of Spencer bearing 11 candles, the center of at
bearing animals show that they pur nett of Sanford and tlie commis
Mass., and Miss Ruth McCaid of traction and daintily served by the
Movies at Odd Fellows hall Friday
chased
the following skins by virtue sioner of education.
Concord, X. IL, arrived Friday night little honor guest.
"In these high schools over 350 night. The feature will be "The Gay
of their licenses: Bear skins, ISC;
and will spend a month at the Music
young
men
are
studying
vocational
Old Bird’’ with Louise Fazenda; also
Canada lynx skins 18; bobcat skins
Box.
NORTH HAVEN
503; fox skins, 6,764; mink skins, agriculture and are applying the a Comedj’ and Fables. Don’t forget
knowledge
gained
by
actual
practice.
Mrs. Henry Stiles and daughter
Friday night (not Thursday).—adv.
Friends of Mrs. C. S. Staples are 3,781; marten or sable sk’ins, 94; wea
June of Rockport, who have been extremely sorry to know of her se sel skins, 17,862; ermine skins. 280; They are doing a fine job. In the
79-81
visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Perry rious illness at her home In the vil muskrat skins, 60.576; otter skins, last eight years, about 2400 young
men
have
received
such
training.
for a few days, returned home Sun lage.
191; raccoon skins, 1,730; skunk skins.
THORNDIKEVILLE
day.
The summer visitors are arriving 12.288; d'tfar skins. 3.860; opossum About 1500 of them are now engaged
Mrs. Harriet Carter sustained an
Charles Ross and sons Frank and on every boat, reminding us that skins, 53; fisher skins. 36; black wood in agricultural pursuits in the State
George came home Friday from Nan summer really is here.
chuck skins, 1, grey squirrel skins, 17: of Maine. A large number of them ill turn while visiting her daughter
Mrs. Arthur Price in Bath. Friends
tucket. Mass., where they have been
Elmer Davis of the Security Trust beaver skins, 873; house cat skins, 25; are in Aroostook.”
Dr. 'Thomas analyzed agricultural hope to hear she is improving.
| fishing.
Co. of Rockland, was in town last moose skins, 10; black fox skins, nine;
conditions
in
Aroostook,
where
he
Allan Ingraham of Boston spent a
week on business.
silver black fox skins, 26; rabbit skins
Mrs. Walter Spaulding and child
Lester Greenlaw has recently 86; mole skins, three; dog skins, two; has visited recently. He noted the few days recently with his mother
ren of Mattapan, Mass., arrived Sun
large
acreage
this
year,
probably
Mrs. Ellie Ingraham and she accom
day and will spend the summer at bought a Ford runabout from Lew- seal skins, one.
Reports from 54 of the licensed 150,000 acres in potatoes. The tract panied him as far as Bath on Ills re
the Simmons cottage. Mrs. E. E. rence Hopkins.
or
and
other
specialized
machinery
turn trip.
Rev. Helens and family have ar dealers in deer skins and bear heads
Simmons of Rockland will spend the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill were
rived at their summer home which show that they purchased by virtue of are being used. Nobody has a grouch
Europe's physical reconstruction Is summer with them.
on
anything
there.
Homes
are
com

Sunday visitors at Joseph Kegnler's
Mrs. Raymond Dow and son Ray was formerly the Baptist parsonage their licenses 11,506 deer skins and 236 fortable, children happy.
practically completed, morally she is
In Camden.
Pulpit Harbor.
deer heads. The average price of deer
"Aside from the farming commun
losing her poet-war fears, and eco mond left last week for New Bed
Master Ralph Gupph of Lynn ar
Mrs. Olivia Carver returned to skins was $2.10 and the average price
ford where they will join Mr. Dow
ity,
”
he
said,
“
there
is
great
industry
rived last Thursday to spend the sum
nomically she is coming hack, Frank who is there for the summer engaged Rockland last week.
of deer heads, $1.47.
along the St. John river. The Fra mer with his aunt Mrs. Elsie Crabtree.
Reports received from 1.467 of the
Ivan Ames and family have been
H. Simonds declares in the Review of in fishing.
ser Co., is building extensively in
Mrs. Lydia Merrill of South Hope
licensed hunters and trappers in the
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh, Miss Alice visiting Mrs. Cora Ames.
Reviews after an eight months’ tour
Madawaska. There is evidence of visited Mrs. Abbie Merrill and her
Miss
Albra
Stone
has
returned
organized
places
show
that
the
fol

abroad. In France, in Belgium, all McIntosh and M. T. Harriman spent
rehabilitation
of
the
great
plant
at
over Poland, the ruins in cities, vil- ' Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar from Knox Hospital where she un lowing fur-bearing animals were Van Buren and the people are hope sister Mrs. Laura Montgomey Wed
nesday.
derwent an operation for appendici taken by virtue of their licenses;
lages and fields have practically dis Duncan.
ful that under the new conditions
Mr. Kirk and Mr. Curtis who are
Bear. 80; fox. 3.223; mink. I,CIS;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Decker of tis.
appeared.
The Verdun, which a
work
will
be
resumed.
employed on the State mad are hoard
Mrs. Carrie Nichols and family of skunk, 6,156; otter, 107; weasel. 3,722;
decade ago was the crowning reve Newton, Mass, arrived Sunday for a
“
Maine
is
fortunate
to
have
a
sec

ing at John Pushaw's.
Rockland were weekend visitors at raccoons, 1,263; muskrats, 32,685;
lation of the meaning of modern month at their cottage.
tion like Aroostook and to produce
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard Is with her
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cole of Wa the home of her parents Mr. and Mrs. bobcat, 43; lynx, three; hedgehog, the kind of crop it does. The pota
war, is a smart, bright, new town,
daughter Mrs. Angie Merrill for an in
two; sable, two; house cat, two;
rapidly entering a period of prosper terville are at their cottage for over O. D. Lermond.
to is a great human food from the definite time.
Capt. Byron McDonald arrived fisher, two; grey squirrel, two; rab
ity. Great Britain has not recovered the Fourth.
cradle to the grave.”
Florence Smith of Rockland is
Mr. and Mrs. Noyes and Mrs, Sunday from Boston in Mr. Pea bit, two; wolf, one.
as fully as has France. Britain has
hoarding with Mrs. Ada Upham.
body's
yacht
''Schoodic."
Reports
received
from
68
of
the
li

restored her own financial condition Flint of Rockland were at the Flint
Mrs. William Lothrop has returned
Owing to bad weather the Sunday censed beaver trappers show that 897
as has no other country, but she was cottage for the weekend.
GREEN’S ISLAND
home after a month's visit in Massa
Mrs. William Kittredge of Rock School picnic was postponed and will beaver were taken by virtue of their
totally unable to restore the pre-war
Mrs.
Fred
Robbins
returned
last
chusetts.
he held next Thursday on the estate licenses.
conditions of her foreign customers. land is at her cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Randall and
Reports received from 40 of the li Thursday from a visit with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan and of Mrs. B. A. Aycrigg at the North
Fiance is self-contained, and self-or
Mary
Noyes
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reu

son Joe of East Boston were visitors
ganization has largely solved her son Maurice. Miss Anne Maxwell and shore. Cars will leave the church at censed camp proprietors show that ben Carver at Vinalhaven.
at Lester Merrill's last week.
they entertained 3,616 resident guests
bnomical problem, for Britain. de- Mrs. John Carver motored to Rock 9.45 a. m.
Mrs.
Walter
Simmons,
little
Friends in this place are grieved to
Howard Deane of Union and North and 10307 non-resident guests, 1,181
pendent upon foreign countries for land Friday night and attended
grandson
Harold
and
Bardie
of
hear of the death of Mis. Hester Ames
Haven is in town for a brief stay. . of these being hunters. The number
food and upon her own exports for ' Strand Theatre,
Thomaston
arrived
last
Friday
to
who lived in this neighborhood many
Lawrence Hopkins has bought a of deer consumed in these camps was
money to pay for it, prosperity wait- l
Whippet car. through the agency of 95. The number of deer purchased fur spend July and August with Mr. years liefore moving to Union. Sym
ed and waits upon restoration of for- j THE GENEROUS LINDBERGH
Simmons
at
the
pound.
pathy Is extended to the family.
E. O. Philbrook & Son of Rock consumption at these camps was 24.
eign markets. Germany’s situation
Herbert Wellman left by Saturday
is midway between those in Great j Contribution of a check for $1,000 land.
morning's boat fo take up bis new
Britain and in France. She has re- ; from one world-renowned aviator to
at Thomaston.
Wife—Oh, John, I’ve just discov
pudiated her domestic debts and ; another Sunday marked the first anH. M. de ROCHEMONT duties
Fog and lain, then more fog and
faces only the Dawes plan obliga- j niversary of the landing of Com- ered that the woman next door lias
rain was the record at Heron Neck
Tel. 527R
.
tions. She has had a great industrial I mander Richard E. Byrd’s transat- a hat like mine.
PLUMBING, HEATING
Light Station for the month of June.
Hub—Now, I suppose, you’ll want
boom. But she has been forced to ! lantic plane America at Ver-Sur-Mer
I
With
the
fog
signal
sounding
165
borrow money abroad, and like Brit ; France.
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh me to pay for a new one.
’06 Pleasant St.
Rockland
J. F. WHALEN
' hours during the month it did not
Wife—Well, dear, that would be
ain must sell abroad to live. She ( presented the check to the fund being
Telephone 244-W
ASH POINT, MAINE
| prove very good weather for outside
must raise money to pay her repara- ! raised for Commander Byrd's An- cheaper than moving.—Everybody’s
40-tf
painting.
Weekly.
tion obligations, he says.
' tarctic expedition.

Ltfdia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
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FRIENDSHIP
Dr. Myron Hahn of Boston visited
his brother, Dr. W. IL Hahn Thurs
day.
A.
The funeral of the late Mrs. Jane
(Sterling) Trefethern, l»G, took place
last Tuseday afternoop in the Ad
vent Church. Her death occurred
June 24 at the home of Mrs. Carrie
(Wincapaw) Napier in..,New Haven,
Conn, after a general decline in health.
Deceased was a sister of the late Mrs.
Caroline Wfliltney. Burial was in
Long Island cemetery. »
W. L. Tompkins. Jr. and Eugene
Curry of Madison, N.
arrived here
last Tuesday. They started to hike
from New York City tiie preceding
morning and were giyen rides by
passing motorists all the way with the
exception of about five piiles.
Miss Mary Gay left .Monday for
Camp Waukeela in Genway. N. H.,
where she will pass ihe summer.
Mrs. Norman Southworth and fam
ily of Newtonville, Mass., arrived Fri
day for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Libby re
turned to their home h4re Saturday
after a short wedding trip.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Kirkpatrick of
Fenway Studios, Boston arrived here
Friday for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tompkins and
Miss Margaret Tompkins of Madison,
N. J., motored from tliKt city Satur
day and will spend the summer
months at their home here.
Elliot Stanger and Robert Field of
Philadelphia motored here Saturday.
Andreas Hartel, Jr., of West New
ton spent the weekend-here with his
family.
«*•
F. Douglas Armstrong of Boston
arrived Saturday for tlie weekend.
Mrs. Arthur P. Pratt of Greenfield,
Mass., and Miss Dorothy Armstrong
of Winchester, sailed Saturday on the
S. S. Colombo for a summer’s trip
abroad. Mrs. Pratt and Miss Arm
strong are summer residents of this
place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Andreas and
family of Newton have arrived at
Martin’s Point for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow mo
tored to Pemaquid Beach Friday.
Maurice Hall of Portland spent the
weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen I). Evans and
sons, Daniel and Alan fnotored from
Ridley Park, Pa., last week arriving
here Saturday.
Mrs. George Creighton and Miss
Bessie Creighton of Lynn summer vis
itors here, returned Sunday on the
S. .S Laconia from a five»months trip
abroad.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Law (Jessie
Weaver) of Boston are receiving con
gratulations on the birtbqof a daugh
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer arjd
family of Waban, Mass...arrived here
Sunday.

WHEELER'S BA Y
Raymond Jordan of* 'Rockland is
spending the summer with his aunt
Mrs. Clifford Dennison.
Mrs.
Arthur
Harrington
and
mother Mrs. Rich spent ‘last Thurs
day in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmar. Barnes of
Spruce Head (formerly of this place)
are receiving congratulations upon
the birth of a daughter, Arline.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harrington
and children of Malden, Mass., are
to spend the Fourth with relatives
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Murch and
children of Rockland \y$re Sunday
guests at J. H. Barnes.’
J. S. Allard and son have complet
ed the cottages of Arthur Patterson
of Everett, Mass., and Mrs. Charles
Emery of Rockland on Spruce Head
Isle.
Several of the young boys here
are working on the State road at
Owl’s Head.
Mrs. Clifford Dennison motored to
Portland Thursday with' her aunt
and uncle Mr. and Mfs. Fernald of
Thomaston.
i.,
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Barnes of
Malden, Mass. , formerly of this
place, are receiving congratulations
on the birth of a daughter.
J. S. Allard and son are building
a bungalow for John McKenzie at
Spruce Head.
*
Emery Hart of Cushing visited J.
S. Allard and family Wednesday.
Miss Alfreda Barnes who has been
in ill health for a year
able to be
out again.
Arthur Richardson is working for
J. S. Allard at Spruce Head.

APPLETON
Rev. John Deering who has just
arrived in Bangor from Idaho with
Rev. Mr. Aduins of Bangor, Rev. Mr.
Staples with his five singers and
Rev. Fred Rogers with two colored
singers have notitled the Pentecostal
Assembly here that they will hold
services at the Union Church all day
Wednesday, the Fourth.

Buick Sets New
Sales Record
Flint, Mich., June 30.—Buick sales
for May exceeded those for April by
almost 5,000 cars, C. W. Churchill,
general sales manager of,the Buick
Motor Company, announced this
week. The figure is taken from retail
delivery reports, which reflect consid
erable improvement in business con.
ditiona practically everywhere In the
country.
Mr. Churchill also made public a
set of tables showing the dollar value
of various makes of automobiles sold
in the 13 months ending, JMarch 31,
1928. These tables indicate that the
public paid $365,000,000 for Buick
cars during that period, as compared
with $250,000,000 for the cars of the
second highest producer in the fine car
field, and $221,000,000 for those of
the third.

Trains Leave Rockland

,
'
I
;

for

Augusta, t7.46 a. m., tL5«r» P- n» . k4.45 p. m.t
J6.1O p. in.
Bangor, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. ni., k4.45 p. m.,
tG. ID p. m.
Boston, |7.45 a. in., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. ni.,
16.10 p. in.
Brunswick, t7.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p. m.
Lewiston, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m.
New York, k4.45 p. in., 16*10 p. in.
Philadelphia, C6*10 p. ni.
Portland, |7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. in.,
16.10 p. m.
.
Washington, C6*10 p. m.
'
Waterville, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
|6.10 p. m.
t Daily, except. Sunday J Daily, except Saturday.
* Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Suu.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Suu., July 1.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan’s Island
Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
In Effect June 2(1, 1928

Daily, Sundays Excepted
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except Sun
day at LOO A. M. and 1.00 I’. M. Arriving Rock8.15 A. M. and 2.15 p. M. Returning, leaves
Rockland at 9.30 A. M. direct for Vlnalhaven
arriving at 10.45 A. M. Leave Rockland (Till*
son's Wharf) at 3.30 I’. M. for North Haven
and Vinalhaven.

Steningten and Swan's Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A M., Stonington 6.30, North
Haven 7.30 ; due at Rockland about 8.40 A. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
North Haven 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; due to
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 p. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

$
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GASPING

HEATH
THI use or

Dr. M. HERMANCC’S
Asthma *n» Hay

rCVER;MEDICINC

F. B. ADAMS. M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. II
Sundays By Appointment

Nurse In Attendance

Electric Treatment Given
■100 Main Street
Tel.

H

DR. E. L SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Rocklan
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 te •
OPEN EVENING8
BY APPOINTMENT
Tsl. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAI

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Office Hours: 1 to 8 and 7 to » P.

Residence until 9 A. M.. and
Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
100 Main St.
Opp. Thorndike Hotel.

Rockland
Tel. 339-M

Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to

Evening's by Appointment

i

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 13-0 this firm haa
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Live Fowl-Broilers
Chickens wanted, also dresse
ipoultry. Prices high; excellen
demand. We offer shippers th
benefit of experience and outlet
gained through 20 years In sellin
poultry. Safety-Service-Satisfac
tion. Hennery Eggs also wante<
Ref. Federal National Bank. Im
mediate returns.

W. F. WYMAN A CO.
< Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston* Masi
IB-tf

Knox. He.

STATE OF MAINE

To the Honorable Tusttoe of the Su
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rod
within and for said County on the a
Tuesday of September, A. I). 1928.
Roy (I. Mank of Rockland, In said Ci
being the husband of Martha L. Mani
apectfully represents that he was lai
married to the said Martha L. Mank at
land, on the fourteenth day of Novomb
D. 1922. That they never lived togetli
husband and wife after the said marriage
mony. That the residence of the said R
Mank Is at Rockland aforesaid.
That the residence of the said Mart
Mank Is unknown to vour libelant an
not h< ascertained by reasonable dlllgei
That the said Martha L. Mank has
guilty of adultery.
That there Is no collusion between thi
Roy G. Mank and the said Martha L.
to obtain a divorce; wherefore he prayi
a divorce may he decreed between him at
said Martha L. ‘Mank for the cause abo
forth.
Dated at Rockland this seventeenth d
May, A. D. 1928
ROY G. MA
Subscribed and sworn to before m<
seventeenth day of Mav, A. D. 1928.
Seal
PRANK A. TIRRELL, JR
Notary Pul
(Seal)
STATE OF MAINE

Knox, SS.

Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial 1
In Vacatioi
Rockland, June ,29. A. D. I1
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered,
the Libellant give notice to said Mart
Mank to appear before our Supreme Jt;
Court, to be holden at Rockland, wlthl;
for the County of Knox, on the second Tu
of September. A. D 1928, by puhllsliii
attested copy of said Libel, and this
thereon, three weeks successively In The
rler-fiazette. a newspaper printed In Rot
in our County of Knox, the last puhll
to be thirty days at least prior to said n
Tuesday of September next, that he may
and then in our said court appear and
cause, If any he have, whv the prayer o
Libellant should not be granted
OUY H. STURGU
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Co
A true copy of the Libel and Order i
Court thereon.
Seal
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFE*

June30-July3-10

q,

THE

REPUBLICAN

Th© platform adopted by the Re
publican National Convention in
Kansas City was too lengthy for the
average person to read in its entire
ty, but here in condensed form form
the gist of the party’s attitude on
all of the questions considered:
• • * •

PLATFORM

citizens as to trtiffic in National in
terests for private gain.”
FurtheF(Tax Cuts
Noting that practically all the war
taxes have been eliminated, a pledge
is given for further reductions as
conditions permit Reduction of the
public debt by $<.411,000,000 in seven
years is cited with a declaration
that the party will continue to reduce
the debt.

PICTORIAL LIFE OF HERBERT HOOVER
\w
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By Satterfield

THE BUSY GRANGERS

atrons Win Their Fight To
Extend Agricultural Re
search.

Doctor at 83 Found People
Preferred His Prescription

The basis of treating sickness has
Few people realize the significance
not changed since Dr. Caldwell left
f one of the latest enactments of
Medical College in 1875, nor since
ongress just befofre adjournment,
he placed on the market the laxa
which voted large appropriations for
tive prescription he had used in his
agricultural research work; nor is it
practice, known to druggists and the
generally known that such appropriapublic since 1892, as Dr. Caldwell's
ions are chiefly attributable to the
The Farm Plank
Syrup Pepsin.
fforts
of
the
National
Grange.
The
The farm plank, agreed upon after
Then, the treatment of constipa
Endorse Foreign Policy
ggregate of sucli appropriations is
long and tedious hours of labor in
tion, biliousness, headaches, mental
Tiie policy of the administration
bout $2,500,000 more than has been
the resolutiins committee, declares a
depression, indigestion, sour stom
vailable in previous years, and indi
big problem faces the farmer, but In Nicaragua and China is endorsed,
ach and other indispositions that re
with
the
assertion
that
American
cates
tiie
interest
now
felt
in
govern

Instead of the equalization fee which
sult from constipation was entirely
mental circles at Washington in sucli
prompted .President Coolidge twice Naval and Military forces are being
by means of simple vegetable laxa
used
in
these
countries
to
protect
esearch
work
as
shall
open
up
new
to veto the McNary-Haugen bill, it
tives, herbs and roots. These are
American
policies
and
interests.
channels
through
which
the
agriculproposes the enactment to set up
still the basis of Dr. Caldwell’s Syr
ural
surplus
of
the
country
may
be
League
Membership
Opposed
up Pepsin, which is a combination
legislation creating a Federal Farm
disposed
of.
The
Grange
lias
been
Board clothed with power to set up
of senna and other mild laxative
The platform approves the foreign
hard at work on this project for many
herbs, with pepsin.
farmer-owned and controlled stabil policy of the President generally,
months and all the influence of tlie
ization corporations or associations making special reference to the
Dr. Caldwell did not approve of
organization has been thrown on the
to prevent and control surpluses course followed in the settlement of
drastic physics and purges, lie did
side
of
greatly-enlarged
activities
in
through orderly distribution.
foreign debts. It’also deems as sat
not believe they were good for hu
the
Department of
Agriculture
man beings to put into their sys
isfactory the solution of war claims,
To Continue Coolidge Policies
AT AGE 83
through
research
work.
tem. If grown |>eople want to use
2. He turned his attention to economic restora
1. The armistice brought peace, but Hoover wai
Tlie platform contains a sweeping and reaffirms its opposition to mem
Those
who
believe
little
in
legisla

tion
of
Europe
and
relief
of
starving
millions.
them no one can deny them tinfaced with finding an outlet for surplus goods.
endorsement of the administration bership in the League of Nations. Tt
tion as a means of disposing of tiie
privilege, liut they should never lss
calls attention however, to a policy
(i n ? Al drug stores have the
and of Congress and pledges to main
ounlrv’s farm surplus, and who con
given to children.
g* .’ . i ons bottles.
toln and continue the policies of I of co-operation In "the hunianltatend
that
there
will
always
he
a
sur

We would he glad to have you
rlan and technical work" of the
The simpler the remedy for c.nPresldent Coolidge.
plus so long as farmers can get a
prove nt our expense how much I)r.
League.
it i pat ion, the safer for the child ami
For Rigid Enforcement
easonahle profit on their toil, have
for you. and the lietter for the gen Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin can mean
1922 Tariff Act Defended
long been looking in other directions
The much discussed topic of pro
to you and yours. Just write
eral health of all. And as you can
The Tariff Act of 1922 Is declare.!
to find ways of handling the surplus,
hibition. which, like the farm ques
‘‘Svrup Pepsin,” Monticello, Illinois,
get results in a mild and safe way
ind more than a year ago the Grange
by using Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pep and we will send you prepaid a
tion. proved a problem in the resolu to have Justified Itself In the expan
ame forward with the assertion that,
tions committee discussions is dis sion of foreign trade.
sin, why take chances with strong
FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE.
“The present tariff law has not
Since the demand for food is limited
posed of in a low enforcement plank
to the capacity of tiie stomachs of
pledging the part; and Its nominees hampered the natural growth in tlie
the race, while the demand for man
to the "observance and vigorous en exportation of tiie products of Ameri
that lie would have a good sized ma
OUTLOOK IN LINCOLN ' jority.
ufactured products is limited only by
forcement of the eighteenth amend can agriculture, Industry and min
The explanation offered is that
ing. nor has it restricted the Impor
the world's purchasing power; there
ment,'
those who cut the Sheriff were not
tation of foreign commodities which
fore
we
need
to
find
new
uses
for
food
Anxious To Aid Farmers
Republicans, With a Strong voting so much against him, as they
this country can utilize without Jeop
products other than as food for man
were showing disapproval of some of
“The agricultural problem Is Na ardizing its economic structure" tlie
ind beast; and every time we open up
Ticket. Expect Sweeping his deputies.
tional in scope," the farm plank de platform says.
i new outlet for food products, using
Another surprise in that county was
clares, "and, as such, is recognized
Victory.
them as raw material for essential in
Should Aid Coal Industry
the nomination of Harold Bishop of
by the Republican party, which
dustries
we
have
rendered
agricul

The Government should make
pledges Its strength and energy to the
Lincoln County Republican leaders Boothbay Harbor on both tlie Repub
ture and tlie nation a great service.”
every effort to aid the coal industry
lican and Ileniocraii” tickets for rep
solution of the same.
expect to carry the county by a
The
session
of
tlie
National
Grange,
resentative t<» the Legislature. Mr.
'‘Realizing that many farmers are tiy removing restrictions hampering
sweeping
margin
in
September
and
held
at.Cleveland,
Ohio,
last
Novem

Bishop is already a member of the
facing problems more difficult than its development, it declares, adding
again in November, though they ad
ber,
took
a
very
strong
position
in
House and was asking a renominathose which are the portion of many that the party Is anxious to assist in
mit that Smith is going to hive a
favor
of
all
possible
government
ex

other basic industries, the party is any feasible plan for tlie stabilization
considerable appeal in several
« - tion for a third term by the Republiperimental
agencies
being
employed
ea us.
anxious to aid in every way possible." of the industry which would work
to devise new uses for food products, tions. These leaders believe that tin*
On primary day when tlie votes
with Justice to the miners, consumers
big primary .vote will be duplicated
Promisee "Every Assistance’’
ind
the
increased
appropriations
now
were counted it was found tliat 29
and producers.
4. But mostly he was In Washington, working night
Tiie plank promises "every assist
made available for the purpose will in the coming elections. Information of the 33 Democrats who had voted
3.
On
a
visit
to
Poland,
50,000
children
paid
American Labor Highest Paid
and day on reconstruction of America and the world.
him a personal tribute of thanks and praise.
ance in the reorganization of the
give a great impetus to this under gathered by them indicates, it is set at tin* primary had put a Bishop
forth, that tlie people of tiie county
It is asserted that American lubor
marketing system on sounder and
taking.
sticker on their ballot and lie, there
more economical lines, and, where enjoyed the highest wage and living
It is the Grange contention tliat have been aroused and are taking an by. became tiie party's nominee for tlie
THE
CAMPAIGN
ORCHARD WELFARE
diversification is needed. Govern standard in the world, and freedom
any form of a subsidy to agriculture interest in politics whit’ll lias not be legislature, so that his election in
ment financial assistance during the in wage contracts and the right of
will be more or less temporary in fore been manifest in several years. September seems about as positive as
collective bargaining is the party’s
period of transition."
benefit to tlie farmer, because as the Phis, they argue, can only result in a anything in tiiis world can he.
Conference
At
Augusta
vote in September and Novem
pledge to the wage earner, it ex
Protective Tariff Vital
Easterner Will Probably Be National Committeeman— raising of crops is made increasingly large
ber.
presses a beliyf that the injunctive
profitable,
by
legislation
or
otherwise,
Hears
From
A.
K.
Gardner
The farm question also is touched cudgel lias been wielded too freely
They expected that Hale and Gardi
Spirit df Optimism Prevails Among Leaders.
tlie volume of such crops will inevi
upon in the tariff plank, which de- In labor disputes And has "given rise
ner would carry the county. Tlie size
Crops Specialist.
tably
be
extended
so
that
the
surplus
’ dares a "protective tariff is as vital to a serious question for legisla
problem will always be present. In of their majority, however, was much
to American agriculture as it is to tion."
At what is believed to be the first
the
last decade many industrial uses In excess of their anticipations. This
Herbert Hoover. Republican nom party would face its hardest fight
American manufacturing.'
conference held in Maine to consid
Flood Relief Proised
for
farm products have been found year, say the leaders, the Republicans
inee for President, conferred witli re in New York and several other East
"The Republican party," it contin
er
the
future
development
of
tlie
or

and
the
Grange believes that extended have a bang-up ticket all the way
Praising the administration for
turning Republican leaders Tuesday ern states, and the so-called border
ues, “believes that the home market,
through and it will lie a vote getting
chard
industry,
a
group
of
represen

research
activity can he made very
lilting from <1< i.iypd bowel notion, fer
built up under the pdttctive policy, meeting the Mississippi flood emer tative orchardists unanimously vot and began preparing ids plans for states—West Virginia, Tennessee
ticket. Senator Forrest Bond, for a r.
ment mid give ell' poison ill tlie larger in
profitable
for
the
farmer
and
thereby
belongs to the American farmers, and gency in such a manner that "a great ed that new plantings of leading va tlie election campaign and tlie future Missouri and Kentucky.
number of years sheriff of tin* county, testine, i r colon. Colon poisoning causes
ncrease
the
general
prosperity
of
the
The only official statement coming
it pledges its support of legislation loss of life was prevented" the plat rieties of apples should he encour guidance of his party.
has served two terms in tlie State mueli eiekness, rheumatic syiuploms, bad
country.
The chairmanship of the Republi from the Department of Comment
which will give this market to hint to form points to passage by Congress aged in those sections of the State
Senate, is a candidate for a third term breath, g is, headache, nnd melancholy
•
•
♦
♦
blues, ]!y using "I,. F.” Atwood's Medicine
the full extent of his ability to sup of a bill authorizing $320,000,0uo for where it has been clearly demon can National Committee, the ques was. an announcement by George
and is sure of a big vote.
One
of
the
most
active
phases
of
the construction of works to prevent
tion of his own retirement from the Akerson, the Secretary's personal aid
ply it."
One of the surprises in the Lin regularly in small doses, you can establish
strated
that
the
enterprise
can
be
the
Grange
work
ef
the
country
is
thut Blest valuable habit,—daily anil com
a recurrence.
Cabinet the type of campaign lie is and adviser, tliat it was more evi
Praise Coolidge and Mellon
made successful.
This meeting, to wage, all were discussed at dent than ever that Mr. Hoover represented in tlie annual summer coln County primary was the vote for plete elimination if waste mattei from the
Draft All Resources in Wsr
sheriff.
Sheriff
Kelley,
seeking
a
re

which was held in Augusta, under
President Coolidge and Secretary
field meetings of July and August, nomination, won out, but with only 71 bowels. Stic and 15c, all dealers.
would not resign from the Depart
The party goes on record In favor the auspices of the Maine State Fed length, together with less vital mat
Mellon uie singled out for individual
held out of doors and bringing to votes to spare. It had been expected
ment of Commerce for the present.
ters,
hut
no
decision
will
he
reached
of the drafting of every resource, eration of farm Bureaus, in coopera
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
praise by the platform makers.
•Secretary Work, whose advice Mr gether great numbers of members and
which may contribute to success" tion with tlie extension service of the before the latter part of the week,
"tVe endorse without qualifications
Hoover heretofore lias valued highly :n addition thousands of farmers and
at
least.
the record of the Coolidge adminis in time of war. asserting that tho College of Agriculture, was attend
Out of the first of these preliminary declared he thought the nominee their families not yet identified di
tration," the platform reads. The country demands provision for the ed by 14 men chiefly county orchard conferences leading up to Mr. Hoov shotild remain at his desk, carrying rectly with the organization. Such
record of the Treasury is described drafting of essential commodities, project leaders representing the im er’s meeting with an official delega on the big task he has managed field meetings are featured by all sorts
as "unrivalled and unsurpassed." material resources and services, portant apple counties, the college tion from the Republican National for the last seven years up to the of sports, races, etc., a picnic dinner
Through a long recital of problems whether used in actual warfare ar of agriculture, and tlie State Depart Committed Thursday three facts of day of his inauguration, March
it noon, a strong program of speak
ment of Agriculture.
and developments of five years, the private activity.
the highest importance took definite 1929, assuming that Mr. Hoover ing, music and other entertainment in
In opening tiie meeting Arthur L. shape. They are:
1924 Campaign Honest
Take It with you on picnics and motor trips in vacuum
platform reviews with satisfaction
the afternoon, frquently a hand con
would be victorious.
dispositions made by the President
The 1924 campaign of the party is Deering, assistant extension director
The opinion of some of .those who cert, and often a big get-together in
bottles.*' Economical — Refreshing — Cooling.
Use
First, the dozen or more party
and Congress.
tlie evening for dancing and social
described as having been economic, and secretary of the Farm Bureau leaders who 8a w Mr. Hoover re talked with Mr. Hoover Tuesday W£
Taxes, tariff, foreign policy, mer honest and decent with the exiienses Federation, explained tlie purpose of turned to Washington from tiie Kan tliat lie does not wish to continue a
festivities, rounding out a real vaca
chant marine, railroads and flood carefully budgeted and showing a the eonleience as being the desire sas City convention convinced that Secretary of Commerce during hi
tion day for rural people. Hundreds
control pass in review as problems
urplus instead of a deficit at the to develop a policy concerning the tlie so-called farm revolt lias col campaign, but lie will not make
of these meetings are already sched
met and solved to the satisfaction of close.
Assurance is given that future of the industry. .He pointed lapsed. and that tlie election battle d« i i»Gon <>n that point until after uled for tlie 1923 season and promi
the party leaders.
there will not be any relaxing or out most emphatically that competi- now turns squarely back to the in his ^conference witli the Republica
nent farm and Grange leaders will
resolute endeavor to keep our elec t»on is r.o .onger between individuals dustrial East, with prohibition loom National Committee’s sub-committe
discuss upon tlie field day platform all
Draft Resources for War
hut between areas, or sections of ing more prominent daily as the dom today or Friday.
the big issues of present-day affairs,
Stabilization of the coal industry, tions clean, honest and free of taint
the country, and that Maine orchard
Secretary Work is not worried particularly those which affect the
prevention of excessive use of in- A any kind” a,nd that no deficit ists must consider how they could inant issue of the campaign.
rural welfare.
would
exist
at
the
end
of
the
cam

Second, that with this situation im about tlie farm belt and Illinois, de
k juntions in labor disputes, rigid en
avoid competition or, if necessary, mediately in prospect, -Mr. Hoover spite tlie continued absence of an
* # «► ♦
forcement of tho Eighteentn Amend paign.
how they could meet it .and determine should maintain his headquarters in • i.iigratulatory messages from Frank
In the last few weeks five subordi
Railroad Laws Correct
ment, and the drafting of resources
where tlie competing areas are, and
nate Granges in tlie State of New
in time of ware are outstanding on
Relief is expressed that the pres that it was for this ??ason that the the East and should remain there O. Lowden, who sought tlie nomina
the program the party mapped out ent railroad regulatory laws are county farm bureau orchard project throughout tlie campaign., possibly tion on a .McNary-Haugen platform York alone have burned the mortgage
on their hall, while similar events
for the next four years.
Istsed on correct principles "the spirit leaders and prominent orchardists with the exception of a hurried vaca and failed. He predicted Mr. Hoov
487
of which must always be preserved" were invited to take part in the dis tion at his California home, in Palo ei would carry Illinois by 500,000 have been featured in nearly every
"Honesty in Government'
Grange State—all furnishing impres
Alto, in the course of which he majority.
changes
in
the
public
demands,
trade
cussion to assist the extension serv would he formally notified of his
Declaring for "honesty in govern
Each new arrival brings a fresh sive vidence of the prosperity of the
ment.' and for the appointment of conditions and the character of com ice in developing an orchard pro nomination.
in such an event, the story of perfect harmony in the Re (•range organization in financial di
petition
are
said
to
have
brought
officials of unquestioned integrity,
gram..
v
Secretary would hurry hack East publican household for the forth rections. as well as along other lines.
As a background for discussion, after delivering his acceptance coming campaign. One of Mr. Hoov Tlie Grange has an impressive service
the platform deplored “the fact that about a need for possible modifica
any official has ever fallen from this tion of tlie laws in this respect.
Albert K. Gardner, extension crops speech, probably making no other ad er’s leaders said the Secretary of used whenever the mortgage on a hall
Merchant Marine
specialist, furnished data and in dress in the Far West during the re Commerce had given strict instruc is burned, and tlie anticipation of
high standard and that certain
American citizens of both parties
Touching upon the Merchant Ma formation concerning the trend of the mainder of tlie campaign
tions that during the preconvention such an event furnishes keen in
have so far forgotten their duty as rine question, the platform favors an apple industry in the country, both
Third, with Mr. Hoover hailing fight tlie personal affairs of his op centive to members to hustle for tlie
American built and owned fleet, but from a standpoint of production per from California and Senator Charles ponents were not to he attacked or necessary funds to make such mort
voices opposition to government op tree and tiie tree plantings, as well Curtis, ills running mate, coming ridiculed. He was .determined *to gage payment possible. Of the 3200
as the variety favored generally in from Kansas, tlie new chairman of stand or fall on the basis of his own Grange halls in tlie United States, the
eration or ownership
Support is pledged to continue ap different areas, tlie cost of transpor the Republican National Committee past record. That policy, it was de greater part are owned entirely debt
propriations "commensurate witli our tation from different points of tiie should be an Eastern man in order clared, removed the possibility of a free.
♦ * * •
needs and resources" for highway, country to the chief apple markets to give tlie East, now apparently tlie long-enduring bitterness after the
into which Maine apples are shipped, key objective in tlie struggle, import convention.
roa<J and rail construction
'What is probably the largest class
and the average profit per barrel ant representation in the leadership
of new members initiated in any
Radio
from groups of farms in this State.
Grange in the country so far during
Administration of the radio facili Emphasis was placed upon the better of tlie Republican party.
START
A
REVOLT
BJ2X is reported from Jackson Grange
Tlie place where Secretary Hoover
ties in such a manner as to insure varieties and a higher per unit pro
in Montgomery county, Ohio, which
By Uvth Brittain
will make his home after tlie notifi
the reception by every home of ade duction.
Information
available cation. whiqli will lie tlie official Prominent Southern Church recently put through a class of 134
quate and varied broadcast programs seems to indicate that new plantings
members. Many classes close to
is advocated, with the assignment of in other sections are more largely of opening of tlie election campaign, is
men To Work For "Drys" new
the 100 mark are reported from all
communication channels in the best early varieties and that while con entirely undecided. Not one of the
and
Defeat
of
Smith.
sections of tlie country and of the
interest of the business man, farmer ditions in the far west may seem to Republican leaders who reached
nearly 8,000 surbardinate Granges in
Washington thought Mr. Hoover
and public.
be more favorable for apple produc should remain in California. They
As
weary
Democrats
journeyed
the United States tiie records indicate
Continued development of inland tion, New England has a great ad
and intra-coastal waterways Is fav vantage of $1 to $1.25 per hundred pointed out that the real fight would homeward from the National con- that more than 30% of them have
be going on at the opposite side of vention they were confronted witli an initiated a class of new members since
ored as an essential part of the pounds over Pacific Coast states.
the continent and that tlie party appeal to the Irreconcilable *dryv January 1, lt>28.
transportation system.
Such subjects were discussed as nominee should lie within striking element of the party to "organize at
♦ * * •
Relief for Disabled Vets
under what conditions should new distance of the scene of action at all once” for the defeat of the party’s
One Grange in Polk county, Oregon,
The platform also takes a stand plantings be recommended, in what times.
Presidential nominee, Gov. Smith of organized a compulsory squirrel poi
for "Full and adequate relief for our territory, tlie minimum size of or
soning project, made necessary by tlie
Secretary of the Interior Work and New York.
chard which an orchardist should Assistant Secretary of Commerce
disabled veterans.”'
Tlie sponsors of the call directed great amount of damage the little
It declares for sustained State reg have for most efficiency and satisfac
particularly
to
Southerners,
were
pests were doing to the property of
Brown agreed on this point.
Mr.
ulation of public utilities and advo tory income, varieties adapted to Work predicted the Republican Bishop James Cannon, Jt., of the the farmers of that community.
cates the application "of the conser Maine conditions and what plan
Methodist
Episcopal
church,
South,
Much of the nervousness in older
vation principle by the wise develop could he used for interesting orchard
who appeared before the resolutions
\ isualize some of tiie charming
children can be traced to the over
ment of our National resources." In ists in increased plantings.
committee of tiie convention to urge patterns in cotton prints, broadcloth,
stimulation during infancy, caused
this
connection
it
points
to
the
crea

Those
who
attended
the
conference
that
hone
dry
plank
he
inserted
in
tlie
chintz, and other wasli fabrics,
by regarding baby as a sort of ani
tion of oil conservation board by are. Herman P. Sweetser, Cumber
platform, and Arthur J. Barton of At they would look in attractive smocks
mated toy for the amusement of par
You’ll see not only prices that are right—to the
land
County:
H.
W.
Peck,
Clarence
President
Coolidge
and
the
policy
lanta,
chairman
of
the
board
of
temfor house, laboratory or office weai
ent*, relatives and friends. Baby may
laid
down
in
tli/
Federation
Water

A.
Day,
Kennebec
County;
Everett
pe
rance
of
tlie
Baptist
convention.
You put a smock on like a eoat, but
penny—but merchandise picked for its down
be played with, but not for more than
N. Hobbs, Knox-Lincoln County;
Readily asserting tliat they acted toning it conveniently over what
a quarter of an hour to an hour power act.
right excellence. Millwork, lumber, roofing—
Reclamation
Is
dealt
with
In
a
re

Wilson
H.
Conant
and
Wilson
M.
on
their
own
responsibility,
they
ever
you
are
wearing,
and
it
serves
daily. Beyond that, being handled,
view of administration achievements Morse, Oxford County’; Lyman K.
called for a meeting at Asheville, tlie purpose of u dainty hut practical
tickled, caused to laugh or even
any building material can be had here to
as is the development of commercial Lee, Piscataquis County; P. C.
North Carolina, July 11 to take steps apron It can even be worn as an <
scream, will sometimes result in vom
better advantage. For instance, we sell—
White, Henry Wentworth, Thomas
aviotion.
to insure "the election of dry Demo dinary house dress. Tlie woman who
iting, and invariably causes irrita
A continuance bf the "constructive Dean, Somerset County and Ralph P.
cratic Senatorial, Congressional and wishes to prepare dinner, then dress,
bility, crying or sleeplessness.
development of i^Jaaka” and of aid Litchfield, Vork County. Fred Stur
State nominees for public office and and serve the dinner herself can wear
Fretfulness, crying and sleepless
in harbor devetopment and public tevant represented the state depart
ness from this cause can easily be
for the defeat of the wet, Tammany a smock over her best dress up to tlie
lands settlement in Hawaii is fav ment of agriculture, and Arthur L.
avoided by treating baby with more
candidate for President Gov. Smith.” last minute, and if necessary allow
Deering and Albert K. Gardner the
ored.
consideration, but when you just can’t
Meanwhile, Josephus Daniels, an herself to appear beforehand with
—the fireproof wallboard because it’s
Creation of a commission to Inves extension service of the college of
see what is making baby restless or
ardent dry, who served as Secretary out embarrassment; it is a badge of
upset, better give him a few drops of
tigate and report to Congress upon agriculture.
simply the best there is. Pure gypsum rock,
of the Navy under President W’jlson, honorable work.
ICE CREAM
the existing system of the adminis
pure, harmless Castoria. lt% amaz
issued a. statement criticizing Gov.
in broad, high sheets, between tough papers.
ing to see how quickly it calms baby’s
tration of Indian affairs Is favored.
Smith for tlie message which he sent
tinually
being
made
to
have
the
Fed

nerves and soothes him to sleep; yet
to
the
convention
before
its
adjourn

Anti-Lynehing Law
Saws
and nails like lumber. Never warps,
eral Government moved into tlie field
it contains no drugs or opiates. It is
With its pure
ment, in which lie reiterated his stand
For tho negrrf, thV party recom of State activities lias never had
buckles, cracks. Insulates. Perfect for decora
purely vegetable—the recipe is on the
lor fundamental changes in the legis
cream, its cool,
mends the enactment of a Federal and never will have the support of
wrapper.
Leading physicians pre
lative provisions of tin* prohibition
tion. Stop and look at a sample, or telephone—
anti-lynching
law
"so
that
the
full
the
Republican
party.
”
fresh
fruit,
this
ice
scribe it for colic, cholera, diarrhea,
law.
influence of the Federal Government
MELLO-GLO, the new wonderful
constipation, gas on stomach and
cream
is
wonder

Daniels
declared
the
Governor
’
s
French Process Face Powder, is pre
bowels, feverishness, loss of sleep and may be wielded to exterminate tills
statement “unnecessary and illful to taste! Sim
Payson Manufacturing Co.
sll other “upsets” of babyhood. Over hideous crime.”
timed.” He asserted that it fell like ferred by nurses because of its purity,
25 million bottles used s year shows Against Usurpation of State's Rights
mons & Hammond
Manufacturers of
"an apple of discord" upon a con- and they say it does not make the
CONTRACTORS
•« its overwhelming popularity.
While expressing belief in the es DOORS, WINDOWS AND FRAMES
Mfg. Company.
ventiOh in which "good feeling a.;J si.in dry and drawn. Stays on longer,
With each bottle of Castoria, you
INTERIOR
AND
EXTERIOR
sential unity of the American peo
453
Main
St.
Rockland
Tel. 14
unity
prevailed.
’
keeps
shine
away,
and
is
very
bene

cet a book on Motherhood, worth its
HOUSE FINISH
ple and the zealous proiection bv
ficial to the complexion. You will love
weight in gold. Look for Chas. H.
the Federal Government of tlie rights
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
One might scour Washington thor- MELLO-GLO when you use it. Cor
THERE’S AN SfrH
Fletcher’s signature on the package of Its citizens, the platform asserts
| ougliJv without finding a pork barrel ner Drug Store and all other good
Tel. Union 11-7
«o you’ll get genuine Castoria. There
DEALER
NEARBY
that the effort which is "so constores.
or a .plum tree.
«-»♦
are many imitations.

HOOVER

Intestinal;

Impurities

"SALADA"

Don't Make aToy
Out of Baby

-Babies Have Nerves^

LOOK tliru

ourJRf££.£Z$r

TB

SHEETROCK

// Quality

Most Nurses bse
New Face Powder

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
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THOMASTON

be hauled one quarter of a mile on
shores and rollers, for which several
pairs of horses will be used.

Every-Other-Di

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 3, 1928,

In Everybody’s Column

NEW STATION VERY CONVENIENT
WANTED—

Advertisements In (Ills coltimt* not to ex
ceed three lines Inserter! o. ;e for 25 cents.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Collie pups, 6 weeks old.
and white. $5 each. K. L. HARRIMAN. K. P D.
2. Box 75. Bucksport. Me.
79*81
FOR SALE—Three cans ot milk dally. Price
reasonable, can be delivered. tM. IX) PM AN.
Rockville. Tel. 263-11.
79*81
FOR SALE—Long established rooming house
full of good boarders. A gold mine to the
right people who have a large family. The
best location in Rockland, on Maine street. •
Cheap rent, with good furniture. Good reason,
for selling. Will sell for half price, which Is
worth it. Address GOLD MINE, Courier-Ga-,, J
/ette, BocklMML
79*81
FOR SALE—Home made tugs. MRS. W. A.
YOl .ML 120 Thomaston St ___________ 79-81
FOR SALE—Three-burner Glenwood oil
stove with oven. Practically new. Will sell at
a bargain. L. W. BENNER. 2 Lafayette
Square.
___________ 79-tf ■
FOR SALE Two-stor.v double tenement,
modorn improvements, hot water beat, three
car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
station and small stoic. L. W. BliN’NER, 2
Lafayette Square.
_________ 79-tf
rOR SALE—Cabbage plants
Danish Ballhead and others. OVER NESS SARKESIAN.
157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W.
_______ 79-tf ,
FOR SALE—^Set of six volumes ‘ The
World’s Best .Music." PEARL E. BORGiEKSON,
21 State St. Tel. 1194-J.
78*80
FOR SALE—All kinds of bard wood. Highest
quality at an attractive price. <»r«ler now for ’
Immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
67 M RALPH P. CONANT. South Hope. 78 tf
FOR SALE—Furniture and household goods
at the T. S Singer bouse, Thomaston, Tuesday, t
July 3 beginning at 9 o'clock.
78*80
FOR SALE—Several hundred R 1. Red
chicks, 5 weeks old. Price reasonable. E. R.
VKRKILL, 351 Broadway.
78-tf
I 0R SALE L«'t of land on Franklin Street
86x150 ft. on street. J. W. SMALL, Gleneove
77*82
FOR SALE—2-horse mowing machine, 5 foot
cut, priced $S, hay loader $35. GEORGE E.
REDMAN. Morses Corner, Thomaston. Tel.
45-4.
77-79
FOR SALE—After tire, auto parts, farm
tools, automobiles, 25 logs. 2 horses, also
blacksmith shop and tools. FRANK GARDNER,
Thomaston.
77*79’
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed and oak
bureau. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE office.

3 times for 50 cents. /(BdiUonal lines 5 cents
Mr. and Mrs. .William Fessenden hJd^itPfoui'th'flower1'sho«'U|n 'the Broadway-North Main Location Betters Traffic Hazard—
each for one lime. in->6nts lor throe times.
announce the marriage of their
Six .vords make a line.
Congregational vestry July 12. from
daughter Frances Alida to Roger
The
New
Flood
Light.
Waterman Pease on Friday, June 29. 2 to 5 A small admission will be
Lost and Found
at Newtonville, Mass. Numbers of asked.
Miss Blanche Raiser of Harrisburg,
the above announcements have been
LOST—Small green purse with driver’s li
To
Represent
Manufacturer
The
finest
filling
station
in
this
Quaker
motor
oils
and
Mobiloil.
A
cense and key. Reward. VORA NYE, at Peter
received by friends of the bride in Pa., will be the guest of Miss Helen section has just been put into com-•tire and tube changer will be on hand
Pan Beauty Parlor. _ ____________
79-81
Thomaston, where the Fessendens Carr for the remainder of the sum
for
the
convenience
of
patrons
and
ission
by
the
Sea
View
Garage
Co.
Complete Line of
LOST—A gold Waltham wrist watch with
once lived and where Miss .Frances mer.
transients,
the
famous
Pennsylvania
Inc.,
and
is
located
in
the
highly
gold link bracelet Saturday morning. Reward
Mrs. M. C. Hamilton who has spent.has many friends who offer their
if returned to E. F. SPEAK, Park Theatre.
the winter in St. Petersburg, has re- strategic junction of four busy tires being sold. f
79-lt
best wishes.
streets.
North
Main,
Cedar
and
Birch
The
station
itself
is
finished
on
turned and opened her home at the
LOST
—
Helfer
with
halter
on
near
Warren

Mrs. George Creighton and young
the
interior
in
buff
and
brown
with
Westend. She has as guests Mr. and and Broadway. It sets well back
ton. Reward. Notify A. B. PACKARD, Rock
son Jimmie went to Waterville Sun
from the roadway and the whole area the front part devoted to motor spe
land Tel. 616-J._________ 78*80
Mrs.
Carl
Anderson
of
Medford
and
A Car Priced To Fit Every Income
day to consult an occulist relative to
has been leveled off with smooth grey cialties and accessories, jee cream,
LOST—A small black spaniel dog with col
Jimmie’s eyes. They expect to re Mrs. Eva Forsburg of Lowell. Mass.
limerock gravel. It provides an easy Fro joy. Granite Rock bottled sodas,
lar. Has docked tail and answers to the name
The
many
friends
of
Mrs.
T.
O.
main there a week.
of
' Buster.'’ Reward. MRS. \MM. L. ♦WIL
Long will be pleased to know that place for filling at the three pumps cigars, tobacco, cigarettes, confecLIAMSON. Spruce Head. >Ie.__________ 78*80
Mrs. Edward Andrews is visiting she is able to be around her home
LOST—Pointer dog. color liver and white
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ward Graf again.
ticked, name on collar William Hanscom.
Stratton. Me. Also female setter with him.
ton.
“Auxiliary Taffy” will be a special
anyone returning them to HANSCOM At
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn will attraction at the candy counter in
ADDRESS REPLIES TO 339 WOODFORDS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
BRIDGES STORE, South Thomaston, wlll_re
leave for their annual vacation the charge of Harriet Williams at the
ceive reward.
77-79
latter part of the week.
library fair on the Nty.ll. Watch for
Mrs. Nellie Starrett who teaches the date.
Summer Cottages and Board
in Normal School at Geneseo, N. Y.
The Thomaston Branch. American
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Star Red Cross, acknowledges with thanks
if you have a cottage to lei or desire euniA ROCKLAND MAN
HEIDELBERG’S FAME
raer boarders advertLse the fact In this pa
rett. She is accompanied by a friend the membership of B. F. Frye.
hiir
!
per
where thousands will read of ii_______
Miss Lena Lewis of Utica, IN. Y.
TO LET—For immediate occupancy cottage
Named
As
Possible
Successor
Rests
On
Its
College,
Its
As

They made the journey by motor,
Tax Collector will be at the Se
at .Meguntlcook Lake for two weeks. MRS.
traveling more than 800 miles.
GRACE BLACK Tel. 699 M
78-lt
lectmen’s office every Wednesday
To Deforrest Perkins As
paragus and Its Scenery.
Mrs. Lucy
Sillery who
has evening from 7 to 9 until further no
TO LET—7 room cottage at Pleasant Beach.
' KMMl
made her home in Brooklyn, for a tice.—adv.
MRS.
MARIETTA
BLETHEN,
50
Holmes
St.
79-82
Kian Head.
After receiving honorary degrees
79-tf
number of years has returned to
Thomaston to live. She is occupying
SALE—Maine, beautiful village honnt,
A signed artice by II. Augustus from Heidelberg recently, the Ameri 11 FOR
rooms. 2 baths. 6 miles Poland Spring, also
WARREN
rooms in Arthur Kalloch’s house on
can Ambassador to Germany and the 250-acre
farm, settling estate, priced to sell.
Merrill
in
Saturday
’
s
Portland
Eve

Mr. and Mlrs. Sewall Hodgeman
High street.
* -rtiM ■»«.
>r * ~
DONALD C. CHANDLER, New Gloucester.
ning News had the following to say German Foreign Minister, dispatches -Me.
The “grabs” at the Baptist fair with friends Irotn Chicago visited
79*85
will be in charge of Mrs. Singer and in town Friday while enroute to Bar
about the possibility of a Rockland relate, joined in the celebration of
TO LET—House and big cabin on shore at
Asparagus
Day.
Friendship for summer, by week, month or
her Sunday School class and Mrs. Harbor.
man becoming the bead of the Kian
‘Heidelberg Is well-known
in season. Good bathing beach. A. W. MORTON,
Leona Starrett. If Baptist friends
Dr. Chester Vinal and friend and
One of the Sea View Garage Co. Filling Stations
Friendship, Me.
___________
78*86
in
this
State.
Europe
for
its
fine
asparagus
but
it
will kindly wrap up articles worth Miss Frances Vinal of Swampscott.
TO LET—2 camps of 2 rooms each with pi
is world famous for its historic cas
five and ten cents and notify any Mass., have bee.i visiting Mrs. and tends greatly to relieve traffic I tionery. boxed candies, etc.
Rest
azzas. furnished, only few feet apart at Hos
member of the committee, they will Frances Vinal.
Alvra W. Gregory of Rockland may tle, its university and its scenic mer's Pond, one $16 l»er week, $30 per month
at a very bad place, the junction of rooms and comfort facilities for men
Parker Starrett went June 23 to the Atlantic Highway with two busyjand women are available free. The be the next (.rand Dragon of the u beauty,” says a bulletin from the or $75 for seasi'n : other $8 per week. $25
gladly call for them.
'Washington, D. C., headquarters of month or $63 f•'r season. EDWIN A. DEAN.
Mrs. Chester Overlook left Satur Winthrop for his third season at the cross streets.
77*tf
building contains an office and stor- I Klnx Kian of Main
Rockland, Me icl. 1181-M.
________ 78-83
the National Geographic Society.
Y M.C.A. camp there.
day morning by train for a t\
Influential
Kian
leaders
of
the
FOR SALE-Xi-font cut Deering Mower or
The station itself is 38x20 feet, | age space together with a pump room
TO
LET
—
Six
room
cottage
at
Crescent
In the “Park of Germany”
weeks ’ visit in Lawrence, Mass.,
Mrs. Genevieve Pearson of Somer
State will recommend his appoint
Beach, running water. 1 car garage. C. A. will trade for 4-foot cut machine. Tel. 4-4.
77*79
where she will be the guest of Misses ville. Mass., has been the guest of Mr. painted white with scarlet Vermillion housing the new Brunner air pump ment to the Imperial Wizard, Hiram
‘‘Next to the Rhine the Neckar ROSE. Rockland or MRS. A. B. ROSE. Tel. A. L. I’ERRY, R. 1. Warren.
trimmings
and
has
a
broad
canopy
and
other
necessities.
A
very
special
72-S-tf
FOR SALE—8 room bouse, all modern,
Eva and Ruth Offe. She was accom and Mrs. F. E. Mathews
W. Evans of Washington D. C., i.t Valley is Germany’s most famous 213-W.
Mr
and
Mrs
Gkn
Rcever
and
sons|
in
front
to
P
rotect
Patrons
from
the
feature
of
the
plant
is
the
1000
watt
double
lot.
fruit
trees,
berries,
good
barn,
etc.
TO LET—8 room cottage and garage nevt
panied by Miss Mary Perry of Rock
was said, provided Mr. Gregory signi valley in legend and song. Its for
75*81
Carl and Gerald visited over the week- elements. At the rear, yet easy of flood light that Proprietor R. E. Philthe water. Newly furnished, with fireplace. Apply 19 WILLOW ST.
land.
fies his willingness to accept the ap ested hills and fertile plains have For particulars CALL 188-MK or write BOX
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood: fitted sort
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Snow and Mr. end with Mr. and Mrs. George E. New-Iaccess by dir€ct drive from either brick has installed, a huge lamp of a pointment.
won for it the title of the ‘Park of 143._____________ _____________________ 77-tf wood slabs $8 : also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
I street, is a fine concrete drain pit, kind new to this locality which lights j
Winslow of Boston are guests ol
P.
O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Mr. Gregory is a District Kleagle Germany and Heidelberg Occupies
TO LET—1-rooni bungalow on Georges
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Thompson and the only one of 118 type a'cessIble the whole area as bright as day.
74-tf
Mrs. Franklin E. Watts. Mrs. Snow
river. Cushing road.
Apply at GONIA’S
and has been identified with the one of its loveliest spots.
The
plant
is
now
open
for
business
Free water and
77-79
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
was formerly Olivia Sherman of Miss Helen Thompson of Malden. from either en<h
“The principal part of the city, STORE.
»rder
since
its
beginning
in
and
for
Fourth
of
July
only
is
giving
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Mary Rich-1free air via the ,atest improved
FOR SALE—Several articles of used fur St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water beat,
Thomaston.
Maine. He is a leading Roekand mer- with its steep-roofed houses and
Just the kind for your cottage or electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
I Brunner air scales are readily acces- a very special introductory offer of bant and a member and official of the tall-steepled
Miss Harriet Rose of Boston is the niond.
churches,
stretches niture.
(’. S. GARDNER. Rockport, Me.
72-tf
camp.
TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLLN ST.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moore and Mr. Isible. The pumps are the new Erie a quart of motor oil with every live Methodist Church of that city. He is along the south bank of the Neckar.
guest of Mrs. John Creighton.
77-tf
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 root long $6.50,
Mrs. Earl Brown and Miss Clara and Mrs. Carleton Williamson of I type. electric driven and standard | gallons of gas purchased. Several a member of the State Prison Com Large villas surrounded by wide
Stove
length
$8.
15
bundles
shims
$1
;
also
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Cottage bouse in
Spear motored to Boston Saturday Rockland were gu >sis Sunday of their I equipment on aviation fields. Ethyl j other tilling stations are operated by mission.
lawns and gardens in clearings on village at Owl’s Head: unobstructed view of lumber. L. A. PAOKARD, R. F. D., Thomas
ton.
70-tf
|Walburn gas is available as is | the Sea View Garage Co.—adv.
and returned Sunday accompanied father F. E. Moore.
Dr. W. II. Witham of Portland, who the wooded hillsides beyond form a bav: seven rooms, electric lights. E. R.
FMERY. Tel Rockland 1161-Y.
78*86
FOR SALE—2 5-ft. display show canes, 1
by Miss Hilda George who is at home
Mrs. Elizabeth Mank. whose age is
was one of the assistants of Eugene magnificent background.
FOR SALE—Small island located in Seal 1 2-ft. counter: 1 9-ft. counter; 1 large reon vacation from the hospital.
96 years spent the day Thursday visit- I
Farnsworth in the establishment of
tor. TRAINER'S BAKERY, foot of
A Wall 22 Feet Thick
Harbor, ’j mile from Spruce Head postofflee.
James Ulmer and family are up Ing her daughter-in-law Mrs. Flora
St.
,
68-tf,
the Kian in Maine, is said to have the
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
"Heidelberg Castle, which Long Two weir privileges, good location for cot- ‘
from South Cushing to spend the Mank at the home of Miss M. Grace
tagc.
For
further
particulars
call
853-6.
FOR
SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thlckendorsement
of
a
group
of
his
friends
fellow said was ‘next to the Alham OTTO OIA*ON. Spruce Head.
---/
76*81 , \sses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
holiday.
Walker. Mrs. Mank enjoys all social, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins had
Mrs. Alvah M. Powers of Gardiner in Western Maine fbr the Kian leader bra of Granada among the ruins of
orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
FOR SALE OR TO LET—6 room furnished J des, large
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Macgunnigle activity with the zest of a girl.
.... 1- I.Hi,
ild.. ntlmr ln.-it liimhoe
as guests last week Mlrs. Charles is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. ship in the State.
the Middle Ages,’ overlooks the city summer cottage at Ingraham Hill, city water. ' ■
of Falmouth were weekend guests
John Lincoln who is working in I Merritt and sons Chas, and Frederick Deane.
The
position
of
Grand
Dragon
he

>•
from the heights on the east. Found elec, lights, 5 minutes to elec. cars, nice view '
at L. H. Dunn’s.
Tenant s Harbor this summer camel of Rockland and Mrs. Clement Taylor
me vacant when DeForrest H. Per ed at the end of the twelfth century, of harbor. Also summer cottage lots for sale.
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. 12,
L. H. Lovejoy of Wilkes-Barre. Pa.,
Apply to G. A. TARR. Tel. 614 M or 232-W.
g tod as new, at half price. 64 Summer St.
Capt. Roy Harriman and family up to Warren for the weekend.
of Winthrop.
who has been spending a few days in kins of Portland, who had held the it is one of the few historic remains
76-tf 7 EL 186 R.
9*tf
are making their annual visit at
Elias Swift, son George and daugh- I
position
for
three
years
tendered
bis
of old Heidelberg that the IFrench
Miss Vivian Cassens. who is em Rockland was the recent guest of
TO RENT Three cottages furnished on
FOR SALE—House foot Knox St.. ThomaaF. H. Jordan’s.
ter Edna all of Holliston, Mass., are
resignation immediately after the re did not completely destroy in
Mrs.
Adelaide
Morrill.
Lake.
Boating,
fishing
and
bathing.
Write
for
ployed
as
clerk
in
Fred
Elwell
’
s
store,
in
;
7-room
house
with
barn
and
2
large
Mr. and Mrs. Guy F. Boynton of visiting Mr. and Mrs. William T. Swift |
sult of the June primaries became two assaults in 1688 and 1693.
particulars, WILLIAM SANSOM, Rockland. 1
has been confined to the house by illJoseph F. Shepherd of Winthrop. known
Brownfield who have been visiting of East Warren.
Me
73-tf
"The castle group consists
Mrs. Boynton’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., was in town Monday.
Mr Perkins gave as one of his number of separate buildings sur
Whrren postofflee will lie open the ess.
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING b.rcalna. 1
The boys are arriving this week
T. B. Wyllie returned home Sunday. following hours July.4; 6.30 a. m. to 11 |
Mrs. Beulah Richardson was
reasons for resigning a belief that rounding a central courtyard like a small and large, summer home* and resi- ’
dences, mountain, river or lake Copy free
from Philadelphia to spend the sum hostess at a utility shower and b/fdge new leadership in the State would be
Mr. Hinckle who has had a tene a. m. and 2 to 3 p. ni.
small English village surrounds
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, Me.
66-tf
ment in the Levensaler Block has
“My Country” is the topic for the I mer at their camP at Lake Megunti- party Friday evening at the home of beneficial to the order. Another rea- village green. Columns, galleries a
66-tf
LET—• room Cottage at Owl s Head. "
moved his family to Mrs. Eaton's Wednesday evening service at the I cook- Prof. W. S. Cowing who is in her mother Mrs. Minnie Crozier, son given by him was the demands of sculptures which cover nearly every allTOmodern
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
conveniences. See NELSON It
dor; storage. J. A. 8TEVENS A SON, McBaptist Church.
I charge came Saturday.
house on Water street.
which was given as a surprise to Miss his personal business.
66-tf
square foot of some of the building* COBB, at Fuller Cobb-Davis.
oud St. Tel. 241 M or 13 M
66 tf
Mr. and Mrs. Offeen Hackett and
Benjamin Perry who entered Knox I Mrs. Robert Jamieson entertains Marie Lunden. Those present w<‘re I The appointment of a new Grand are overgrown by rambling vines
FOB SALE ( ottage at Hobbs I’ond, Hope.
WINDSHIELD and Auto (Hass replaceMiss Doris and Ralph Hackett of Hospital for treatment early last I the Friday Club this week at her home Mrs. Wesley Thurston. Miss Ella Orff Dragon rests entirely in the hands of As if protecting these gentler por Me., one mile from j q^toffice, all furnished,
lent.
Fine shoe repairing. ‘‘MILLIGAN’S,’’
Milo were callers upon Mrs. Ches- week is gaining slowly.
Rockland, Mrs. Elmo Crozier, Cam- I Imperial Wizard Evans. The lmper- tions of the castle, there are massive ready to occupy: or will let for the season pp. town clock.
I in Elm street.
66-tfl
nt $156.
Communicate with J. F. BURGESS.
ley Delano Sunday.
den.
Mrs.
Ledla
Mann.
Mrs.
Edna
ial
Wizard
is
on
his
way
back'
to
Mi. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth and |
y Barker is driving a new Ponwalls and towers. The ruins of one Hbckland. Me. Tel. 426-R or 1186-M.
62-tf
G. K. MAYO representing J. L. Taylor &
William INewbert is at home from sons Jimmie and Philip moved Sat- |
Robbins.
Miss
Marion
Wleidman.
JleJ
Washington
from
Houston,
Texas
tiac sedan.
South Bristol for a week.
freshments were served and the oc a- I where he was an observer of the ac
urday to Rockland where Mr. Went
Repairs are being made on the un sion was a very pleasant one. M iss I tivities of the Democratic National
Wanted
Company F, Coast Artillery, will worth’s duties as county agent call I
twenty-two feet thick.
64-tf
leave next Saturday for their annual him. following the location there of | derpinning of the Cleveland building, Lunden received many useful gifts. I Convention.
Recommendations of
WANTED
—
At
on< e experienced girl for genWorld
’
s
Largest
Wine
Barrel
Main street occupied by Frank L.
encampment at Fort Williams.
the Farm Bureau office.
Miss Marion Weidman is in Booth- leaders of the Maine Kian will, it is
eral housework. MRS. J. G. CROWLEY, Cam
Kennedy.
den. Me. Tel. 57.
79-81
A pre-Fourth of July accident be
To Let
bay Harbor where she will be ' the I believed, be given consideration by
Miss Florence Eastman came home I
fell Joe Maguire last week when an Friday from Beverly. Mass., for the |
Carl Leonard is home for the sum guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot the national bead of the order,
WANTED Table zirl at THOKXDTKE HO
TO LET—1-room bouse at 28 Ulmer St. off
TEL.
79-tf
other boy thoughtlessly handed Joe summer vacation.
mer from the Bryant & Stratton over the Fourth.
I A reorganization of the Portland cellar the traveler is shown
Park St. Apply on PREMISES.
79*81
a lighted cartridge which exploded in
WANTED—Women middle age preferred)
Mr. and Mrs. P.enjamin Griffin of Klavern is said to be under way and world’s largest wline barrel.
Frank Lehan arrived home from I School, Boston.
TO LET—Tenement of seven rooms and one
to cook and do general housework, small fam
his hand causing a bad wound which Manchester X. H.. the last of the week. I Three of the players on the Cam- Haverhill. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. a special effort is understood to be
three rooms, centrally located. ANNIE F.
ily, Megunticook Lake. Wages $15 per week,
required an operation. Joe is not
79*81
WALTER R-rOH, JR.. Tel. Camden 181. 79*81 HAHN. 67 Rankin St.
Harry Emery of Auburn spent the I den basball team went to Togus Sun- Sidney Huntington of Danville. N. H-. made for gaining new members. Those
of
wine.
saying much about it.
are
occupying
the
Griffin
cottage
on
I
reports
<
f
new
activity
have
followed
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Addison I day to play with that team against
TO LET—Furnished room, all modern at
WANTED—I ail.v cook for summer h< me
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Golding, Miss Oliver.
78 80
BOX A. Port Clyde. Me.
78-tf tft High St. TEL. 768-W or 899-W.
I the visit to Portland on May 27 of
I the Manchesters of the New England Spear street for a short stay.
Mary Hayes of Newtonville, Mass.,
TO LET 'furnished apartment on Oak St.
The Chandler car driven about town I league,
Harold Graffam is at home from Charles J. Obrison of Indiana Im
WANTED—Clerk at NARRAGANSET HO
and Miss Florence ityler of Portland so much lately by Arthur Anderson of I Belfast plays here today and the Providence where he has been em- I perial Klokard of the Kian. The orig- for the castle retainers and the pub THL.
78-tf All modern Improvements, ERNEST C. DAVIS,
at Fuller-Cobb-Da vis.
78-80 •
spent Sunday with Miss Alida Hyler. East Warren became unmanageable I fans should all be on hand to cheer ployed.
I inal plans called for a vl«lt to Maine lic when the Electors entertained.
WANTED—Kitchen girl at THORNDIKE
TO LET—2-room apartment furnished at
HOTEL.
76-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn had as Thursday evening while ascending I the home boys.
Mrs. Charles Berry who has been I on that date of Imperial .
d Evans
Camden St. Elec, lights and gas. Tel. 403. a
guests Sunday Mr. Achorn’s father High street hill and overturned in I Pershing the young son of Mr. and confined to her home by illness is I but other arrangements 1.. ide it imWANTED—Chamber maid at WINDSOR ELIDA (X)L60N.
79*81^
ficult climb up the hill.
HOTEL
76-tf
and mother and a brother and his the gully at the bottom. Mr. Ander- I Mrs. Charles Hendricks, had three convalescing.
I possible for him to come to Maine at
TO LET—Building on Knowlton St. Would ,
WANTED
—
Position
as
private
chauffeur
wife.
Mrs.
Frances
Clough
of
Rockland
|
that
time,
it
was
said
make a good storehouse, joiner or paint shop.
son received a bad gash in the back I fingers on the right hand badly lacerWrite “Y” care This Office.
76*81 J. IL MELVIN. 21 (iay St Tel 624-31,
Miss Blanche Razor of Harrisburg, of his head about six inches long and I ated by a fire cracker Saturday after- was visiting friends in town recently.
79-tf '
WANTED —Your summer cottage adver
Pa., is the guest of Miss Helen Carr a broken nose. Dr. F. G. Campbell I noon. The ittle fellow is an unusually
TO LET—Bed room and sitting room to
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Philbrook |
HUNDRED HAVE CROSSED
tised In this column, tf for rent or sale. Try gether, 1st floor, furnished with kitchen priv
for several weeks.
was called in attendance. His com- I bright and attractive child, always and daughter Dorothy of WlhitinsIt and notice the many replies you get.
ilege.
19 OAK ST.
79-81
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige and friend of panion Elmer Erkkila escaped serious I with a cheery smile, and his many ville Mass., are guests of Mrs. Phil- I Flying Over the Atlantic Is In Danger
62-tf
TO LET—Furnished sitting room and bed
Boston are guests at the Knox Ho injury.
WANTED
—
Friendship
sloop
32
to
35
ft.
of Becoming Commonplace.
I friends will be glad to know the ac- brook’s mother, Mrs. Annie L. Small. |
room : with or without light housekeeping ac
1 long, write details. “M.” care Courler-Ga- commodations. MRS. MINA LARSON. 11
tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Zidoc Brown are at
Mr. and Mrs. U. J. Hebert and I cident is not as serious as was at first
1 zette.
66-tf Frederick St.
Leonard Stetson is having a vaca daughter Dorothy of Waltham. Mass.. I feared.
79*81
home from Bath for a few days.
I Whoever was sitting furthest back woodland hill paths.
tion from his duties at the State arrived Saturday to spend the holiday | Weekly meeting of the Rotary Club
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Main St.,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Oliver and I in Miss Amelia Earhart’s airplane
University Has No Dormitory
Thomaston, modern Improvements, adults only. '
prison.
Miscellaneous
with Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman.
today at the Y.M.C.A. with luncheon family of West Newton, Mass., aro'l Friendship when it crossed the Welsh
Inquire 6 ERIN ST., Thomaston. Tel. 104-11.
Miss Jeanette Waldo is at home on
occupying their cottage ’’The Ilirclies” I coast Tuesday was the 100th person
at noon.
78-80
WASHING—*Wet or drv washing, ironing,
a vacation from store work in Rock
FOURTH OF JULY
Bert Pease of Rockland is assisting on Beauchamp avenue for the season. I to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
extra special care with fine materials. Tel
TO LET—Room, all modern at 3<i High St.
land.
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and Miss Helene I With the first flight by a woman,]
s 421 R Rockland or call at 166 PLEASANT TEL 768-W or 899-W.____________
78-80
Miss Maude M. Thorndike in the
Mrs. James Young (Maud BickFourth of July has dawned once more
1 STREET
78-86
Western Union Telegraph office dur Dunbar were in Portland last week. I only a few secondary records remain
TO LET—Tenement on Masonic street, alt
Upon our nation’s fife.
more) is reported very ill.
n
NOTICE
—
Will
pay
highest
cash
prices
for
modern conveniences, hot and cold water,
Miss Carolyn G”«»ffam is at home I to be made besides successive ones
ing the summer.
Recalling to us once again
o rags, metals, books, magazines and junk. Tel electric lights, etc.
Mrs. Octavia Leighton will arrive
Inquire KTTTRDEGE
A war of bitter strife:
The Sabin P. Sangers arrived Mon from New York where she has been I for distance, duration and speed. One
1 1666 M T. SHAITKO. 51 Tillson Ave.
77*79 PHARMACY.
78-80
home today from Waterville.
A war In which brave men gave up
for
several
months.
I
is
that
of
being
the
first
woman
to
day
from
Brookline,
Mass.,
and
have
Their lives, that we might he
y
PAINTING.
PAPERING.
REPAIRING.
TO LET—5-room first floor apartment fur
Alfred Mathews is driving a new
Kenneth Brown of Hartford is vis- tly westward. Another is to make the
opened their cottage on Dillingham's
A nation free, with every right,
cottage work within ten miles of citv. Tel. nished with or without garage. 69 Park St: •
Nash car.
iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Zadoc I first roundtrip airplane flight
True land of liberty.
' 1181 R. CHARIaES L. COLLINS, 155 Pleasant V. F. STUDLEY.
77-tf
Point for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton
e St.
/
I7»7»
I
Since Sir Arthur Whitten Brown
J. McLean of Brookline. Mass., is Brown.
TO LET—Furnished bouse at South Cush
They battled on. with hearts of steel.
have returned to their home in Midcafes,
and
in
the
castle
grounds.
Miss Doris Sylvester of Camden I and Sir John Alcock made the first
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON ing, shore privilege, garage, near P. O. $50
the guest for the season of Mr. and
Amid the cannons' roar.
dleboro.
"The main building of the Unh - work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor, per month MRS. R. H. PEASE, R. F. D. 2.
spent Sunday with her grandparents I non-stop flight in 1919, 15 persons
Leaving their own. that wc might see
Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
.. 3 Adams St. Tel. 194U.
64-tf Warren. Me.
77*79
Alonzo Olsen has bought the
sity
is
in
the
center
of
the
c
A nation bound no more.
I have made similar crossings in ai
Mrs. Julia Ayer has resigned her Mr. and.Mrs. Charles Berry.
y
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
The Revolutionary War.
TO LET—Three furnished light housekeep
Archie Brown place on Gleason
The Trytohelp Club was pleasantly I planes.
position as clerk in the Cloverdale
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, ing rooms with lights and use of hath, adults
With General Washington.
street.
entertained Monday evening at the | Seventy-eight persons have flown
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL- only. Inquire 5 BAY VIEW SQ. Tel. 180-M.
Had won at last, when they sent back
store.
Miss Nan Mahoney of Pittsfield
- TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467 M.
61-87 _________________
The Red Coats on the run.
home of Mrs. Edith Overlock.
77-79.
cross in airships, and of the 29—the
who has been the guest of Miss Mar
y
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Rev. Thomas B. Hughes of Kenne crew of the British R-34 made the
TO LET—Apartment at Bicknell block. Ap
BOSTON'S WATER SUPPLY
An
Independent
land
came
forth.
garet Hanley has returned home.
and
estates
:
up-to-date
property,
In
the
gar

ply
MRS.
IL
B.
SMITH,
16
Lincoln
St.
Tel.
bunk preached at the Baptist church | round trip in live days.
From England's rule set free.
den spot of Maine-Penobscot Bay. Write
77-tf
Mrs. Herbert Merry is in Beverly
tution.”
These facts come to our miuds again
j Engineering Feat To Increase It Will Sunday morning and evening. Mr.
Of the; non-stop aviators, Lind
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
TO LET—7-room house anil garage at 90
caring for her mother who is very
Oft learned in history :
Hughes is an able and forceful speak- I bergh, Byrd, Chamberlain. Brock and
fast, Me.
, ,
66-tf
Be Completed 16 Year’s Hence
Mechanic St. WALTER SNOW. Tel. 373-W.
And in our memory they’ll remain.
PAINTING YOUR CAR
ill.
er and his sermons were much appre- Schlee and Miss Earhart followed the
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
Thanks to their lo7e and trust;
76
Mrs. Arthur Mossman is visiting
Main Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing.
For freedom's rights we all enjoy.
Boston finds that its water supply elated. While in town he was the I trail blazed by Brown and Alcock.
TO LET Two furnished rooms at 10
her son Nelson in Portland.
What tha Refinisher Does For Tho e Suits made to measure. Fur coats refined.
Which they prepared for us.
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
K.
I
The
Bremen
flew
westward.
PLEASANT ST
76-81
must be increased. To this end the
62-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg have ar
Who Keep Up With the Times
Six U. S. Navy flyers crossed via the
city has started on an engineering Wblker.
TO LET—2-room furnislted apartment at 72
So may July the Fourth recall
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair roods ••
rived in town and are at the Oliver
St., adults only. Inquire 74 CAMDEN
Not days of revelry.
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and daugh- Azores, taxiing on the water part of
feat which will add 214,000,000 gal
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall Camden
home at Oyster River.
But something deeper in the heart,
73-jf
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
66-tf ST.
lons of water a day when the work ter Barbara with ?4iss Lillian Crozier the way. Four U. S. Army officers
Brought forth by memory.
Harold Watts and family and Mrs.
TO
LET
—^Modern apartment of 5 r'xuns,
TYPEWRITERS—$! down puts a standard
Is completed in 1944. In this new of New York motoredz to Waterville crossed via Iceland.
E'en
little,
we
can
do
our
share;
all improvements. 7 Granite St. Apply NF7LMiles Watts of Belmont are in town
Four crews of aviators have made keeping with that subtle rhythm of make, Underwood or L. C. Kmllh typewriter in SON B COBB at Fuller-Cobb Davis.
By doing we can show
development waters of Ware River Monday. Mrs. Fred Lachance, daugh70-tf
home or office. Expert repair service on
until after the Fourth. Mrs. Harold
How we appreciate their toil,
ters Helen and Antoinette of Lynn re- the South Atlantic crossing since color that is sensed by all manufac your
and
Swift
River
will
flow
into
the
all
makes.
Write,
phone
or
call.
TYPEWRITER
TO LET 5 room flat all modern Improve
In those years long ago
will remain with her mother Mrs
turers
whose
product
touches
thEXCHANGE AND EQUIPMENT CO., Augusta ments. furnished or unfurnished. Call at
city reservoirs. The first half of turned with them and are guests at Capts. SSacadura and Coutinho. PortWall for a few weeks.
Me.
premises. 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
63-tf
And exen tho’ we celebrate.
the project which has already been Mrs. Minnie Crozier's lor a few days ' lilial—showed the way in 199—a flight aesthetic in any way.
William Cullen of Lewiston is at
The
refinisher
is
the
salvation
of
Each loyal heart and true
TO LET Furnished or unfurnished 5started includes the sinking of eight
lifted in few reference books. They i .
...
u
,
Should take the time to elevate
his old home on a visit. Mrs. Cullen
rooin
apartment,
all
modern
.
Inquire
8
SUM

used
four
airplanes
altogether
in
the
tho8,!
"
1,0
dCslre
to
keep
ab
'
,
"
1
‘
;t
'
,C
shafts and the construction of about
Telephone Connection
The Flag red. white and blue.
MER ST. Tel. 318 R.
61-tf
will join him later.
May of Our Country we be proud.
flight from Lisbon to ltio Oe Janeiro. ‘Ji: now He cai change th? color if
thirteen miles of horse shoe shaped
Miss Maude Lermond and Mr.
TO LET—Furnished apartment with ga
not be design. Sc.netimes he can
Gilchrest
This land their feet have trod,
but they flew all tho wav.
tunnelling about twelve feet wide.
rage. ETTA H. SANBORN, 80 Pleasant St.
Paving the way to liberty,
Whitney of Plymouth are at the Ler
seemingly change the design too, by
This viaduct will start from the
Tel, 903-W,
58.tf
Monumental
Works
Made
possible
by
bod.
mond home, Oyster River.
the ciaftly and inr-i’.’ger: use of
A PURCHASE FOR POSTERITY
Ware River near the village of ColDoris Robbins.
Main Street
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Water.
Miss Margaret Hanley entertained
the
color.
Sometimes,
for
instance,
Villon. July. 1928.
brook where a diversion dam will
$2 per dav. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.,
Thomaston, Maine
is our aim in preparing and
Wednesday evening with two tables
468 Main St.
66-tf
be constructed, and will terminate
Americans will long benefit by the a darkening of the wheels, that
I ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
of bridge in honor of her guest Miss
makes
the
car
seem
to
sit
closer
to
erecting our Cemetery Me
in the Wachusett Reservoir. The ex
successful recent culmination of a
Nan Mahoney of Caribou.
Those
THU ONLY BAD
plosives engineer of today attacks
campaign undertaken by the Society the road, and a striping running the
present were Mrs. Charles Wot ton,
morials.
for the Protection of New Hampshire whole length of the radiator, cowl,
such tunnelling with confidence for
Miss Ruth Spear. Miss Christine
FEATURE ’BOUT
170
Forests. The result thereof is that and top can seemingly alle* the de
he is equipped to solve the many
Norwood of Rockland, Miss Alcada
beautiful and fragrant Franconia sign of even a car that is no longer
problems which are peculiar to each
Let
us
quote
prices
and
ad

THIS
LEATHER
People’s Laundry
Hall. Miss Gladys Doherty. Miss
Notch in the White Mountains, to new’, and immeasurably improve
job. In this Boston work six of the
17 Limerock Street
Margaret McDonald of Thomaston.
vise you upon the selection of
IS
IT
CAN
’
T
LAST
gether with its natural wonders, the what has been called "the glance
shafts were planned for the purpose
We do all* kinds of Laun
Honors fell to Miss Spear and Miss
Flume and the Great Stone Face, ! value” of the car!
of providing headings for driving
a
euitable
Memorial
for
your
Standard FI
dry Work. Family Wash
Norwood with the guest favor to
have been saved to posterity in the |
roadster, for instance, that has *
the tunnel.’
ing a Specialty.
Wet
Miss Mahoney.
Cemetery Plot.
form
in
which
nature
created
them,
j
been
run
a
year
in
its
ofiglnal
dust
It will not be sufficient that dyna
I Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
The prayer meeting Thursday eve
Ten thousand of the forest lovers to ! can easily be given a new spring suit
mite merely break up the rock under
ning will be a union service at the
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars
whom appeal was made by the or- i wittl fenders and top of Czarina
ground in order to prepare a path
W. E. Doman & Son
Baptist church.
ganization to “buy a tree" bought! beige, body of Merriman beige,1
for the great waterway. The explo
Robert McLain & Son are soon
them in numbers sufficient to provide wheels of straw color with light LKANK H. INGRAHAM
sives engineer directs that on this
For M Platea
Inc.
completing a fisherman type beam
'"A j
the full amount needed to save this ' stripings of Vermillion. Or a more
job the holes fthall he drilled in the
trawler boat for Manville V. Perry of
With
Gl
Graphotype
and Cabinet
beauty
spot
from
the
luml>erman's
:
sophisticated
and
sporty
car
can
Attorney
and
Counsellor
at
rock and shot in such a way that the
East Union, Maine
Nantucket, Mass., of which Francis
ax, according to an announcement' have its colors changed to h light
All Complete
blasting will not crack the stone in
V. Perry of Nantucket will be
f/orn Edward Allen Hollis president ' maroon, a glorious wine color, with
such small pieces that they must be
master. The boat is 60 feet over a
Authorized Distributors of
of the society. The sum needed for ' the trim and wheels of patrol cream, T.ltphones—Office 468; Haute 693-R
shoveled, for shoveling can not be
As new, in original pack
14y2 beam, 61-; depth, with a draft
tlie permanent preservation of <the the whole receiving a fine touch of
Granits and Marble
economically done on this project.
431 Main Street
Rockland
of 5 feet. There is a pilot house aft.
ings. At a bargain. If in
6009
steel)
acres
which
embrace
the
beauty
by
the
use
of
a
narrow
gold
The rock for this underground water
a forecastle under deck forward
Notch was $400,000. The State of! stripe on a maroon moulding.
passage is threfore blasted in blocks
terested write to
19T-tf
18x12 with accommodation for four
New Hampshire gave one-half that; A study of the new colors as they
L. R. CAMPBELL
each of which is the size which may
men. The boat will be lighted by
amount.
The
late
James
J.
Storrow
!
come
out
enables
the
car
owner
to
be lifted by one man.
electricity. It \ ill have a 45 horse
gave one-fourth, and the jwople who ' create his own new color scheme and
Attorney at Law
nyMark every grave,
power Fairbanl -Morse co. engine
love and enjoy the mountains and tell the •refinisher how to put it
W«EN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
Knox
County Ceurt House
a winch run off the main engine with
you can buy copiss of The Courier-Gazette,
nope again to traverse them gave the I through with pyroxylin colors that
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
which to hoist ti.'» drag aboard. To
final
fourth.
I
meet
every
demand.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
agency, Drondway and 43 St,

AUTOMOBILE DEALER

FOUR AND SIX CYLINDER CARS

GENEROUS DISCOUNT

Quality

FOR EVER -

ADDRESSOGRAPH
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reach the river We

will have to
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SOCIETY

Xlr. and XIrs. E. XI. Hamlin and
daughter Barbara, Miss Hilda Barden and Frank Livermore of Milo. '
who have been attending the meeting ,
of the Associated Industris of Xlaine
at Newagen, were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Kittredge and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Young, Chest
nut street.

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, thia department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Sotes sent by
mall or telephope will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE
........................................... Tit

The paper will appreciate infjrmation for this department relating to
summer, social activities, the arrival
of guests, departures on vacations,
etc. Telephone Mrs, Gladys J. Mor
gan, (794-W) or send direct to the
office by mail or telephone (770 and
771).

SNAPPY
SUMMER
SERVICE

Walter Jr. and Robert L. Newbert,
Mrs. L. F. Chase is spending the
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Walter New
bert of Waban, Mass., are at Camp week in New York City.
XIedomak fur the summer. Mr. and
Mrs. Newbert will come later for
XIrs. J. W. Robbins, who was called
their annual vacation.
here by the sudden death of Mrs. ,
Daniel Angus McLoud, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ayer of Med to her home in Wilton, N. H.
ford, Mass., arrived Sunday to he
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Miss Lottie McLaughlin will ar
Oxton over the 'Fourth, motoring rive tomorrow at 8.10 a. in. from
here with Mr. and Mrs. E. Roy Smith New York and will spend the sum
of Medford who are guests in Thom- mer with her parents Mr. and XIrs.
, aston for a few days. The Smiths George E. XI. McLaughlin.
I plan to summer on the Cape this

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller and >'earMr. and Mrs. XI. E. Wotton leave
Mrs. Samuel Freedman and family
today on a motor trip which will of Vinalhaven ate occupying their
Like them to Lewiston and to the home on Main street
new hotel of Mrs. Charles B. Day
at Rangeley.
Xliss Katherine Gregory and Miss
Hyler of Fawtncket. R. L, Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Jacques Thomas arid Miss Bertha Achorn of
(Ada Berry) of Manchester, N. H„ Warren, and Mrs. Nina Gregory of
were weekend guests at the Thorn Glencove. were Sunday visitors at
dike Hotel.
William Gregory's at The Highlands

4 Miss Sarah Dyer of Charleston.
Xie., is the guest over the Fourth of
XIrs. Miles Haskell, Knott street.

Xlrs. Henry Johnson has been the
guest over the weekend of XIrs.
Loufman of West Rockport.
XIrs. Sahia Chandler Is spending
the week in Bath.
XIrs. C. C. Johnston of Augusta is
the guest of her daughter, XIrs. E.
N. Sylvester, Cedar street.

XIrs. XI. A. Burch of Spruce Head is
visiting in the city.

We

Have

Installed

the

Charles Harden of Boston Is in the
city on his annual summer visit.

Mr. and Mrs. John Beaton and
XIrs. Grace Keller motored to Port
Mrs. Fred B. Whitcomb of Brook
land Sunday.
lyn arrived Saturday and is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Sarah Pillsbury, In
Mr. and XIrs. E. C. Boody. Jr., left graham Hill.
Sunday for Waterville, where M
Boody entered on his new position]
The meeting of Opportunity Class
with the Maine Central yesterday.
scheduled for Thursday, has been
,,,-bert and I postponed, and will he held Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. A. are
XI. New
nt Crescent I evening of next week at the home
daughter Nancy
Their I of XIrs. Parker Xlerriam at Owls
Beach Inn for the summer
son Kendall is at Medomak for the | Head,
season.
Xlr. Newbert brought
XIembers of the Itooevik Club paid
which
Trot- a visit to Mrs. Gertrude Boody Sat
urday afternoon and presented her
ting Park on the Fourth.
with a nice gift. Mrs. Walter Butler
Charles XI. Richardson is "down making the presentation in a graceEhst" on a business trip this week. ful manner.

FREE while they last

Mrs. Justice M. Ufflnger of New
York, has motored from York Harbor
to pass the weekend with Mrs. It. It.
Bamber of New York at the Samoset.
Mrs. Bamber gave a bridge for her
guest, at which Mrs. L. C. Guerin, of
New York, won first prize. At an
other bridge Mrs. Thomas P. Hunter
was hostess and Mrs. Leonard L. Hill I
of New York, won the prize for high i|
score. Mrs. Hill also gave a bridge.
Mrs. Leonard Buck, Mrs. Louis C. j
Pedlar and others motored from
Boothhay Harbor and dined at the
Samoset. Arrivals include Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Thomas, Omaha; E. E.
Squires, Cleveland and Mr. and Mrs.
Z. Chaffee, Jr., of Cambridge.

—to the housewife

Sturdy Iron
Fire Shovel
We have just received a shipment of “The Improved Fire

Very

Latest Thing in

XIrs. XI. P. Oherholser of St. Jo
seph, Mo., is visiting her brother K
If Britt. A bridge given in her
honor Saturday by Mrs. Britt result
ed in Mrs. Emily Stevens being the
prize winner.

At The Samoset

HOFFMANN

STEAM PRESS
And can deliver a Very Superior
Brand of Work Promptly

Shovels.” Just the thing for your kitchen range.

MRS. LAMB’S PUPILS

present you one, Absolutely Free, with your purchase of

Little Tots Figure Promi
nently In An Interesting
Recital.

The final recital for the season >f
the piano pupils Of Miss Mabel F.
Lamb was givea Monday evening of
last week in the Universalist vestry
before a good sized audience. The
young folks acquitted themselves in a
Tel.
494R
At The Brook
most creditable manner, tlie little t<<
79*80
giving particular pleasure in their
work, chiefly confined to rote pieces
and examples of the Pertteld bird
Mrs. E. L. Sargent was hostess to method for beginners. The program:
the THE Club last evening at her J
Etening Son#—Music from Mrs.
field's "Songs about Birds, Animals
cottage at Crescent Beach. An eve
and Flowers” original words by Miss
ning of cards was preceded by sup
Lamb
per at the Inn.
Given by the Class

one or more tons of “Anthracite Coal” while they last.

ORDER EARLY—BE SURE OF YOUR SHOVEL

Work Called For and Delivered

I
I

I. L CROSS

I

Independent Coal Co.

|

Rockland, Maine

I

Telephone 290

I

Bird Calls Bob White, ( uckoo, Owl, Peacock,
Chickadee, Mourning Dove, .Sparrow,

Miss Ella Fayle and Miss Mary
Bobolink. Blue Bird, Robin. Red Winged
Blackbird. Black Blackbird, Crow,
Dooey of Brewer an 1 Miss Sally Dyer
Meadow Lark, Wood Thrush, Blue .lay,
NOT ALL ARE GREEN
of Charleston have been guests of
Goldfinch, Oriole, Flicker, Scarlet TanMrs. G. Cousines. While in town they
ager, Whipporwill and Eagle
attended the Simmons-Harris wed- | story of the Nightingale and tlie Holy Bird , Says the New York Times:
Miss Elizabeth Hager goes to Cas
ding in Martinsville last Thursday Muslca^e.dlngs—Peacock
Lobsters alive and in the clement
tine where she will attend the sum
are a dark green which turns to bril
I
Ruth Amsden Rhodes
mer school which extends over a pe
Mrs. Russell Bartlett and Mrs evening.
Mrs. Lida White and XIrs. E. L.
Bird Calls Bob White, Cuckoo, Owl, Peacock, liant red when boiled, but there are
riod of five weeks.
in the Rodney Weeks gave a delightful aftCoombs of Vinalhaven
(hickadee, Mourning Dove, Sparrow, exceptions. Near Amherst. N. ‘S., a
AMES-ROKES
Bobolink, Blue Bird, Robin, Red Winged
City Saturday enroute for Five ernoon party Saturday at Mrs.
Blackbird, Crow. Blue Jay, Goldfinch, pure white or albino lobster was
Mts. Kathleen Marston entertained Islands to visit their sister, Mrs. R. Weeks’ cottage at Ash Point with
taken once and sent to a Portland.
Flicker and Eagle.
the Bean Club Saturday owning at
Misses Charlotte Buffum and Xlary
Sunday afternoon the marriage of
Red
Rose
Song
B. Gove.
Xie., wholesale lobster dealer, who
Xliss Beulah Rokes, daughter of Mr.
her home on Masonic street.
Hall as guests of honor.
Frances Virginia Marsh
for many years exhibited it preserved |
and XIrs. Frank Rokes, anil Lyford Pansy Song—‘Pansy
XIrs. Walter Joy and XIrs. Raymond]
ill alcohol. Near Monhegan Island
Frances Marsh
Xlr. and Mrs. C. A. Rose and Mr Whitbmore of Southwest Harbor were | XIrs. Xlyra Hodgdon has gone to B., son of Xlr. and XIrs. E. W. Ames,
Little Boy Jerry
a lobsternian took front a trap a 1 fl
and Mrs. W. H. Rhodes are to spend weekend guests of XIrs. Helen Hall, Bar Harbor for the summer.
both of this city was quietly solem-*
Richard Ellingwood
inch lobster which was a rich indigo
Hen's Song
the Fourth on a fishing trip at Mo
nized. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
along the top of the body shell and
Glencove.
___
I jerome Burrows Is home from
Cat's Song
the First Baptist Church officiated,
lasses Pond.
Sailor’s Chantey
tail, tlie imtigo shading off on tlie
Miss Louise Tyler who has been | two months'stay in New York state, the ceremony taking place in the
David Curtis
•i Representative and Mrs. D. D. teaching in New Rochelle. N. Y., is
reatly improved in health.
living room of the newly furnished ] Trio- ony Race .................................. Krogman sides of the carapace into blues of
a clear, lighter tint. At Peak’s Is
David Curtis, Vernon Kaye and Miss Lamb
apartment at tlie Dana Sherer house
Powers of Caribou have been guests
... Smith land a specimen w as captured whose
at her home in this city for a few
Crlss Cross
Mr. and Mrs. William Wheelwright at The Highlands, which the young Solos—Lullaby
of Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Benner, Ames
Jenkins back and tail were a bright indigo
Time .........................
and two sons of Boston who are couple are to occupy on their return
Madeline Rawley
bury street enroute to attend the day3.
Blake blue, while the underparts shaded
Solos—Hunting Song .......... ...........
„
j Guests
Both celebration.
Xliss Louise C,. Fiske of„ Boston
and
guests of the Talbot Aldriches
jn (he cj at from a brief honeymoon trip. Tlie
Clark off into an almost pure white.
A Brave Man .......................
bride, attired in a rose beige gown,
Richard
Ellingwood
Miss IXlelda XIacDonald of Salem are
Al Beal s island a jet-black lobster
Russell Bartlett and Xlr. and XIrs.
and carrying a bridal bouquet, was Solo—Polish Dances ......................
Monday.
was caught a few years ago ami near
Alden Johnston
Samuel Burkett motored to Portland spending a few days with Miss Fiske s
attended by XIrs. Donald P. Kelsey,
Wright Vinalhaven this winter a cream-col
Xliss Dorothy Blaisdell goes to while Mr. Ames had as groomsman | Solo-h.mg Me High
Sunday where Xlr. Burkett is to re aunt. XIrs. G. Kaler Mayo.
ored one was found. Bright red lob
Burlington today to enter University Elmer Rising.
Kevin
ceive medical attention.
Duo—‘Water Sprites
Miss Eugena Carver who has been of Vermont summer school. Xliss
sters, looking precisely as if they
1st Piano, Enuna Harding
Mrs. Ames graduated from Rock
had been boiled, while infrequent,
piano. Miss Lamb
Claude Quick and Ralph Gould of teaching in Somerville, Mass., was Blaisdell has contracted for her third | ,and jjjgp School, class of 1923. and Solos—Wild2nd
Horseman
...................
Schumann
have been hauled up at several
Portland were recent guests of Xlr. guest of her cousin, XIrs. Robert year as physical director girls divi- | jias peon employed by the Rockland
Elfin Dance......................................... Urieg points along tlie Xlaine coast. A few
David Curtis
and Mrs. Frederick Powers, Broad Know, Suffolk street, before returning Sion, of Marlboro, (Xlass.) High & Rockport Lime Corporation four
Duo—The Guitar ..................................... Carter weeks ago a Nova Keotia lobster in
to her home in Vinalhaven.
School where she has met with very | years gpe js a member of the Fir
way, while in the city on business.
1st piano, Virginia l’ost
a consignment for Boston attracted
gratifying success.
•
| Baptist Church and of the Browne
2nd piano. Miss Lamb
attention because ils body shell was
Xliss
Ruth
Stanton
has
gone
t(
-----I Club, and is a prominent figure in Solo-dForest Sprites ......................... Torjussen
Xlr. and XIrs. Russell Bartlett,'
in alternate stripes of green and
Emma Harding
Xliss Christine Norwood, formerly mus,cai circles, being a member of
Mrs. Oliver Hills. Mrs. W. C. Bird. her home in Stonington to spend the
—The Squirrel ............. Bilbro yellowish white or ivory tint, almost
'
teacher in Warren schools, has en- | thp Rubinstein Club. Harmony Club . Musical Reading
wRussell Bartlett Jr.. Francis Fisher, holiday.
Richard Ellingwood
tered the employ of Fuller-Cobb-Da nd of the First Baptist Church. Mr. I puet—spring's First Message ............... Meyer as if it had been painted.
Jr., and "Bobby” Hills attended the
XIrs. Anna (Coombs) Williams of vis.
Constance Knickerbocker and Miss Lamb
Ames is engaged as a surveyor in
Pageant in Bath yesterday.
on Sunday .................. Bilbro
Brooks who was colled to Vinalhaven.
the city's employ, and is a young Solo- PPrlsclllaFrances
Marsh
Herman Rosenbloom of Providence man of sterling character.
■W. E. Morgan of Hartford, Conn . by the illness of her father,. Wilbur
| Duo—Brownie Dance .............................. Bilbro
F.
Coonths,
returned
home
Saturday.
1st
piano.
Richard
Ellingwood
is
in
the
city
on
his
summer
vaca

has arrived to spend the Fourth with
2nd .piano, David Curtis
tion.
his family at The Highlands.
WALSH-CROSBY
Duo-Village
Bells
...............................
Bilbro
Xlr. and XIrs. Earie E. Young and
ARE YOU GOING
1st piano. Madeline Rawley
family
and
Mrs.
J.
Swindell
or
Had

Leslie
Whitney
who
spent
the
2nd
piano.
Emma
Harding
Mr. and Mrs. S. Kingsley Draper
The marriage of Xliss Della G. Solo- Hanging Gardens ..............~........ Davies
donfield.
N.
J.,
are
at
iheir
cottage
at
weekend
at
his
Rockland
home,
left
of Canton. Xlass.. arrived Saturday
Crosby, daughter of Xlr. and Mrs. S.
Virginia Post
Sunday for Akron. Ohio, accompan
and are at their summer home at Owl's Head.
D. Crosby of The Highlands, to Duo Sonatina Allegro Moderato and Roled
by
his
father,
Frank
II.
Whitney.
tnanza ..................................... Beethoven
Spruce Head.
Stanley
If.
Walsh,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. R. E. Eaton, XIrs. C. W. Proc- A deep sea fishing trip and a visit
1st piano, Emma Harding
Mrs. Harry Walsh, also of this city
2nd plant?. Miss La nth
The auxiliary of St. Peter's Church tor. Miss Virginia Proctor and Mrs. ] (f) Communlty Sweet Shop in South took place Sunday afternoon at the Good Night Song Music by Mrs. I’erflcld,
words by Miss Lamb
will hold its weekly meeting Thurs F. E. Folctt motored to Boothhay Hope, convinced them that Knox study of the Littlefield Memorial
By the Class
day evening in the parish rooms at Saturday and were guests of friends County is still a good vacation cen church, the officiating clergyman
at Newagen Inn.
Miss Thelma Littlefled soprano, as
ter
7 o’clock.
being Rev. O. W. Stuart. The couple
were attended by Xlr. and Mrs. Har assisting artist gave much pleasure
XIrs. Clara Orff of Boston is visiting ]
Xliss Elizabeth Hamlin is the guest vey I’ease and daughter Virginia of in a vocal number "Will o' the Wisp,
Xliss Anna Dart gave a dinner
in this city
of her brother Oliver in Portland Wiscasset. The bride was becom by Spross, and a musical reading "1 lit
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over the holiday.
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AN ESTIMATE OF HOOVER
Centre Company, has been trans state for the holiday, guest □[ wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Walsh
the evening in a happy manner.
will be at the home of Mr. and XIrs.
ferred to the office in this city.
friends in The Catskills.
[Wall Street Journal]
Harvey Pease in Wiscasset for the
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boro was the weekend guest of Xliss
OF COURSE!
Mrs. Walsh graduated from Rock
Herbert Hoover would make a great
Eleanor Bird at her home on Broad - Will spend the month of July with mer Teel were guests for the week- land High School, class of 1922, and ] president
He would carry on the
Miss Frances Garcelon at her cottage] end of Mrs Ernest F. Ginn in Portway.
has been a valued employe of the ] p00]jdge economic policies; he would
at Ingraham Hill.
land.,
Fuller-Cobb-'Davis firm five years. | attempt to co-ordinate business and
Xlr. and Mrs. Chester Bailey have
Mr. Walsh is employed by Chancel- lndustry.
Xlr. and Mrs. Fred XI. Eugley of
H. D. Ames is very ill at his home
returned from their honeymoon and
No one can disclose truly tlie plans
Westbrook
were
Sunday
guests
of ] on Florence street. A trained nurse lor Blagdon & Son, interior decora
are at the Crescent Beach cottage of
tors, of Wiscasset, and is also a | and policies of Xlr. Hoover previous to
Mrs. Katharine Studley for the re- Xlr. and XIrs. Pearl Fiske, Ingraham | is in attendance.
member of Riley's Orchestra.
his speech of acceptance. Some of
Hill.
maindcr of the summer.
his ideas, however, may he outlined in
Frederick Bird entered Knox HosDOESN’T ALWAYS PURIFY
brief.
Mlss Gladys Bowen, teacher at the 4 pjtal yesterday for a tonsil opera-I
Mr. and XIrs. Fred Sacker of New
He hopes through conference with
PUBLIX THEATRE
York are guests of Xlr. Sacker's Ingraham Hill school has gone to] tjon
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"NAMELESS
MEN”
When Miss Della Crosby returned
He is tlie one man eminently fitted
XIrs. W. E. Bowe of Pquantum, tage of Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Ash safe is not accepted by the simitatlon
ANTONIO MORENO and
to the Fuller-Cobb-Dayis store Sat
authorities,
fcays
the
Forest
Service,
to eo-operate with industry and com
CLAIRE WINDSOR
urday night, following the supper Mass., is the guest this week of Mr. Point. Take dishes and silver.
United States Department of Agricul- merce in the extension of American
hour, she was summoned to the and Mrs. C. W. Proctor.
‘MARK OF THE" FROG" No._8
Mrs. Hervey Allen of Portland, who | lure, in streams used as a camp wa- markets. The work which he has
basement where she was given a
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Xlr. and XIrs. J. Parker Stirapson | has bcen at the Knox Hospital for ter supply, bathing or wading is a ] done in this direction as Secretary of
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ates in anticipation of her marriage,
WARNER
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is one that he would be expected to
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1 The Patchwork Club will meet with XIrs. Aldrich who a few days pre
tackle quickly.
viously had opened their summer for the summer and has as her guest
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Mrs. Ella McXIillan Friday evening.
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Harvey Pease of Wiscasset was
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the weekend guest of Mr. and XIrs. S. joined this week by Bailey Aldrich. I weekend guest, returning to Boston get no direct benefit from 14 percent ness. and ills policy as President
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who is now at Camden getting his | yesterday.
D. Crosby rat The Highlands. Mrs.
RICHAKO
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of the feed given to the hogs. These would emphasize his strong convic
Pease and daughter Virginia arc to cruising boat into commission, and
TUCKER ■* MAY WONG
who brings with him into the sum-’
Xlrs. Louise Sawtelle has gone to facts have bcen brought out by a tion- in that direction
remain for the week.
He is sympathetic with the move
mer vacation his degree of A. B. cum I ivermore Falls where site will be study carried on by tlie Department
Glamorous Romance of the
the guest of her son. W. S. Sawtelle. of Agriculture for a. period extend- ment to interpret tlie anti-trust laws
China Coast
The following from the Portland iaude, conferred at last month’s for the remainder of the summer.
ing over five years, made on the so ’"at they may not interfere witli
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States
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legitimate combinations of business
land friends of the young musician, sity.
Miss Eleanor Bird gave a dinner | Experiment Farm at Beltsville, Mil., and industry particularly its these
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amounted
to
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percent;
durtifield, Mi?s Helen Churchill. Xliss
Lake City enroute, also several
Geneva Merrifield and Vernon Black, ing the next eight weeks, to 3 percent:
We also carry
the VANTA
towns in California before her return
Augusta’s Famous Dance Drive
all of Kezar Falls. Xliss Clark grad and during the balance of tlie time
FRENCH TRAINING PANTIE,
the latter part of August. She grad
uated from Rockland High School until marketed, to (4 percent. Based
uated front Nathan Clifford School
GERTRUDE, KNITIE SHIRTS
on
these
figures,
it
would
be
neces

class of 1926. and from Gorham Nor
Dancing 9.00 o’clock on
Horns
in June entering Lincoln Junior High
mal this year. Mr. Merrifield, the sary to farrow 179 pigs in order to
AND BANDS.
in September, and although but II
market
100.
son of Mr. and XIrs. Harry G. Merri
3 years of age shows marked talent
field of Kezar Falls, is a graduate of
in a musical way, both as cellist,
Got any old clothes for the
Kezar Falls High School, class of
studying with Joseph Korda, and on
GENTLEMEN 75 CENTS
1924 and the Lynn General Electric heathen?" "My daughter has some
LADIES 25 CENTS
the piano with Howard Clark as her
78-79
School of Engineering, class of 1926.-! castoff garments, but Im afraid the
ROCKLAND
instructor. Barbara has a most at 393 MAIN ST.
He is now serving his apprenticeship heathen wouldn’t wear such clothes,
tractive personality and has many
as engineer.
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
78-79
friends among her Bchoolmates."

( Xlr. and XIrs. Edward Drinkwater
and family of Brewer were callers
at Mrs. Mary E. XIesser's Sunday.
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THE FOURTH ?

NIGHT BEFORE THE FOURTH
A**
★ * ***
*

NORMAN PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA

i,

“IS ZAT SO” “WHITE CARGO”

The laughing success which kept The authentic story of the Afri
New York in an uproar for 500 can Gold Coast told in thrilling
detail !
performances.
Open
7 A. M. to 11 P. M.
LAKEWOOD INN
Daily
Wednesdays
LAKEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
Fridays
TED ZAHN and His ORCHESTRA, Exclusively
79-81

DINE

DANCE

DANCING
AT

Pioneer Pavilion
EAST UNION

A PUBLIX THEATRE

EVERY SATURD’Y EVG

TODAY

GILDA GRAY
IN

THE DEVIL DANCER”
—ALSO—

THE COLLEGIANS
IN

“THE WINN»NG GOAL”

Wednesday (Only)

MADEMOISELLE
FI2OM
They said 1 was wicked
—bad—that I betrayed
my country. But—see
the whole story before
you pass judgment. See
—and you will know it
was all for love.

*w

Crockett’s Baby Shop

Performances at 8.C0 P. M. Standard Time
NEXTJWEEK
TONIGHT & ALL THIS WEEK
The Sensational Me'odrjma
The Knockout Comedy Hit

TROTTING PARK

MiUAN-HYAMS

*

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS

ARMENTIEREJ*

iMVRMft LOY

i.

LAKEWOOD

5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Telephone Skowhegan 434
Mail—Skowhegan
“Bringing Broadway to Maine"

ROCKLAND

EMPIRE

“VANTA SUNSUTE”

We will

FRIENDSHIP

Mademoiselle from
Armentieres

An A. C. and R. C. Bromhead production

Thursday (Only)

CLAIRE WINDSOR
'-'THE

Opening
NIGHT'

JOHN BOWERS
Alya W.rrra CnwCn.ll

A pictu e which lingers
in the memory. You 11
want to see it again and
again.
ALSO—

5 VAUDEVILLE ACTS 5
PERRY CORVAN FOUR
Artistic Steppers From the South

CANARY OPERO
Belmont's Singing Canaries

KEANE & WHITE
Magic and Ifiano

STANLEY DAIL
Half There

CARCINETTI & MILLER
COMING SOON

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
IN

“GAUCHO”

Page Eight
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FISHER FOLK OF MAINE
Alfred Eldcn Quotes the Interesting Views of the Coast
Dweller He Calls “The Patriarch.”
,,,,,,---------------------

SOME

PRESIDENTIAL

FACTS

Governor Alfred E. Smith having been nominated by the Democrats, a
new occupation is added to those listed for President. Opposite his
'name will .be "Clerk—Fulton Fish Market.” Herbert Hoover’s original proCession of mining engineer is almost unique. Only George Washington’s
jw.irk as surveyor appears analogous.
As in their occupations. the religions of S^mith and Hoover have no
precedent in PreU Initial tradition, as neither a Catholic nor a Quaker has
over bc-'ti e’ect< d. Here is their history, the age given being as of March 4,
1929:
Xame
Age Original Occupation
Religion
Alfred E. Smith ..................... 55 Market man
Catholic
Herbert Hoover ..................... 56 Mining engineer
Quaker

(Alfred Elden In Poston T. in:.- ript] 1 bad woman at heart, but possessing
On the out-of-the-way islands or an ’’ih u. n strain of lighting blood
in the sequestered nooks and crannies from a long line of Celtic ancestry
of mainland that either dot or gash th »t made her welcome a passage at
the rugged coast of Maine, are sim aims with either nvile or female upon
ple. kindly people who have livei the slightest provocation. Yet she
much of their lives amid this lonely evinced a desire to be baptized and
taken in;o the fold. Her preceptor
environment. In many summers of
explained something of Christianity’s
And here is a table showing the Presidents’ ages at inauguration, their
pleasure boating along the shores of requirements.
original occupations and their religions.
the Pine Tree State I have come to
*
Have
I
got
to
give
up
fighting?
”
know more or less intimately quite a
Name,
ge Original Occupation Religion
•Why. certainly, Celia.”
few of these lovable characters.
"Not jest a leetle scrimmage now Calvin Coolidge ....
■’it laiwyer
Congregationalist
Generally once or twice a season I
55 Editor
Baptist
plan to drop anchor in Quahog bay. an’ then on—on—well, say on holidays j Warren G Harding
sech as Arni’stice Day an’ Thanks- , Woodrow Wilson ..
56 Lawyer-historian
Presbyterian
near the Branches, and break bread I givin’?”
William H. Taft .........
51 lawyer
Cnitarian
with a venerable friend whom 1 dis
‘‘By no means. You must never
42 Politician-Soldier
Reformed Dutch
covered years ago. 1 call him the Old fight—must always keep peace with Theodore Roosevelt ....
William McKinley .....
54 Lawyer
Methodist
Patriarch. He is a dreamer now In your neighbors.
Benjamin Harrison ....
55 Lawyer
the late evening of his life—at heart
Presbyterian
Celia seemed lost in thought. Fi Grover Cleveland .......
47 Lawyer
a real poet. His Interpretations of nally she capitula red.
Presbyterian
Chester
A.
Arthur
.....
50
School
teacher
passages in the Scriptures are origi
Episcopalian
“All right, then. I won’t fight no James A. Garfield .....
49
Lawyer
nal and unique, yet the logic of his more, an' I’ll keen peace with my
Disciples
Rutherford
B.
Hayes
54
Lawyer
philosophy is sound and sincere.
Methodist
neighbors—but—but—don’t let ’em U. B. Grant ...........„....
46. Soldier-farmer
1 once read io him those beautiful ' crowd me none!”
Methodist
Andrew
Johnson
.......
56
Tailor
lines by Dr. Henry van Dyke, descrip
Methodist
Prayer
and
Rouge-Pots
Abraham
Lincoln
.....
5C
Lawyer
tive of a snow-storm at sea. Thrice
Presbyterian
James
Buchanan
.....
65
Lawyer
At one remote section of mainland
the old man demanded their repeti
Presbyterian
where there is quite a settlement of Franklin Pierce .........
46 lawyer
tion. Finally he spoke:
Episcopalian
Millard
Fillmore
.......
fishermen and their families there is
‘‘Is he a sea farin' man?”
■s Wool-carder-lawyer
Unitarian
also a neat schoolhouse and a modest Zachary Taylor .........
64 Soldier
1 nodded.
Episcopalian
James
K.
Polk
...........
“Yes. I knowed it He’s sure been a chapel. Naturally it isn’t an exciting
49 Lawyer
Presbyterian
John
Tyler
....
...............
place, and trivialities sometimes at51 Lawyer
winter flshin’!”
Episcopalian
I
tract
unwarranted
attention.
Yet
William
H.
Harrison
One day we stool together in the
68 Soldier
Episcopalian
Martin
Van
Buren
.....
little coast chapel on the mainland | what might be a mere incident on
54 Lawyer
Reformed Dutch
Andrew
Jarkson
.......
61 Lawyer-Soldier
built through the efforts of a Portland Broadway can be a tragedy on Main
Presbyterian
Bethel. The Old Patriarch pulled street. How seriously some of the John Quincy Adams ..
Lawyer
Cnitarian
his rough cap from his mop of snow- I onelv, super-sensitive island folk take James Monroe ...........
Lawyer
Episcopalian
white hair. A noonday sun shone to heart the way their neighbors live Janies Madison ...........
Lawyer
Episcopalian
Thomas Jefferson .....
through a pane of cloudy glass, the is frequently illustrated.
1-awyer
No denomination
Aunt Sarah Jewell haxl felt for John Adams ...............
tianspareney of which created some
61 Lawyer
Cnitarian
really beautiful light effects.
He ! some time that certain of her contem George Washington ..
Surveyor-farm'r-aold'r Episcopalian
poraries of the fishing hamlet were
gazed at it admiringly.
’’Looks like when it's a breezin’ on ! slipping a bit from the paths of reeti
an' th’ sun’s a shinin' through th’ I tuJe- So one evening she got right
NO “SLUSH” FUND
THE BRIDGE TOLLS
whitecaps!”
j up in meeting, and with her eyes wide
Joy in that old heart.
«n**n began a prayer.
"As Many Pooty Women as Ever"

Oh' I'o,'d' Im a 1(‘elin’ mlXhty had

Hoover Puts His Foot Down Almost Equal Ferry Record

an' worrited 'bout some neighbors o'
At this same little coast community mine. I' a worrited 'bout Lem CopeFirmly On Lavish Ex
With Season Just Start
one day last wint?r the women were
...
ian’ an’ I'm worrited 'bout Rule Runpenditures.
ing.
holding a meeting at which a young neps
worker from Brunswick presided. It
She got no farther, for Copeland,
Herbert
Hoover
has
put
his
foot
With a record of 1,800 cars passing
was bitterly cold out of doors but the who was present, jumped to his feet
chapel was warm and cheery. Some indignantly and fairly shouted his down solidly on lavish expenditures in and $1059.70 collected in tolls in a
his
campaign
for
the
Presidency.
He
single day, the new Kennebec river
body thought of the Old Patriarch remonstrance.
does not intend to ride into the White bridge is within 500 cars and $241 of
alone in his hut. probably trying
"Folks." he yelled, "is this th' kind House on a campaign of extrava the record of traffic on the old State
vainly to keep warm over a feeble o' prayer meetin' you want? Here's
ferry and that, too, with through
heat from the smothering driftwood Sar.v Ann Jewell a lambastin' her gance.
Secretary Hoover intends to keep tourist season scarcely started.
fire in his cracked stove.
neighbors eyes open—yes, with her his own eye on the campaign purse
This record was established Sun
"Let's send for him to come up here eyes open! 1 calls that I lastination.
where it’s comfortable," suggested that's what I call it—b’astlnation!” strings. One of the greatest achieve day, June 17. .The heaviest traffic
ments of his career is the business ever handled on the old ferry was
one.
i A young woman went off to one of like basis on which he has conducted 2,300 cars and tolls to the amount of
"He’ll never come." answered
| the outside islands from Rockland the Department of Commerce finan $1,200 collected in one day.
other. “Too many women.
H
l last summer for a f- w days' spiritual cially. He intends to inaugurate this
That traffic over the No. 1, route
bashful.''
' and physical ministrations. Before
But they sent and the old Patriarch leaving site had put a little cold cream policy of economy and fiscal efficiency is going to be tremendously increased
fooled them. He came! The jolly on her face, ovSr which she had dusted in a Presidential political campaign by reason of the bridge is indicated
young presiding officer, eyes atwlnkle, jurt a trace of talcum powder. Being this year. He is a firm believer in by the record of the 17 th and
the budget system and he wants that bolstered by that of Sunday. June 24.
greeted him.
of fair complexion it was her simple
The system of handling and check
"Cncle George, we arc all sewing. I precaution against sunburn and peel ystem adopted.
“In other words" another departing ing travel on the bridge which has
don't see but If you stay here you’ll ing.
campaign director said, “were not been installed is elaborate, yet
have to sew. too. nr else pay a forfeit
As she stepped ashore old Cncle
of five cents toward tile ehapel fund." Xehemiah Gott cved her critically for going to have three telephones on a simple. It is the cash register plan.
Frolicsome whimscy shone in the a moment, then drew her aside and desk when no man can use more than Under this arrangement a record of
one at a time. Neither will we fill the every vehicle crossing the bridge is
tired n.il eyes.
whispered confidentially: ■
campaign headquarters and State kept. It is complete in every de
"Tell ye what, ma'am. 1 don't allow
"By Tnmnation! Better wash that branches up with a lot of high-sala- tail, even to the direction in which
I II do neither. Rut I 11 give a hull i paint off miss, afore th' wimmen folks
ried political hangers-on posing as |
machine, wagon, cart or what
dollar to kiss th* tiootiest gai in tlV ’ see ye!"
ever it be is going and the identity
loom, an'— an' I'll pick her out!"
Rouge pot and powder puff do not clerks, special advisers, spell-bind of the person who collected the toll.
In a moment hilarity reigned. En i play much of a part in the life of these ers and what not”
This is all done on two cash reg
On the other hand, the Republican
tering into the spirit of Hie occasion | nsher folk—which perhaps, is no
leaders are confident that they will isters. -one for each line of traffic.
the young presiding officer defendeii meat loss to them.
face a robust Democratic treasury foi These registers are specially de
her case.
Big John Dresses Up
signed. They are so built that they
the first time since 1892.
"No. no. Uncle George. I am chair
Over at Little Crab Cove lived Big
The Republican party has seldom record the amount of toll paid, and
man and 1 will do the picking. That is
John Hadlock, a lobsterman, and Sue faced a financial crisis, whereas the what kind of a car, passenger, truck,
my privilege."
motorcycle, or whatever it may be.
One of the nimble-witted young Wilson. his fiancee, a pretty girl and Democrats for more than three de
whether it was a cash fare, a car
women interposed mischieviously a nice one. There was to he a wed cades have been fighting a yawning
ticket or a passenger ticket. At the
‘ Perhaps you can kill the chairman ding soon and the girl’s mother and treasury. But this year it is said the
the friendly neighbors hid helped Democratic campaign fund chest is same time each driver is given a
for $5, Uncle George!”
receipt showing the amount of toL
Despite herself the comely chair with the sewing. Sue was to have an fairly bursting with gold and the Re
publicans look for the Democratic paid and who collected it. just as
man blushed. But the old man was entirely new outfit.
Now. Big John invariably wore a leaders to spend it lavishly where it customers in a store get a printed
ungallant.
cash register slip showing what their
"No. slr-ee. I won’t sew. I won’t rusty <dd derby, jumpe”, overalls and is likely to do the most good.
Mr. Hoover was not moved, how purchase amounts to.
pay no five cents, an’ an’ shucks! 1 rubber hoots, rain or shine, winter
The toll house of the bridge Is
won’t give no five dollars t’ kill th’ and summer. As the day for the wed ever. by this picture of affluence on located at the Woolwich end. It is
teacher. (Meaning chairman.) Five ding drew near no indications were the other side. He has vetoed one an attractive circular structure of
dollar bills is mighty skurce this win visible that his daily routine so far proposal after another during the last
concrete, with a bit of a garden spot
ter. hut—." he hesitated and then went as wearing apparel counted was to 10 days because they smacked of
at the bridge side. At the end of
on bluntly, "but that’s jest as many vary. The girls mother began to lavish expenditures.
worry. Then she went to get her
The key positions in the Republican this plot is a reflector type sign di
pooty women folks as ever!”
prospective son-in-law.
national campaign organization are recting traffic to the right. A like
Indeed an isolated island of th<
" 'Now, you look here.’John,’ ” she filled. I)r. Hubert Work, of course, is sign does similar duty at the other
Maine coast, yet a wonderful one, is
side of the house. Chains are so
Bois Hubert, not more than a mile or remonstrated, "you've got a mighty campaign manager as chairman of the placed in the road way of the bridge
nice little gal in my Su?. She’s a-goin’ Republican
National
Committee.
so in length and near to Petit Manan
to look fresh an’ pretty as a garden James W. Good. Western manager for that cars must pass close up to the
Lighthouse. Now, there is a strange
rose in her new rig. Tain t much less President Coolidge, former Iowa Rep door of the house. They make it
thing about 'Bois Buherf. On its
'n an insult for you not to dress up. resentative. and now a Chicago law unnecessary for the toll collectors to
highest altitude nestles a crystal lake,
too. You go buy yourself some new yer. is (Western manager again. Sen step outside. They merely reach
small but filled with pure, sparkling
v.eddin’ clothes, an’—” She glanced ator George H. Moses of New Hamp through the open window and take
water of icy coldness. From its
the money.
at the rusty derby. "An’ a new hat
shire. is Eastern manager.
shores one may cast a baited hook
When drivers take trouble to have
John was willing enough. It was
The appointment of Mr. Good and
and if lie he blessed with fisherman's simply his lack of initiative, his easy
Senator Moses have not 'been an the exact amount of toll ready when
luck may catch a handsome trout.
going way. that had caused the over nounced officially, and will not he an they come to the window traffic is
On Bois Bubert
sight. He hastened to make amends. nounced until they have set up their moved with scarcely a halt. Wher
Only a handful of fisher folk live The next day he jumped into his mo own organization machinery, which change has to be made there is a
on Bois Bubert. For more than half torboat and chugged to the "main.
will be the latter part of the week. It slight delay and on days when there
On the day of the wedding he ap is known definitely, however, that is exceptionally heavy travel, such as
a century Aunt Ann Hut kins called it
home. She died a few years ago with peared in a new derby, a new jumper both acceded to Mr. Hoover’s wishes Sundays and holidays, this will un
doubtedly cause some delays. O»
out having set foot on the mainland and overalls, and a new pair of rub and accepted the nositions.
more than half a dozen times, she was her boots!
Regarcyess of whether the Republi such days the chains in the road
a diamond—a friend to all humanity.
can party breaks into the traditional way will be rearranged to that by
If the hardy lobsterman touched at
SHE’S A BIG UN
solid South" in *he presidential elec a toll taker working outside the
Bois Hubert just to pass the time of
tions this year. Republican strategists building and on the opposite side of
day, Aunt Ann ir.variably set some Largest Elephant Ever Brought To throughout the country look for dis the roadway, double the number of
collections can be made in the same
appetizing dish before them. She loved
America Arrives In Boston.
sension in the Democratic party to
to cook for "her boys.”
Mrs. Paulina Pachyderm, 50, ar give the4 Republicans at least a num time. This will reduce delays great
Every summer finds religious work rived at Boston Saturday aboard the ber of Southern Senatorships and ad ly it is believed.
At the worst, these delays cannot
ers calling at most ol the isolated steamer Natirar with her trunk and ditional seats in th" House of Repre
islands. Here they made one notable other necessities that go to make up sentatives. They count heavily on at all compare with those which
conversion. Celia was a great, strap her six tons weight intact after a trip electing a Republican Senator in Ten were experienced on the old ferry.
In handling the traffic one tol’
ping female, six feet and over—not a from Hamburg, Germany. Paulin: nessee and Missouri, succeeding-Sen
was accompanied by her five-year old ator McKellar in Tcnrtssee and Sen gathering handles west bound traffic
and another east hound. On the
habv and plenty of Polar hears, ti ator Reed in Missouri.
lays when the traffic is heavy, as in
gers and other animals that are th'
"In the Congressional election." Mr. dicated in the foregoing, there will
I property of Hagenbeck Bros.
Good said. “I predict that we will car oe two men on each side of the toll
THOUSANDS
Paulina has two claims to distinc ry districts which have not voted Re
tion. She is said to be the largest publican in decades. I shall not he house.
elephant ever to come to America sin prised .either, to see some of the
OF WIVES
WILL STUMP MAINE
ind she is bringing about more Southern States go over to Mr
' transportation problems than any Hoover."
Robinson
and
‘‘Jimmy
USE IT AND J other visitor to these shores in some Another Senatorial seat the Repub Smith,
Walker Likely To Exert Their
years. She stands 16 feet high and licans hope to wi l back this election
Hypnotism Here.
he agents had to seek the aid of a is that of Senator Walsh of Massa
KNOW IT’S
wrecking lighter to lift her from the chusetts. A vigorous battle will be
A St. Louis dispatch says:
Natirar to the lighter and then to the waged to turn the Democratic half of
“Mayor ’Jimmy’ Walker of New
dock.
Massachusetts back to the Republican York City will go to Maine to cam
GOOD
With that difficulty overcome Pau- pa rtv.
paign for the Democratic ticket thi
I 'ina calmly awaited the decision of
summer and there is consi«P*rahle
Washes Clothehs, removes Mildew. I lilroad men as to how they are go
likelihood ttfat both Governor Smith
BRING MUCH REVENUE
Iron Rust, Ink, Grease and Fruit
ing to get her to the Detroit zoo. She
and Senator Robinson also will ap
Stains.
won't fit in a box car and if she were Nearly
Six
Million
Sportsmen’s pear in the Pine Tree State.
Never known to harm the finest | -ciit on a fiat car her back would have
"Tb.ic announcement was made by
Licenses Issued by Uncle Sam Las'
!o be shaved off several inches in
fabrics. At all Grocers.
2
National Committeeman McC.i’licud
Year.
>rder to get under bridges and
Through the issuing of 5.750,00' dy of Lewiston as the solid Smith
1 through tunnels.
hunting
licenses
to
sportsmen Special rolled over Arkansas and
hroughout the United States during Missouri on its homeward trip with
the season of 1926-27, the revenue to New England delegates who partici
i he states amounted to more than pated in the Dmocratic National
$7,800,000. This is an increase over convention.
"Maine, according to gossip among
the season of 1923-24, when 4.395.038
licenses were issued, and the revenue the Democratic leaders, is going t
totaled
$5,594,983.
In
1924-2' tear a lot more from their side this
1,904.740 hunters paid for their li year than it has in recent campaigns
censes $6,190,863: in 1925-26 there They have little real hope of putting
were 5,168j363 hunting licenses is over their state ticket and the pre
sued. bringing in a revennt of $6,872.- dictions concerning the carrying of
the State by Smith fail to ring very
812.
The number of hunting licenses true hut they do mean to exhaust
9TStf
(which combined fishing licenses) is every possibility to make a good
sued in Maine for tiie season of showing in the September election
1926-27, was 37,241 to residents, and in order to offset as much as possible
54 to non-residents and aliens. The the psychological effect of the usual
Republican victory.”
revenue received was $62,913.35.

B.C.M.I
CIGARS. I

To Be Sure

DEMOCRATS BITTER
Carter Field Says Defection
More Serious Than Seems
On Surface.
Newspaper men covering the con
vention have been telling about it
over the air as well as in the papers.
Carter Field. Washington corres
pondent of the New York Herald
Tribune, was selected to broadcast
for a few minutes from the studio
beneath the Sam Houston Hall stage.
Here is what Mr. Field had to tell
the world:
“The mostx interesting question in
this convention is not decided by a
roll call. It will not he answered un
til November. That question is how
many Democrats are going to stay
at home on election day. or gq all the
way over and vote for Hoover, because
they are too dry to accept Smith,
because they have too much hate,
fear or prejudice against the Catholic
Church to agree to a Catholic foi
President even if that should be the
only chance of their party this year,
or because they just don’t like the
Tammany brand of Democracy.
“Rut while the anti-Smith minor
ity is insignificant on the roll call, it
is extremely bitter. This was shown
when Senator Tvdings. of Maryland,
and Bishop Cannon, of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, almost
come to blows in a row before the
platform committee growing out of
Bishop Cannon’s attacks on Mary
land as a lawless community. It was
shown in the spectacular ’physical
battles over state standards which
occurred in the North Carolina, Ala
bama and Georgia delegates.
“Incidentally, it is interesting to
note that these fights were provoked
in a demonstration on the mere
statement by Senator Robinson that
religion was no bar to the Presi
dency.
'There is very little talk about a
third ticket. So it is not going to be
easy to measure this defection front
the regular Democrats as the cam
paign proceeds.
one little straw
showing how the wind is blowing so
far as this minority is concerned
was a four-line statement given to
the press by Daniel C. Roper, former
Assistant Postmaster General, later
Collector of Internal Revenue, under
McAdoo, and sometimes referred to
as the political master mind of the
McAdoo organization.
“Referring to the plays of the antiSmith group, General Roper spoke of
those convinced of the necessity of
saving the Democratic party from
the nullification of the Eighteenth
Amendment and from Tammany
control of the Federal government.’
Let me repeat’that sentence with
the prohibition clause omitted, and
remembering that Gen. Roper is a
very able lawyer and is noted for
his accurate choice of words. It then
reads ‘Those convinced of the neces
sity of saving the Democratic party
from Tammany control of the Feder
al government.’
“What Gen. Roper will he doing
and saying in late October is. of
course, much more important than
what he is saying and doing now.
But there are men and women in this
convention who represent a lot more
hack home who are already plotting
just what is the best method of up
setting the Smith applecart.
“They gave up hope of heating him
for the nomination some time ago.
What they want to do now is beat
him for the election. The whole
question is how many there are of
them who will stick and whether
they will throw enough electoral
votes to Herbert Hoover to offset
those he may lose, due to the peculiar
appeal of Alfred E. Smith in the wet
Northeastern states."

STUDYING FISHERIES
Research Work Important to New
England and Canadian Provinces

Vour Product — and Ours

Many subjects of vital interest to
the fisheries of New England and
Canadian waters were under discus
sion at the meeting of the North
American Committee on fisherly in
vestigations in Boston last week.
Results obtained through scientific
research during the past year were
presented those in attendance and
plans were drawn up for investiga
tion of the future.
The large Canadian representation
at the meeting showed how closely
are the Maritime Provinces linked
with the North Atlantic States in
regard to the great fishing banks.
Among the important problems
discussed were the fluctuations in
the catch of haddock in North
American waters, the life histories
of the mackerel and the cod and the
damming of passamoquoddy Bay,
Me., with its effect on the fisheries of
that region.
Mr. Settee pointed out that large
numbers of mackerel eggs and fry
are found from Delaware to Cape
Cod in the spring. Young mackerel
with hatch in May and June attain
a length of about eight inches the
following November and eleven and
a half inches by the succeeding No
vember.
At two years of age mackerel are
mature enough to spawn, hut after
that time they grow much piore
slowly. The information concerning
the mackerel was obtained by tow
ing fine meshed silk nets at spa, to
catch the eggs and fry. and in meas
uring samples of many catches
brought in by fishermen.
Mr. Schroeder will continue his in
vestigations of the cod this summer
in the bureau of fisheries vessel. Al
batross H.
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PEAS—6 size# (see arrow on Label)
CORN-Golden Bantam and Crosby
BEANS—Golden Wax, Cranberry and Shell
Rai ed in Maine by Maine farmers. Packed by Maine
people in Maine-owned Canneries
You Will Enjoy These Maine Vegetables—the FINEST Anywhere

ROBERT MANTELL DEAD

Robert
Bruce
Mantell,
noted
Shakespearean actor and producer,
died at his home in Atlantic High
lands, N. J.. 'Wednesday after an ill
ness of two months. He was 74
i years old. The renowned tragedian

had suffered a nervous breakdown.
He was regarded as one of the ablest
actors of his time in the portrayal
of romantic parts depicting youth.
There are doubtless quite a num
ber of citizens who will recall when
he appeared in Farwell Opera House
in "The Light of Other Days,” if the,
writer remembers correctly.
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the newHupmobile Bodies

HOOVER TO RESIGN
Will Conclude His Duties As Secre
tary of Commerce July 10, It is
Said.

Herbert Hoover. Republican nom
inee for President, will resign from
the Cabinet before the middle of July
and devote himself thereafter ex
clusively to his election campaign.
An announcement from Mr. Hoover’s
office said he would ask president
Coolidge to relieve him at an early
date and that he was closing up out
standing departmental matters as
rapidly as possible.
It was learned unofficially that Mr.
Hoover had set July 10 as the ten
tative date for his retirement as
Secretary of Commerce, a position he
has held for seven years. On that
day he expects to leave Washington
for his home at Palo Alto, Calif.,
where he will receive official noti
fication of his nomination in the first
week of August and begin active
campaigning immediately.
Mr. Hoover will travel to Califor
nia by way of Wisconsin, stopping at
the summer White House at Brule
for a brief visit with President 'Cool
idge. If his tentative program is
not altered he will follcnv his cam
paign manager Dr. Hubert Work
who is going to Brule to tender his
own resignation as Secretary of the
Interior, by not more than a week.
At present they do not plan to meet
there.

equipped $2105 f.o.b. factory.

IENEATH the grace and beauty so instantly apparent in the
/ new Century Hupmobile body styles are features which

contribute largely to motoring comfort. Extreme silence, for

example, is obtained by insulating all points where metal joins
either metal or wood.

Six kinds of material are used for

sound>deadening and the lubrication of certain points where

flexibility is desired. Seating arrangement includes form>fitting

upholstery, fitted with springs that last the life of the car. Arm
rests are upholstered over wide molded rubber forms, giving

greater resiliency and comfort.

Throughout, the new

Hupmobiles exhibit the Century’s greatest advance in body

WOMEN FOR HOOVER

design, as effectively as the brilliant Six and Eight chassis

Know Him As a Humanitarian and
Constructive Force, Says
Mrs.
Willebrandt.

reveal new and finer qualities of power, speed and strength.

Women will take a more active part
in the forthcoming Presidential cam
paign than in any previous one. ac
cording to Mrs. Mabel Walker W*illebrandt, Assistant United States At
torney General.
"The Reptiblicnns could not have
picked a candidate who will attract
more women voters than Hoover
will.” said Mrs. Willebrcndt,
was
chairman of the credentials commit
tee at the Kansas City convention.
The women worked with Hoover
during the war and they know him to
be a humanitarian and a constructive
force. He lias an intellectual honesty
peculiarly attractive to women. He
will gel the women votes for a finer
reason than his stand on prohibition.
Mrs. Willebrandt said that while
she believed Governor Smith would
carry many Eastern cities. Hoover
would win in New York State. She
pointed out that the Governor was
defeated for his present office during
a Presidential year.

24 body and equipment combinations, standard and
custom on each line. Six of the Century, $1345 to $1625.
Century Eight, $182S to $2105. All prices f.o.b. Detroit.

Tt must he a good deal of a jolt to
change all of a sudden from a uni
versity graduate to a mere guy
looking for a job.—Indianapolis
News.
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Hupmobile Century Sixes and Eights are now sold tax free.
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C. W. HOPKINS
65 Limerock Street

Telephone 1000

